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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
 

Microvascular Lesions and Blood Flow in Rodent Cortex 
 

 
By 

 
 

Nozomi Nishimura 
 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 
 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2006 
 
 

Professor David Kleinfeld, Chair 
 
 
 
In the mammalian brain, blood flow is controlled by a specialized, highly evolved system. We 

studied the regulation and failure of the cortical vascular system on the size scale of individual 

microvessels. We developed optical methods for lesioning single microvessels in the cortex of 

anesthetized rat. Photochemically-triggered thrombosis was used to occlude surface and 

penetrating arterioles. Femtosecond laser ablation, using nonlinear optical absorption, was 

used to produce occlusions, and also leakages and hemorrhages, in the microvessels up to 

~500µm below the cortical surface. Blood flow changes following these lesions were 

measured in individual microvessels using two-photon laser scanning microscopy of 

fluorescently-labeled blood. We compared the degree of ischemia that resulted from 

blockages in the different categories of microvasculature. We found that surface arterioles are 

highly resistant to ischemia, while occlusions in deep microvessels resulted in more dramatic 

drops in red blood cell speed in the immediately downstream vessels (10% of the initial value). 

Ischemia was most severe after occlusions in the penetrating arterioles. Immediately 

downstream vessels dropped to 3% of initial speed and the blood flow was significantly 



   

 xviii 

reduced in a 350-µm radius area. The decrements in flow are consistent with the vascular 

topology of the occluded vessels. The surface arterioles form a network with many obvious 

loops, but the deep vessels are less redundant, forming fewer, longer loops within the capillary 

bed. The penetrating arterioles have no anastomoses and are only connected to other 

arterioles through the capillaries. Ischemia resulting from occlusions of deep microvessels or 

penetrating arterioles may be a cause of small lesions that are found in the brains of elderly 

humans. In addition, leakages and hemorrhages, similar to those we produced with 

femtosecond laser ablation, can also cause or exacerbate neurodegeneration. We also 

studied the regulatory function of vasculature in the healthy brain. We developed analysis 

tools to improve optical intrinsic imaging, and also used two-photon laser scanning microscopy 

in a preliminary study of dilation of and blood flow through individual arterioles in response to 

neural stimulation. In conclusion, both healthy and lesioned microvasculature were studied in 

vivo using optical tools. 

 



 1 

I 

Introduction 
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The brain is the definitive feature of the Homo sapiens species, but also unfortunately one of 

the most delicate. Many people have personally experienced this paradox when they or a 

family member suffer from brain damage and can no longer function as an independent 

person. Although the cerebral vasculature has evolved into a highly specialized support and 

protection system for the brain, stroke is a common occurrence. About 700,00 people suffer 

from stroke a year1. The effects can be devastating – not only can ischemia and hemorrhages 

lead to death, they can instantaneously reduce a vital, active person into an immobile, 

incommunicative invalid.  In addition to sudden changes, vascular problems can also lead to 

gradual decline in a person’s cognitive abilities. Recent advances in technology have enabled 

in vivo observation of the function and failure of the cerebral vasculature and give hope that 

the continuation of scientific and medical research will lead to an opportunity to reduce the 

impact of cerebrovascular diseases.  

 

The function of the vasculature is to maintain and regulate the blood flow in the brain. 

Acute experiments have shown that adult neural cells can only survive minutes without blood 

flow2. In addition to acute changes in flow, chronic hypoperfusion also leads to neural 

damage3. Appropriate blood flow is so crucial that animals as varied as rodents and humans 

all reroute blood flow during brain activity, presumably to compensate for increased metabolic 

demands from neural processing. Although the link between neural activity and blood flow has 

been studied for over a century4, much is still not understood. For example, it is known that a 

loss of the ability to change blood flow during neural activity is associated with cognitive 

decline, but the mechanism is not clear5.  

 

Ironically, although the brain tissue cannot afford to be without blood, blood itself can 

be harmful to the brain2, 6, 7. The cerebral vasculature has specialized anatomy that serves to 

segregate the brain tissue from the blood. The blood-brain barrier is a feature found only on 

the brain vessels and consists of multiple specialized layers that control the interaction 
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between the blood the neural tissue. The endothelial cells are joined together to form the 

innermost layer that is sealed to prevent large molecules from moving between the brain 

tissue and the blood. This is surrounded by a continuous basal membrane and a sheath of 

processes from astrocytes called glial end feet. In addition, a border zone filled with 

cerebrospinal fluid, the Virchow-Robin space, surrounds the larger vessels and arterioles.  

 

Recent technical developments have enabled studies in intact animals such as the 

rodent. Because rodents share many of the specialized anatomy and physiology found in the 

human brain, they are a good model system for the study of diseases. Rats have been used to 

study the coupling of blood flow to neural activity and are also commonly used in models of 

major stroke. Much work has been done in understanding the vascular function on the 

macroscopic, organ-size scale and also at the molecular level. However, it has been difficult to 

find experimental methods in the intact animal that provides the spatial resolution to observe 

the fundamental units of the neurovasculature (the individual vessels, neurons and supporting 

cells). This dissertation describes the use of optical tools for the in vivo study of vascular 

function in rat brain. We use optical methods to measure blood flow during several types of 

vascular dysfunction and also in the healthy state in rat brain. In addition, we also developed 

techniques to manipulate the vasculature at the single vessel scale, allowing us challenge the 

neurovasculature with lesions that may resemble diseases in humans.  

 

The second chapter briefly reviews some of the optical technologies that are available 

for the experimental investigation of blood flow and also discusses technologies that enable 

the work described in this document. The ability to measure blood flow using two-photon 

fluorescence microscopy allows us to study the dynamics of blood flow in single vessels. In 

addition to providing a means for observation, optical tools, including femtosecond lasers, can 

also be used to experimentally manipulate biology. In combination with nonlinear optical 

technology, light is becoming a powerful and practical tool for in vivo work.  
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In Chapter 3 we describe changes in blood flow that result from the occlusion of single 

surface arterioles and also occlusion of the middle cerebral artery. This work was originally 

motivated by the idea that specific parts of cortex might be eliminated through localized 

ischemia via the targeted clotting of individual surface arterioles using photochemically-

induced thrombosis. To our surprise, stopping the blood flow in a region proved to be 

impossible with this method. After an occlusion of a surface arteriole, blood flow instantly 

reroutes, maintain perfusion through redundant connections in the vasculature. We found that 

the rearrangements of flow after occlusion also occurred after occlusions of major arteries 

such as the middle cerebral artery. 

 

The work in the fourth chapter was motivated by the idea that it would be valuable to 

study ischemia by clots in the deep microvessels, because most of the metabolic exchange 

occurs in the capillaries in the depth of brain tissue.  To target these vessels, we needed to go 

to a nonlinear optical technique – femtosecond laser ablation.  We were able to occlude 

capillaries and observed severe reduction in blood flow downstream from the clot. This result 

was a surprise to me because I had thought that the convoluted capillary bed would be 

extremely redundant and would demonstrate a robust defense against ischemia after 

occlusion of a deep microvessel. In addition to providing a way to study ischemia caused by 

microvessel occlusions, the laser technique in this paper also allowed the production of 

hemorrhages and leakages from the vasculature. Such lesions may provide valuable disease 

models in the future.  

 

The previous two chapters suggested the idea that blood flow after occlusion depends 

on the passive topological properties of and the connectivity in the vasculature around the 

clotted vessel. This lead to the investigation detailed in Chapter 5 that focused on the 

penetrating arterioles, vessels which link the loop-rich surface arteriole network to the capillary 
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bed. We found that because these penetrating arterioles lack anastomoses, clots in these 

vessels lead to a high degree of ischemia. The extent of these blood flow changes was 

characterized and compared to the spatial distribution of penetrating arterioles.  

 

If the geometry of the penetrating arterioles leaves the brain susceptible to ischemia, 

why did these vascular structures evolve? The penetrating arterioles, along with the surface 

network, likely have an important function in regulating the brain blood pressure and in 

directing blood to areas of high neural activity. The maintenance of neurovascular coupling, in 

which neural activity triggers a regional increase in blood flow, is necessary for long term 

cognitive health8. Chapter 6 covers several forays into the investigation of neurovascular 

coupling in the normal brain.  The work described in this chapter includes the first and last 

projects I participated in during my graduate work. We investigated changes in optical intrinsic 

signal in somatosensory cortex due the stimulation of whiskers. In this work, we attempted to 

refine analysis of optical intrinsic imaging signals so that a single stimulus would be 

detectable. The work in the last section, using two-photon microscopy to measure diameter 

and blood flow changes in surface arterioles, was carried out after most of the small stroke 

work was done. The surface arteriole network, whose topology was important in maintaining 

the relatively high level of blood flow after clots in the surface vasculature, is likely also be the 

device that regulates the flow in the healthy brain and reroutes it in response to neural activity. 

To investigate this idea, we looked at surface arterioles in and around from the active region.  

 

The last chapter concludes by highlighting some new methods and techniques that 

might be useful in furthering this work in the future. 
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Vascular phenomenon in the brain is best studied in vivo because the circulatory system 

traverses the entire animal and cannot be extracted without loss of function. Study of a live 

animal requires observational techniques that do not interfere with the intrinsic dynamics of 

the neurovascular coupling and can be used in intact tissue. In addition to understanding 

blood flow in the brain for the sake of its own dynamics, there are multiple medical imaging 

technologies that would benefit from better understanding of the blood flow in the brain. For 

example, near-infrared spectroscopy (also known as event-related optical signal)1 and 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)2, 3 are used to infer the amount of neural 

activity in different regions of the brain under varying stimuli. Both methods are actually 

measurements of changes in blood flow that are triggered by the neural activity. 

Understanding how blood flow changes relate to underlying neural and metabolic activity is 

crucial to a correct interpretation of these signals4. Optics is especially suited to minimally 

invasive investigation via several techniques and has been used with success to study brain 

blood flow. Characterization of vasculature requires the measurement of several parameters. 

Estimates of the amount of blood in the brain can be made from measuring the size of blood 

vessels or the measuring amount of hemoglobin. The flow can be characterized by the volume 

of blood moving through the vessel per unit time, or also by the velocity of the red blood cells 

or blood plasma in the vessels.  

 

LINEAR OPTICS FOR BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENT 

Video microscopy has been used to study blood flow in the pial vascular network5. 

The dilation and contraction of the surface vessels is readily visible through a cranial window, 

and this work led to the identification of important vasoactive substances5. Individual RBCs 

can be visualized using ordinary illumination with white light. The use of fluorescence 
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microscopy to image sparsely labeled RBCs was an improvement for measuring red blood cell 

motion6. Investigators such as Woolsey, et al. characterized important features of cortical 

blood dynamics due to neural activity7 and vascular occlusions8 with bolus injections of dye 

used to trace the movement of the blood serum through the circulation. 

 

Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) offered another route to assessing blood flow in the 

brain 9-11. In LDF the brain is illuminated with a single wavelength of laser light. When the laser 

light scatters off moving red blood cells, the wavelength of the light is shifted slightly, so that 

the scattered light has a broader range of wavelengths than the incident light. The degree of 

the broadening is an aggregate measure of the speeds of red blood cells. Because brain 

tissue is highly scattering, meaning that the path of a photon from incidence on the cortex to 

detection involves many deflections, it is difficult to accurately model the dependence of the 

broadening of the wavelength range on absolute red blood cell speed. In addition, the 

scattering of the incident light in also makes it difficult to localize the Doppler measurement, 

leading to coarse spatial resolution. While LDF has many advantages in ease of use, it is best 

as a comparative measure of blood perfusion in a delocalized area and fails to capture the 

heterogeneity and dynamics of blood flow on the scale of single vessels or cortical columns.  

 

Blood flow and oxygenation have been inferred with wide field optical techniques such 

as optical intrinsic imaging which uses the change in the reflectance spectrum between 

oxygenated and deoxygenated blood12. This technique has been used to study the change in 

blood oxygenation and blood volume in cortex due to neural stimulation13-15. By assuming that 

the only optical properties that change with neural stimulation are the number of red blood 

cells and the reflectance spectrum of red blood cells, the total hemoglobin concentration and 

oxygenation fraction can be calculated. Especially in conditions such as ischemia, the 

assumption of constant optical properties in the brain tissue may not hold16. In addition to this 
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ambiguity, intrinsic imaging is also limited because spatial resolution is limited by strong 

optical scattering in brain tissue. 

 

Speckle imaging is a recent innovation that allows quantification of blood flow 

speeds17. It relies on illumination by coherent light. Because the phase of the light is uniform, 

photons scattered from nearby points interfere with each other, leading to a speckled 

appearance as the photons constructively and destructively interfere. Any motion of the 

scattering medium will cause these light and dark areas to move. If the scattering medium is 

stationary, the speckles will also appear to be stationary. When the speckles are imaged onto 

a camera with a set exposure time, the amount of contrast between the light and dark 

speckles with depend on the speed of the scattering medium.  This can be used to quantify 

blood flow by measuring the change in contrast of the speckles in illuminated brain tissue. The 

contrast of the speckles can be optimized by matching the length scale of the coherence of 

the light and the size of the moving particle. This is set by the focusing conditions; focusing the 

illumination at a steeper angle (high NA) decreases the area over which the light is coherent. 

The time it takes the scattering object to traverse the area over which light is coherent 

indicates the speed of the scattering object. In practice, images are taken at a set exposure 

time so that the loss of contrast between light and dark speckles indicates the speed of the red 

blood cells.  

 

NONLINEAR OPTICS FOR BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENT 

One disadvantage of some of the above linear optical techniques is that they report 

collective measures of blood flow that are averaged over large spatial areas. In fact, blood 

flow in the brain is highly heterogeneous. Speeds range from ~30mm/s in arteries to stalls in 

the capillaries. Extensive in vitro research shows that individual vessels can dilate and 

contract and that some of this action is mediated by cells in the immediate vicinity of the 

vessels including neurons, glia and pericytes18-20. This indicates that the neurovascular unit 
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must be understood at the level of single capillaries and cells. To study blood flow on these 

scales in vivo, linear optical techniques are insufficient. The challenge of visualizing 

microscopic structures such as cells and capillaries in vivo was met by the invention of the 

multiphoton microscope and its use of nonlinear optics. 

 

Nonlinear optical effects are most often observed with extremely high intensity light, 

typically 1010 W/cm2 and above. By contrast, sunlight on a sunny day provides about 0.1 

W/cm2. In the lab, these intensities are only achieved momentarily during a pulse from 

ultrafast, (also known as ultrashort or femtosecond) lasers. Pulses from such lasers are very 

short (100 fs or less) but contain so many photons, so that the peak power is easily 1010 W.  At 

these intensity regimes, light exhibits properties very different from normal intensities. The first 

of these properties to be useful to biological inquiry was two-photon absorption for 

fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy is a powerful technique for biology 

because one can selectively label the structures of interest, but if the structures are in the 

depth of a tissue, it becomes difficult to image the structures with conventional microscopy. 

With conventional microscopy fluorescence is generated by any labeled structure in the path 

of the excitation light and it becomes impossible to distinguish the location of source of 

fluorescence. This leads to blurry images when trying to image in thick samples. In histology, 

structures within tissue are imaged at high resolution by first cutting the sample into thin, two-

dimensional slices so that there is no fluorescent material outside of the plane of interest. 

 

Confocal and multiphoton microscopy enable imaging of three-dimensional volumes 

because both techniques guarantee that all detected fluorescence originated from a known 

spot in three-dimensional space. To map three-dimensional distributions of fluorescent 

structures in both methods, excitation light is focused into a sample, and the focal point is 

scanned around throughout a volume while the intensity of fluorescence generated at each 

point is recorded. Confocal microscopy uses linear excitation of fluorescence and in this 
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method all fluorescently labeled structures in the path of the excitation light will fluoresce. 

However, the detected light is imaged onto a mask (a pinhole), so that photons coming from 

outside the region of interest do not travel through the pinhole. Only fluorescence generated in 

a specific 3-D region of interest in the sample reaches the detector.  

 

Multiphoton microscopy works by only generating fluorescence at one point in space. 

The fluorescence generation is constrained to a diffraction-limited volume because it relies on 

a process that requires the simultaneous action of multiple photons such as in two-photon 

excited fluorescence. In two-photon excited fluorescence, energy of a signal photon of 

excitation light is not enough to excite a dye molecule into a fluorescent state. This transition 

requires the simultaneous absorption of two photons, so that the sum of the energies of the 

two photons is sufficient to excite the dye molecule. The probability of absorption is dependent 

on the intensity of light squared. With tight focusing, in which rays of excitation light come in 

from a wide angle as when a laser beam is focused with a high magnification microscope 

objective, the intensity of light can be set so that a significant amount of two-photon excitation 

occurs only at the focus in a diffraction-limited volume. Multiphoton microscopy has several 

advantages for in vivo imaging over confocal microscopy. First, it is insensitive to scattering in 

the samples. Any incoming excitation light that is scattered will not contribute to the two-

photon absorption because the light intensity outside the focus is insufficient, so that 

fluorescence is only generated at the focus. Also, even if fluorescence photons are scattered 

on the way to the detector, these photons are still detected and contribute to the measured 

fluorescence signal. In contrast, in confocal microscopy, scattered excitation light can still 

generate fluorescence outside the focus. In addition, any fluorescence photons generated at 

the focus that deviate from the ballistic path by scattering will be blocked by the pinhole 

resulting in a loss of signal in confocal microscopy of scattering tissue.  
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In practice, multiphoton microscopy causes less phototoxicity than confocal 

microscopy. Phototoxicity results from the absorption of light that leads to the generation of 

harmful molecules. Anywhere fluorescence is generated is also potentially a site of reactive 

molecule generation.  In two-photon microscopy, the excitation photons do not have sufficient 

energy to excite the intrinsic molecules that can convert to toxic forms upon optical excitation. 

Like fluorescence, phototoxic excitation occurs only at the focus, while in linear optical 

techniques, these reactions happen throughout the incident light path. Despite the fact the 

deleterious multiphoton-mediated effects do occur in multiphoton microscopy, cells in culture 

survive better with multiphoton microscopy than with confocal microscopy. This may be due in 

large part to the smaller volume that is affected by phototoxic effects. 

 

In 1998, Kleinfeld, et al. used multiphoton microscopy, specifically two-photon laser 

scanning microscopy (TPLSM), to measure red blood cell velocity in individual capillaries in rat 

brain. An intravenous injection of dye labeled the blood plasma, but not the red blood cells, so 

that motion could be tracked. The disadvantage of scanning microscopy techniques such as 

multiphoton microscopy is that the rate of imaging is limited by the rate at which the excitation 

laser can be scanned. In order to have sufficient time resolution to capture the motion of red 

blood cells, the laser is scanned repeatedly along a single vessel (Fig. 2.1). This generates a 

dataset in which the motions of red blood cells leave dark diagonal streaks against a 

background of fluorescent plasma with the slope of the streaks being proportional to 

1/velocity21. Kleinfeld, et al. developed a robust image processing algorithm based on singular 

value decomposition which we implemented in Matlab for the current work. Details on the 

algorithm are described in an appendix to Chapter 3. With the current implementation of the 

scanning microscope, the velocity measurement can be used in almost any blood vessel in rat 

cortex.  
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Figure 2.1 Measuring blood flow velocity with multiphoton microscopy. The 
femtosecond pulsed laser is repeatedly scanned along a blood vessel to be measured. 
The blood serum is labeled with fluorescent dye, so that red blood cells appear as dark 
areas. When the fluorescent signal from the successive linescans is stacked, the motion 
of the red blood cells is recorded as diagonal streaks. The velocity can be calculated from 
the slope of the streaks.  

 

NONLINEAR OPTICS FOR MANIPULATING BIOLOGY 

Femtosecond lasers have been well established as a tool for subsurface machining of 

transparent materials22 and ultra-precise machining of solid state materials23.  Recently, 

femtosecond ablation has been adapted as a biological tool to manipulate structures and 

chemistry on a microscopic scale. Femtosecond laser ablation can produce ionization that is 

highly spatially confined in three dimensions. This can be used to disrupt organelles inside 

individual cells with subcellular precision, multiple cells, or parts of cells in whole animals. This 

allows unprecedented study of biological dynamics and reactions. These capabilities allow the 

function of a particular structure to be studied in an in vivo context, and can also be used to 

reproduce disease states of relevance to human health in animal models. 

 

Mechanisms of femtosecond ablation  

At ordinary intensities of light, photons that have insufficient energy to ionize a material pass 

through the material without interaction; for example, visible light passes through transparent 

materials such as water and glass. However, at light intensities around 1013 W/cm2 that are 

achievable by femtosecond lasers, the density of photons is sufficient that the chance of 

multiple photons interacting with the same molecule nearly simultaneously becomes high. The 
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cooperative action of multiple photons can result in ionization of an ordinarily transparent 

material via several conceptually different processes (Fig. 1a). In multiphoton ionization, an 

unexcited electron simultaneously absorbs the energy of several photons, so that the 

combined energy of these photons is sufficient to boost the electron to an excited state or may 

free the electron to form an electron-ion plasma. Because overcoming the energy gaps in 

transparent materials require multiple photons, the probability of ionization depends on 

intensity to a power equal to the number of photons. This process requires that the photon 

density is high enough that the probability of absorbing multiple photons at one time is non-

negligible. Another mechanism for cooperative action of photons is called avalanche 

ionization. In this process a previously ionized electron can absorb energy from the laser 

photons. Collisions between this electron and an un-ionized electron can result in the 

ionization of the second electron. This process results in an exponentially increasing number 

of ionized electrons. Avalanche ionization also requires high laser intensities because it 

requires that an ionized electron absorb the energy of multiple photons so that its excess 

energy exceeds the band-gap energy before colliding with another electron.  

 

Ionization leads to an electron-ion plasma in which the energy from the laser pulse is 

stored in the separation of the positively charged ions and negative electrons and their kinetic 

energy. After about 10 ps to 1 ns, the electrons and ions in the plasma recombine. The energy 

from the recombination contributes to highly non-equilibrium conditions, which can overcome 

the tensile force of the material around the focus. With sufficient energy, this leads to a 

microexplosion and shockwave (Fig. 1b)24, 25. The recombined material, including molecular 

hydrogen and oxygen26, remains as a hot gas bubble. This cavitation bubble expands and 

contracts with complex dynamics as it equilibrates to the surrounding conditions.  

 

All the steps in the process of femtosecond laser ablation can produce effects in 

biological materials. For example, the material ionized at the laser focus may be altered 
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substantially from its original chemical composition. Ionization can also lead to excited 

molecules that participate in chemical reactions. Both the formation of reactive chemical 

species from the ionization of water and the direct breaking of chemical bonds in cellular 

structures can lead to biological effects27. The microexplosion, shockwave, and cavitation 

bubble can add mechanical disruption to chemical effects28, 29. 

 

Figure 2.2 Mechanisms of femtosecond laser ablation. (a) Schematic diagrams of 
multiphoton ionization and avalanche ionization. (b) Images of ionization at focus, shock 
wave and cavitation bubble in water after irradiation by a femtosecond laser pulse (100 
fs, 1 µJ, 800 nm, 0.65 NA). Data adapted from Schaffer, et al., 200224.  

 

One of the most useful properties of femtosecond laser ablation is the limited size of 

the affected volume. Chemical alteration by ionization, mechanical and thermal effects of the 

shock wave and cavitation bubble can all lead to permanent alterations in the target material, 

but these effects can be limited to microscopic volumes. Two factors play a role in minimizing 

the disrupted volume. First, tight focusing ensures that nonlinear absorption occurs only in a 

three-dimensionally localized volume. With sufficiently tight focusing27 the necessary intensity 

for any significant amount of multiphoton ionization is only achieved at the focus. It has been 
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demonstrated that under carefully controlled conditions, only the central portion of the laser 

focal volume will ionize a significant number of electrons, so that volume of ionized material is 

actually smaller than the diffraction limited spot size of the laser30. Second, with femtosecond-

duration laser pulses, sufficient intensity to drive nonlinear optical absorption can be achieved 

with low pulse energy. The total energy deposited determines the magnitude of effects of the 

shockwave and cavitation bubble. The energy required to achieve ionization can be very 

small, so that the size of the affected material can be microscopic – very close to the 

diffraction-limited focusing volume. For example, ionization of water in the focal volume of a 

0.65-NA objective requires only 0.1 µJ using 100 fs pulses at 800 nm24. 

 

Properties such as the size of the laser-processed volume can be controlled by 

varying the laser pulse energy, repetition rate, and number. After a single laser pulse, the 

sizes and energies of the cavitation bubble and shock wave depend on the total amount of 

energy deposited in the material. As laser power is increased well above the threshold 

energies for ionization, energy is deposited in an increasingly large volume, even as the 

focusing is held constant, leading to a larger volume of ionization. The fraction of the energy in 

the incident laser pulses that is absorbed increases from less than 20% at the threshold 

energy to nearly all the energy in the laser pulse at higher energies31. In addition, more energy 

in the laser pulse leads to an increase in the number of electrons, and consequently, larger 

shock waves and cavitation bubbles that can lead to macroscopic cuts and cavities. 

 

Irradiation of the target material by repetitive pulses can lead to cumulative effects that 

can be tailored to the application. Despite the low total energies required, femtosecond laser 

ablation can lead to significant thermal and chemical effects under certain conditions. These 

cumulative effects may often occur at energies below the threshold for photodisruption. If the 

time between the laser pulses is small relative to the time heat takes to diffuse out of the 

vicinity of the focal volume, heat can accumulate near the focal region22. Although the energy 
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of each laser pulse is small, at the repetition rates of a laser such as titanium:sapphire 

oscillators typically used for two-photon microscopy a significant amount of heat can build up 

at the focus if the laser irradiates the same spot for an extended period of time. In solid state 

materials, such as glass, this effect is used to produce refractive index changes via the 

melting and cooling of material outside the laser focus32. While the chemical changes caused 

by a single femtosecond laser pulse can be negligible for cells, continuous irradiation over 

time can lead to a significant number of excited molecules that can participate in potentially 

useful or harmful chemical reactions27.  

 

Femtosecond laser ablation has been demonstrated to be useful for processing 

extracted and fixed tissues. The lack of collateral and thermal damage makes femtosecond 

laser ablation an ideal tool for heat sensitive tissues such as bone and brain33-36. In vitro 

experiments show that the precision of femtosecond laser ablation may also be useful for 

treatment of eye conditions such as glaucoma by making channels through the sclera or 

trabecular meshwork in the eye37. Another advantage of femtosecond ablation is that the 

threshold energy for many materials is very similar31. This trait is useful in the ablation of 

heterogeneous samples in which material properties may vary significantly. For example, 

femtosecond laser ablation was used as part of a 3-D histology system used to image fixed 

mouse embryos38. This required simultaneous ablation of bone and soft tissue without 

adjusting the laser parameters. Recent work has expanded use of femtosecond lasers from 

the processing of solid state materials and extracted tissue, to the manipulation of living 

tissue. This has important applications in medical technologies and provides an important 

research tool to investigate the function of biological structures in dynamic systems and 

disease models. 

Here, we highlight some outstanding applications of femtosecond lasers in living 

systems from a number of research groups that exploit the unique properties of nonlinear 

interactions of light with matter. 
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Eye surgery with femtosecond lasers 

One of the earliest and most commercially successful applications of femtosecond lasers is in 

laser eye surgery. To correct near- or farsightedness in a person, portions of the cornea are 

cut and reshaped so that the cornea will then correctly focus. In the earliest versions of this 

procedure, radial keratectomy, mechanical blades were used to reshape the cornea with radial 

cuts. A great improvement came from the used of lasers. In photorefractive keratectomy, UV 

laser light is used to photoablate and reshape the cornea, but also ablates the protective 

endothelial layers on the corneal surface. In a modification of this procedure, laser-assisted in 

situ keratomileusis (LASIK), the corneal tissue is first exposed by a cutting a flap from the 

surface layer with a mechanical blade. Then, UV light is used to photoablate the corneal 

tissue, and the flap is replaced. The preservation of the surface endothelial layer helps speed 

recovery from the surgery. UV laser ablation via linear absorption was a great improvement 

over mechanical cutting of the corneal tissue, but new techniques using femtosecond laser 

ablation offer further improvements in the surgical outcome. Much of the complications in the 

surgical procedure come not from the reshaping of the cornea, but from damage to the 

surface layer of the cornea, the epithelial cells, when removed with a mechanical blade. 

Juhasz, et al. developed an optical technique to cut this flap by taking advantage of the 

nonlinearity of ablation by femtosecond laser39. The femtosecond laser is focused beneath the 

surface of the epithelial layer, and via nonlinear absorption mechanisms ionizes just enough 

tissue to cut under the corneal surface. After scanning the laser focus in a spiral pattern, the 

surgeon is able to lift a flap of the surface layer. The laser-based cutting of the flap is far more 

precise and less error-prone than with a blade. This procedure is now performed at many 

clinics and offers significant reduction in side effects40.  
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Disrupting development in fly embryos 

Femtosecond lasers are also a powerful tool in research and allow manipulation inside living 

organisms. The differentiation of embryos into various types of tissues is governed by factors 

called morphogens. Many morphogens are chemicals that induce the development of different 

cell types. Recently, research on drosophila embryos revealed that mechanical forces can act 

as morphogens and affect the development of cells41, 42. Femtosecond lasers were used in 

living embryos to disrupt the cells thought to be responsible for generating some of the 

mechanical forces that triggered subsequent development. The success of the experiment 

depended on preserving the viability of the embryos and also the ability to disrupt only a 

selected subset of cells, without compromising the surrounding membrane, the vitelline 

membrane. In recent work, Supatto et al.42 ablated dorsal cells in vital drosophila embryos and 

measured changes in the development of the embryo. The embryos were imaged via third 

harmonic generation of intrinsic features or by two-photon fluorescence of transgenically 

inserted yellow-fluorescent protein. First, Supatto et al. carefully studied the laser parameters 

that lead to the appropriate type of disruption. Their femtosecond laser has a high pulse-

repetition rate, 76 MHz, so that when the focus of the laser was moved slowly or held still, the 

time between each pulse was insufficient for the energy from one pulse to diffuse away before 

the arrival of the next pulse. At low energies and small number of pulses, only a change in the 

endogenous fluorescence was observed. With increased number of pulses, at the same 

energy, increasingly large bubbles were produced (Fig. 2a-c). The size of bubbles could also 

be increased by changing the energy of pulses while holding the number constant.   

 

The suitability of the ablation mechanism for manipulating embryonic development 

was demonstrated by the ablation of ~100 x 40 x 20µm in the dorsal region of the embryo. 

Parameters were adjusted so that the size of the bubbles guaranteed the complete disruption 

of the target cells, 5-6µm in diameter. Different ablation locations resulted in different deficits 

in the development of structures over the next hour after ablation. The results suggested that 
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the ablation resulted in a mechanical perturbation of an area that participates in the 

morphogenic movement, eliminating the signals that cause cells to differentiate and form 

specific structures. Further, the lack of cell differentiation and movement in ablated embryos 

lead to a deficit in the expression of twist, a gene whose expression is thought to be 

modulated by mechanical deformation of cells. Femtosecond laser ablation enabled these 

researchers to add precise mechanical manipulations inside intact embryos to elucidate the 

role of movement and deformations in gene expression.  

 

Neural ablation in C. elegans  

The use of femtosecond lasers as a precise, subsurface scalpel has also been extended to 

the worm C. elegans, in which changes in behavior in whole active animals have been 

observed after laser ablation. Yanik et al. used 10-40 nJ pulses to cut single axons in neurons 

that are responsible for coordinating muscles that cause the worm to move backwards after a 

touch on the nose. Femtosecond lasers are ideal tools for this research because the 

subsurface ablation capability enabled work in whole animals, allowing the observation of 

behavioral changes. In addition, the microscopically-sized affected volume allowed this 

research team to cut a single axon at a time. In animals in which multiple axons were cut lost 

the ability to go backwards after being touched on the nose. Remarkably, the laser ablation 

was mild enough that over half the cut neurons showed signs of regrowth within 24 hours. The 

majority of animals with cut neurons recovered some ability to move backwards after 24 

hours, indicating that at least some of the axons had recovered functionality. Other techniques 

for eliminating neurons in C. elegans can disrupt whole cells. However, after elimination of the 

whole neuron, rather than just the axon, the worm does not recover the ability to move 

backwards even after 48 hours. The femtosecond laser ablation helped elucidate differences 

elicited in behavior after losing a portion of a cell, rather than the entire cell.  
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Femtosecond laser ablation has also been used to elucidate the role of specific 

neurons involved in sensory systems in C. elegans (Fig. 2d) 43. It had been previously known 

that a group of neurons were involved in the regulating behaviors related to temperature. C. 

elegans is known to be sensitive both to absolute temperature and also to changes in 

temperature.  In this work from Chung et al., individual dendrites in the neural network 

responsible for temperature sensing were cut by femtosecond laser, and the reaction of the 

worms to different temperatures and temperature gradients was measured. From these 

dissections, the authors were able to determine that a particular neuron is involved in 

generating a response to absolute temperature, but is not involved regulating behavior in 

response to relative changes in temperature. Both of these experiments are remarkable in that 

they relate the physical “wiring” of a neural network all the way to behavior.  

 

Subcellular nanosurgery of cell cytoskeletons  

Femtosecond laser ablation was also used to investigate the mechanical properties of single 

cytoskeletal filaments in living cells. Using 1-kHz, 200-fs pulses, a single microtubule fiber was 

cut and was observed to recoil and then further depolymerize44. Using a similar technique, 

Kumar et al. cut single actin stress fibers in living cells and observed the retraction dynamics 

and changes in the cell shape (Fig. 2e)45. In order to confirm that the actin fibers were truly 

severed, a portion of the fluorescently labeled actin fiber was photobleached before cutting. 

When the actin fiber was cut at a location far away from the photobleached area, the 

photobleached area also recoiled, indicating that the entire fiber contracted, rather than just 

the tips. By chemically blocking molecular motors, it was found that in addition to the passive 

elastic properties of the fibers, the cell actively exerts force on these fibers with molecular 

motors45. 
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Figure 2.3 Use of femtosecond lasers to manipulate living biological systems. (a-c) 
Femtosecond laser pulses were used in fly embryos to study the effect of removal of cells 
on changing the development. Supatto et al. were able to change the type of disruption 
(a1-a3) by adjusting the laser energy and number of pulses (b). (c) A fly embryo after 
irradiation. The region of irradiation shows strong autofluorescence. Reproduced from 
Supatto et al., 200542. (d) Cutting of individual dendrites in C. elegans worms. The top 
images show a dendrite contracting after a cut at t = 0. The bottom shows confocal 
images of the a worm with a cut dendrite. Reproduced from Chung et al., 200643. (e) A 
fluorescently-labeled actin filament retracts after cutting by femtosecond laser ablation. 
(Arrow head indicates the position of the laser spot; bar = 10 µm). Reproduced from 
Kumar et al., 200645. 
 

Subcellular nanosurgery of mitochondria  

Mitochondria are extremely important as the energy factories of cells. Abnormalities of or 

changes in number of the mitochondria can adversely affect the health of an organism. 

Femtosecond lasers have been demonstrated as a method to selectively remove mitochondria 
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inside cells in culture46, 47. The cells remain viable and can even divide successfully after 

ablation. In these experiments the mitochondria was fluorescently labeled. Confirmation of the 

elimination of the targeted mitochondria, rather than just photobleaching of the fluorescent dye 

was confirmed by a lack of labeling with mitochondria-specific dyes after ablation. Additional 

work by Shen et al. suggests that mitochondria are separate entities rather than continuous 

across the cell48.  

 

Photochemistry and membrane poration 

When focused into a sample for long periods of time, the titanium:sapphire oscillators typically 

used for imaging with two-photon microscopy can generate phototoxicity and chemical 

changes through multiphoton processes  that may be useful in experiments on living cells. The 

photochemical effects generally only become pronounced with relatively long periods of 

illumination. At energies that do not initiate the full photodisruption sequence, biological 

function can be influenced by chemical changes, temperature increases and the production of 

reactive molecules. These changes are still confined to small volumes at the laser focus and 

maintain subcellular precision.  

Tirlapur et al. demonstrated the use of low energy femtosecond laser pulses for 

cutting chromosomes49. Such a feat had been demonstrated by using linear optical effects50, 

but because femtosecond lasers accomplish the task at non-UV wavelengths, they may be 

less damaging to cells. Femtosecond laser irradiation at high repetition rate can be used to 

make microscopic lesions in embryos, dendrites, squid axons, and oocytes to disrupt the 

normal function of these cells51. For example, cell division in one cell of many cells in an 

embryo was halted by femtosecond irradiation of the mitotic pole51. The three-dimensional 

spatial resolution of femtosecond lasers may prove to be a crucial technology for such optical 

techniques such as chromophore-assisted laser inactivation (CALI) of specific proteins52. CALI 

makes use of reactive oxygen species created by the absorption of a dye coupled to a protein 

of interest to inactivate just the target protein. Femtosecond laser pulses and CALI combine 
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the spatially specificity of nonlinear optics and the molecular specificity of biochemical 

labeling. The membrane of cells can also be made permeable to large molecules by 

femtosecond laser irradiation. This has been put to use as a means to transfer foreign genes 

into cultured cells as demonstrated in 2002 by the expression of GFP plasmids53. This 

femtosecond laser version of optoporation for gene transfer has a much greater success rate 

and cell survival rate compared to other traditional methods.  

 

Exciting neurons in brain slice  

Hirase et al. took advantage of the ability of nonlinear processes that occur in the depth of a 

scattering sample and demonstrated the activation of neurons in rodent brain slice 

experiments54. Neurons in brain slice were irradiated with 80-MHz laser pulses from an 

oscillator while the intracellular voltage was recorded by an electrode. Irradiation of the plasma 

membrane led to depolarization which in turn could lead to the firing of action potentials. 

Varying the laser power and the length of irradiation time generated two types of 

depolarization. One, with low energies but long irradiation times (many seconds), lead to a 

slow effect that was reduced with the addition of anti-oxidants. This suggested that a 

multiphoton photochemical reaction lead to depolarization. At higher energies, still attainable 

with the oscillator, shorter ~ 30ms bouts of irradiation lead to faster voltage dynamics. In these 

cases, some leakage of dye from the cell was observed, suggesting that the plasma 

membrane was porated.  This is reminiscent of earlier work with laser-based photostimulation 

of dye-stained neurons by linear optical processes55, but incorporates the improved spatial 

localization of nonlinear optical processes. 

 

Calcium signaling in cell culture  

Femtosecond laser pulses were used by Smith et al. to manipulate the release of internal 

calcium stores in cultured cells56. Irradiation of cultured HeLa cells in the cytosol and on the 

plasma membrane led to a rise in intracellular calcium concentration. An application of an 
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extracellular calcium chelator reduced the calcium response only in the case of plasma 

membrane irradiation, indicating that the calcium from irradiation of the cytosol came from 

inside rather than outside the cell. In addition, the calcium in neighboring cells also rose after 

irradiation, indicating that there is an intercellular activation mechanism.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Optics has many advantages for medical and biological applications that extend beyond the 

traditional use of light for imaging. For blood flow measurements, several optical techniques 

provide quantitative measurements of perfusion. In addition to measurement, light can also be 

used to experimentally manipulate tissues and cells. Nonlinear optics can be used to localize 

the interaction of light and tissue to a microscopic volume even within a scattering sample, 

allowing the three-dimensional localization of both imaging and manipulation within living 

organisms. For example, multiphoton microscopy can be used to measure red blood cell 

velocities in individual capillaries in the brain. The modification and ablation of cells and tissue 

with femtosecond laser light is becoming an important tool in biology and in medicine. The 

same properties of femtosecond lasers that are advantageous in micromachining solid state 

materials are also applicable to biological applications. The ease, precision and the three-

dimensional localization of femtosecond laser ablation within living organisms open new 

opportunities in areas that range from studies of subcellular functionality to medical research 

on human diseases. 
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Two-Photon Imaging of Cortical Surface Microvessels Reveals a  

Robust Redistribution in Blood Flow After Vascular Occlusion 
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Supplemental Material for “Two-photon imaging of cortical surface
microvessels reveals a robust redistribution in blood �ow after vascular
occlusion”

Chris B. Scha�er, Beth Friedman, Nozomi Nishimura, Lee F. Schroeder, Philbert S. Tsai,
Ford F. Ebner, Patrick D. Lyden and David Kleinfeld

Modi�ed two-photon laser scanning microscope.

We use a locally-designedTPLSM for thestudiesdescribedherethathas beenmodi�edto allow

delivery of green laser light for photothromboticclotting (Supplementary Fig. 1). Tightly-

focused 100-fs, 800-nm pulses from the femtosecondlaser oscillator (Mira 900-F, Coherent,

Inc.) are scannedthroughoutthe brain of the rat using galvanometricscan mirrors and axial

translationof the objective. The energy per pulse of the imaging beamwas adjustedby passing

thebeamthrougha rotatinghalf-wavelength( /2) plateandkeepingonly onepolarizationwith a

polarizing beamsplitter. Two-photonexcited �uorescencewas separatedby a dichroic mirror

(600-nm long pass; dichroic 2 in SupplementaryFig. 1), spectrally �ltered with BG-39 colored

glass to block residual 800-nm light, and detectedon a photomultipliertube(PMT) (no. R6357;

Hamamatsu). The PMT signal was ampli�ed (105 transimpedancegain), low-pass �ltered (4

pole Bessel at fc = 300 kHz), and digitized. LabView™-based software of local design

controlledthescan mirrors andmicroscopeobjectivesteppermotorandrecordedthePMT signal

as a functionof thescan mirror andobjectiveposition. Using themetalheadframe thatis a�xed

to the rat’s skull, the rat is bolted onto a two-dimensionaltranslation stage underneaththe

microscope objective, allowing precise positioning of the rat relative to the TPLSM �eld of

view. Individual planar images that spannedthe area surroundingthe targetvessel, or sets of

images at 1- m axial spacing, were obtainedboth before and after photodisruption. Planar

images were also used to monitor the production of the vascular disruptions in real-time.

A continuous wave (CW) 532-nm wavelength laser (no. *XXX, Translume), which was

attenuated using neutral density ND �lters, was directed onto the beam axis of the TPLSM with

a dichroic mirror (600-nm long pass, dichroic 1 in SupplementaryFig. 1). An ~ 2-mm hole was

etchedin the coating of the TPLSM dichroic (dichroic 2 in SupplementaryFig. 1) to allow

transmissionof the greenlaser beam. This small hole resultedin no noticeabledegradationof

45
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the TPLSM image. The 532-nm laser was aligned so it focused in the same plane as and at the

center of the TPLSM image.

Line-scan. A key requirementto accurately determinethe blood �ow speedwith TPLSM in

line-scan modeis that the same RBC must be capturedby several successive line-scans. This

requires that the line-scan be along the axis of the vessel, that there be no RBC motion

perpendicularto theaxis of thevessel, andthatthescan speedbe su�ciently fast. Our apparatus

allows theline-scan axis to be rotatedso it lies alongany directionparallel to thecortical surface,

but, becauseaxial translationof theobjectiveis slow, we cannottip theline-scan outof theplane

of the cortical surface. Thus we are limited to measurementsof vessels that lie parallel to the

cortical surface. The smooth, nearly-parabolic �ow pro�le we observe (text Fig. 1f) indicates

non-turbulent�ow, ensuringthatRBC motionis only along the vessel axis. The relatively slow

variation of the RBC speedwith positionperpendicularto the axis of the vessel also implies that

the variability in our measurementof the speeddue to slight misalignmentof the line-scan axis

from the vessel center is minimal. Finally, we typically used a line-scan rate of 1.3 kHz, fast

enough to measure �ow speed in most surface microvessels.

Singular value decomposition to extract slope of RBC streaks in line-scan data

The determinationof RBC speedfrom the streaks in the space-timeline-scan data(text Fig. 1d),

has beenautomated. In brief, we parsethedatainto short epochsof time, and within each epoch

we rotatethe space-timeimage so that the streaks formed by the moving RBCs are horizontal

(SupplementaryFig. 2). The rotation necessary to meet this condition gives the slope of the

streaks, which is relatedto thedirectionand averagespeedof theRBCs. This methodcorrelates

the data across all measured points and thus is an improvement over a two-point correlation.

Identi�cation of the rotation that yields horizontal RBC streaks is done using singular value

decomposition.Formally, we notethattheline-scan dataforms a two dimensionalarray, denoted

I(x,t) . We pick consecutivesubsetsof thedataover an interval , typically 55 ms (data in text

�gure 1e used 30 ms), so thattime runs from t0 < t < t0 + , where t0 is the o�set into the data

set. Distance runs from 0 < x < X , where X is the lengthof the line-scan along the vessel and

typically varies from 30 to 150 m. The temporalaverage is then subtractedfrom the data at
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each position, i.e. , I '(x,t) = I(x,t) I(x,t) t . Subtractingthe average eliminates any vertical

streaks in the image due to stationaryfeaturesin the line-scan data, leaving only streaks formed

by moving RBCs. We then rewrite I '(x,t) in terms of normalized coordinates, a = x X 1 2

and b = t 1 2 , and interpolatethe datato form a squarematrix, I '(a,b) , with both a and b

runningfrom 1 2 to 1 2 . We take a square region with dimension 1 2 from the centerof

this data, and rotate the coordinates by an angle , so that a ' = acos + bsin , and

b ' = bcos asin . A reducedmatrix size is chosenso that, at any rotationangle, thereare no

gaps in the data at the corners of the matrix. We then search for a value of for which the

streaks in this rotatedmatrix, I '(a ',b ') , are horizontal. This conditionis metby �nding thevalue

of , between– /2 and /2, that maximizes the separability of I '(a ',b ') . This calculation

proceedsby expressing I '(a ',b ') in terms of its singular values, I '(a ',b ') = nFn (a ')Gn
T (b ')

n=1

N

,

where Fn and Gn are orthonormalfunctions of the a and b variables, respectively, n is the

expansioncoe�cient or eigenvalue,and N is the rank of I '(a ',b ') . The separability, de�nedas

1
2

n
2

n=1

N

1
2, is a maximum for the choice of = max thatmaximizes the power in the n = 1st

mode, so that I '(a ',b ') 1F1(a ')G1
T (b ') (Supplementary Fig. 2). A maximum separability

graphically correspondsto eitherhorizontalor vertical streaks. We manually select the max that

correspondsto horizontal streaks, and the speedis then given by s = X ( tan max ) , while the

direction is determined by the sign of max .

Flux measurement controls

A critical questionfor the measurementspresentedhere is the reliability of our techniquefor

determiningthe blood �ux (main text, with F = ( 6)sd 2 whereF is the volume �ux, s is the

meanRBC speedandd is thevessel diameter),andthestability of theblood�ux over thecourse

of hours. To addresstheseissues we performedcontrol experimentsto estimatethe systematic

and random errors in our technique for determining �ux.
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Random errors. We repeatedlymeasuredthediameterandspeedin �ve di�erentvessels in one

rat, moving from one vessel to thenext, over thecourse of aboutthreehours. We thencomputed

the volume blood �ux. Comparing each measurementof a vessel to the averagefor thatvessel

over all measurementsshows, on average, a slow decreasein blood�ux over time of about5 %

per hour (SupplementaryFig. 4). Based on therepeatabilityof themeasurement,after correcting

for this long-term drift, we estimatethat our techniqueallows us to characterize the absolute

volume �ux in a vessel to about 10% (inset to Supplementary Fig. 4).

Systematic errors. In control experiments (three injections in three rats), we noted an

approximately10 % increasein volume blood�ux immediatelyafter injection of therose bengal

(0.3 mL, 1 % (w/v) in isotonic saline), placing a small bias on the post-clot blood �ow

measurements. This is an upper limit on the error becausethe �ow likely returns to baseline

values within several minutesas a consequenceof homeostaticregulationmechanisms. Because

the lifetime of the rose bengalin the blood stream is only about30 min., it was not possible to

perform baseline blood �ow measurementsafter injecting rose bengal and still have a

su�ciently high concentrationof rose bengal after the baseline measurementsfor e�ective

clotting.

During the formation of a photothromboticclot, we typically observedchunks of clot material

break away from the forming clot and get swept downstream(SupplementaryMovie 1). This

“clot shedding” could potentially form an embolus that lodges downstreamfrom the target

vessel, thereby decreasing �ow and biasing our post-clot �ow measurements. In control

experiments(three examples in threerats), we inducedthe typical amountof this clot shedding

we see when clotting a vessel, but withoutpermanentlyoccludingthe vessel. Measurementsof

the blood �ow at baseline and after this clot-shedding showed that the volume blood �ux was not

a�ected, implying the clot shedding has little e�ect on the �ow dynamics near the target vessel.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Schematic of the two-photon laser scanning microscope
(TPLSM). Our realization is based on an 800-nm femtosecond (fs) laser with an integrated
continuous-wave (CW) 532-nm laser for photothrombotic clotting. The CW laser,
attenuated using neutral density (ND) filters, is directed onto the beam axis of the TPLSM
with a dichroic mirror (600-nm long pass, dichroic 1). An approximately 2-mm hole was
etched in the coating of the TPLSM dichroic (dichroic 2 ) to allow transmission of the green
laser beam. The 532-nm laser was aligned so it focused in the same plane as and at the
center of the TPLSM image. The rat is bolted, via a metal head frame affixed to the skull,
onto a two-dimensional translation stage that allows precise positioning of the rat relative to
the TPLSM field of view and the CW laser focus. λ/2: half-wave plate, PMT: photomultiplier
tube.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Illustration of automated algorithm for finding slope of
streaks formed by moving RBCs in TPLSM line-scan data. The data is for the same
vessel shown in figure 1c, d, and e, although not from the same time point as figure 1d. (a)
Line-scan data from an epoch in time is transformed to a square matrix with normalized
axes. In the left image, an abrupt change in the slope of the streaks due to a heartbeat is
indicated. (b) The central region of the square matrix is rotated, and we search for the
angle that yields horizontal streaks, as in the middle panel. (c) Separability of line-scan
data as a function of rotation angle; separability is maximal for vertical or horizontal streaks
(Supplemental Text). The rotation angle corresponding to horizontal streaks is chosen,
yielding the RBC speed and direction, in this case: 11.9 mm/s and a flow direction of right
to left.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Baseline measurements of the
time-averaged RBC speed at the center of a vessel as a
function of the diameter of the vessel. The data includes
all arterioles in this study. Arterioles measured as part of the
photothrombotic (rose bengal) and MCA (filament) occlusion
studies are indicated separately. The line represents a best-
fit linear regression to the data, and shows a statistically
significant correlation, valid for diameters between 10 and
130 μm, between speed, s, and diameter, d, given by s =
(4.9 mm s-1) + (124 s-1) d (p < 0.0001).
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Supplementary Figure 4. Normalized volume blood flux in
five arterioles as a function of time. For each vessel, each
measurement of the flux was normalized to the average over
all measurements for that vessel. The five vessels varied
substantially in their average volume flux: 0.17 (circles), 0.013
(diamonds), 0.0048 (squares), and 0.0021 μL/s (triangles). The
inset shows the histogram of the normalized flux for all vessels,
after the long-term decrease in flux (~ 5% per hour) is
removed.
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500 μm

Supplementary Figure 5. Epi-fluorescence images overlaid
on wide-field images showing vascular retention of
circulating fluorescein-dextran. a) The brain surface was
irradiated with 1 mW of 532-nm irradiation for 1 min. after an i.v.
injection of rose bengal. The laser focus was deliberately located
in a region where there was no surface vessels, therefore no
surface vessel was clotted. The vascular retention and
parenchymal extravasagation of the fluoresecin-conjugated
dextran used for in vivo imaging is somewhat more extensive
than that observed in text figure 3. This is likely because a
surface target vessel was not present to absorb and scatter the
incident laesr light, leading to a higher fluence incident on the
sub-surface capillaries, and increaseing the extent of the
photochemical damage. b) A surface vessel was irradiated at 1
mW for 1 min. without any rose bengal present. No retention of
the fluroescein-dextran is evident in the sub-surface capillaries,
indicating no photochemical damage.
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Supplementary Figure 6. MAP2 immunohistology of coronal brain slices underneath a
photothrombotic clot of a surface arteriole (ischemic side) and from the
corresponding location on the contralateral side. (a, b, e, and f) Clotted side. (c, d, g,
and h) Contraleteral side. The boxes in panels (a), (c), (e), and (g) indicate the locations of
the images in panels (b), (d), (f), and (h), respectively. The arrows in (b) and (f) indicate cells
showing minor neuropathology (single arrow, cork-screw dendrites; double arrow, shrunken
cells with eccentric nuclei. Most cells in panels (b) and (f) exhibit no pathology. The example
on the left is the same as that shown, in part, in figure 3 in the text. In the example on the
right, some trapped red blood cells are visible in capillaries underneath the
photothrombotically clotted vessel (panel (e)), although the capillaries were still flowing after
clot formation, based on in vivo TPLSM.
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after 2 min. 532-nm irradiation
without rose bengal

b
with rose bengal

c

Supplementary Figure 7. Control experiment showing that
photothrombotic clot formation requires both rose bengal
and green laser irradiation. (a) Baseline TPLSM image of
same vessel shown in figure 2. The green circle indicates the
region that will be irradiated with 532-nm light. (b) After 2 min.
irradiation with 0.5 mW of 532-nm laser light before intravenous
injection of rose bengal. No clot formation is evident. (c) After an
additional 2 min. irradiation after intravenous injection of rose
bengal. Forming clot indicated by green arrow.

The text of Chapter 3, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in 
Schaffer, C. B. et al. Two-photon imaging of cortical surface microvessels 
reveals a robust redistribution in blood flow after vascular occlusion. 
PLoS biology 4, e22 (2006). The dissertation author was a primary 
researcher and author, and the co-authors listed in this publication 
directed and supervised the research which forms the basis for this chapter. 
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IV 

Targeted Insult to Individual Subsurface Cortical Blood Vessels 

Using Ultrashort Laser Pulses 
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Supplementary Methods

Estimation of extravasation volume

Volumes were determined from stacks of in vivo TPLSM images. Planes that spanned

5 m were averaged. The extravasation volume was estimated by counting pixels with

intensities greater than 10% of the range of intensities in the spatially averaged image.

To ensure similar intensity distributions across image stacks, only image stacks in which

vessels outside the extravasation volume equaled the maximum intensity values were

used. We only measured the volume of the top half of the extravasation, since many

target vessels were near the maximum imaging depth, and doubled this value.

Post mortem  analysis

At the end of each experiment, animals were deeply anesthetized and perfused with

100 ml of phosphate bu�ered saline (PBS), followed by 150 ml of 4 % (w/v)

paraformaldehyde in PBS. The glass coverslip and agarose covering the cranial

window were removed and electrolytic �ducial marks were made in the corners of the

craniotomy by driving a single tungsten electrode into the brain (no. WE3003(2-5)A10;

MicroProbe) at a speed of ~ 0.2 mm/s while passing a current of ~ -20 A. The brains

were then removed from the skull, post-�xed in 4 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS,

cryoprotected by equilibration in 30 % (w/v) sucrose in PBS, and cut on a freezing-

sliding microtome into 50- m coronal sections. The sections were incubated with

diaminobenzadine (DAB) to stain endogenous peroxidase in RBCs. The sections were

wet-mounted on glass slides and photographed with bright�eld and epi�uorescence

microscopy. Vascular disruptions could be identi�ed on the basis of both �uorescein-

dextran extravasation 1,2 and DAB stained RBCs and were mapped relative to the

location of the electrolytic �ducials.

Hypoxyprobe. Six of the animals received injections of pimonidazole hydrochloride

(Hypoxyprobe-1™) (90201; Chemicon) 1 hour before sacri�ce. These animals were

sacri�ced and perfused as above and histological sections were prepared.
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Immunohistochemistry. Sections with documented vascular disruption were dried

onto glass slides (Superfrost Plus; Fisher) and underwent antigen retrieval in 10 mM

citrate bu�er, pH 6.0, heated to boiling in a microwave oven (300 s at full power). The

slides were incubated overnight in one of four monoclonal antibodies in diluent with PBS

and 0.2 % (v/v) Triton X–100 followed by incubation with a biotinylated anti-mouse

secondary antibody: ( i) Hypoxyprobe™ antibody (90204; Chemicon); (ii) MAP2

antibody (M1406; Sigma); (iii) �brin antibody (MAB1901; Chemicon); and (iv) vimentin

antibody (MAB3400; Chemicon). In all cases bound antibody was visualized with the

Vector ABC Kit (no. PK6100) using DAB (no. DAB; Vector) as the chromagen. The

sections were cover-slipped with Prolong mountant (no. 36930; Molecular Probes).

We checked for nonspeci�c antibody staining. A photomicrograph, obtained at low

magni�cation, illustrates that the staining with anti-�brin and visualization with DAB

leads to a locally de�ned dark product and the remainder of the section essentially

negative (Fig. SM1).

1. Zhang, Z., Davies, K., Prostak, J., Fenstermacher, J. & Chopp, M. Quantitation of
microvascular plasma perfusion and neuronal microtubule-associated protein in ischemic
mouse brain by laser-scanning confocal microscopy. Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow and
Metabolism 19 , 68-78 (1999).

2. Lindsberg, P. J., Siren, A. L. & Hallenbeck, J. M. Microvascular perfusion during focal
vasogenic brain edema: A scanning laser �uorescence microscopy study. Microvascular
Research 53 , 92-103 (1997).
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Figure SM1. Anti-�brin immunostaining indicates localization of �brin/�brinogen clot
marker (Clot). This is the full section used for �gure 5B2. Note that some dirk marks are
present in the section.

The text of Chapter 4, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in 
Nishimura, N. et al. Targeted insult to subsurface cortical blood vessels 
using ultrashort laser pulses: three models of stroke. Nature Methods 3, 
99-108 (2006). The dissertation author was a primary researcher and 
author, and the co-authors listed in this publication directed and 
supervised the research which forms the basis for this chapter.
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Penetrating arterioles: A bottleneck in the perfusion of cortex 
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ABSTRACT 

Penetrating arterioles bridge the mesh of communicating arterioles on the surface of 

cortex with the subsurface microvascular bed that feeds the neurons.  We tested the 

conjecture that penetrating arterioles, which are positioned to regulate the delivery of blood, 

are locii of severe ischemia in the event of occlusion.  Focal photothrombosis was used to 

occlude single penetrating arterioles in rat parietal cortex and the resultant changes in flow of 

red blood cells (RBCs) were measured in individual subsurface microvessels that surround the 

occlusion using two-photon laser scanning microscopy.  We observed that the average flow of 

RBCs is nearly stalled adjacent to the occlusion and remains near 30 % of its baseline value 

in vessels as far as 10 branch-points downstream from the occlusion.  Full restoration of flow 

occurs only by 350 µm away, consistent with a model of cortical perfusion based on the 

distribution of penetrating arterioles.  We conclude that penetrating arterioles are a bottleneck 

in the supply of blood to cortex.  Further, obstruction of penetrating arterioles may be a cause 

of small strokes observed in humans. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The mammalian brain has developed specialized vascular architecture to maintain 

and regulate the distribution of blood.  The large cerebral arteries supply blood to the cortex 

through a highly redundant mesh of surface arterioles.  Flow in this mesh may be considered 

as a robust, compliant source 1.  In contrast to the two-dimensional architecture of the surface 

mesh, the subsurface microvascular bed consists of a tortuous plexus of small vessels that 

course in three-dimensions, in which much of the exchange of gas, metabolites, and heat 

occurs.  The surface and subsurface networks are bridged by penetrating arterioles, which 

branch from the surface arterioles and dive radially into the brain tissue 2.  The surface and 

penetrating arterioles are ringed with muscle, so that vasoconstriction and dilation of these 
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vessels is thought to be a major mechanism in the control of brain blood pressure by 

autoregulation and neuronal activity 3-5.  However, it is not know whether the penetrating 

arterioles associate with a spatially segregated territory of microvasculature, as opposed to 

territories that are partially or fully interdigitated 6, 7. 

 

Concomitant with the regulation and control of the supply of blood to the brain is the 

need to ensure that the supply is uninterruptible, lest ischemia and the irrecoverable loss of 

neurons occur 8.  Past work has shown that the location of a clot within the anatomical 

subregions of the microvascular network strongly determines the extent of the resulting 

ischemia.  For example, a clot in a surface arteriole, which constitutes one branch of a 

network with extensive anastomoses, leads to a relatively weak reduction in flow in 

downstream surface vessels 9.  A clot in deep-lying microvessels, where the vasculature is 

tortuous but relatively less interconnected 10, 11, results in a significant decrement in blood flow 

12.  In contrast to the two- and three-dimensional nature of surface and subsurface networks, 

respectively, the penetrating arterioles are devoid of anastomoses.  Thus the very feature that 

enables the penetrating arterioles to be important in regulating blood flow is likely to cause 

pronounced ischemia if these vessels are occluded.  In support of this hypothesis, the 

microstrokes observed in human patients are often centered around penetrating arteries and 

arterioles with obstructed lumens 13, 14. Further, the occlusion of penetrating arterioles via the 

intra-arterial injection of occluding particles, such as microemboli or microbeads, suggest that 

the resultant blood flow changes can result in infarcts 15-18. 

 

In this work we examine the hypothesis that penetrating arterioles are bottlenecks in 

the supply of blood to the cortex. We ask: (i) What is the magnitude and extent, both in terms 

of topology and space, of the reduction of blood flow after the occlusion of a single penetrating 

arteriole?  (ii) Can the spatial extent of reduced flow be explained by the spatial distribution of 
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neighboring penetrating arterioles?  These measures relate to a fundamental understanding of 

the perfusion of cortex and to the severity and size of an infarct in a microstroke. 

 

Our investigation makes use of two optically-based tools for the measurement and 

manipulation of blood flow in the parietal cortex of anesthetized rat.  The first tool is in vivo 

two-photon laser scanning microscopy (TPLSM) 19 in conjunction with labeling of the blood 

plasma with fluorescein-dextran.  This allows us to form maps of the surface and subsurface 

angioarchitecture and to quantify the velocity of individual red blood cells (RBCs) in selected 

vessels 20-22.  The second tool is focused irradiation of individual targeted microvessels at or 

near the pial surface in conjunction with a photosensitizer in the blood stream 9.  This enables 

the occlusion of single penetrating arterioles in rat cortex as a means to investigate the role of 

these vessels in cortical blood flow. 

 

RESULTS 

Large-scale maps of the fluorescent brain vasculature in the field of a craniotomy 

(Methods; Supplemental Material) reveal branches of the surface communicating arteriole 

network as well as penetrating arterioles.  Candidate vessels for photothrombotic clotting are 

identified from the maps and traced back to a readily identifiable artery or vein on the pial 

surface; we only targeted arterioles (Fig. 1A).  High-resolution planar images were used to 

measure the diameter of the penetrating arteriole and to map vessels that lie upstream and 

downstream from the target.  Line-scans, in which the laser focus is repetitively scanned along 

the axis of each vessel, were used to form a space-time image in which the non-fluorescent 

RBCs are represented as dark streaks on a bright background.  The sign and magnitude of 

the slope of the streaks reflects the direction and speed, respectively, of RBC motion 21, 23.  

After baseline velocities were determined, the photosenstizer rose bengal was injected and 

green laser light was focused at high-numerical aperture into the target arteriole.  We 
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irradiated the segment of the surface that was distal to all other surface branches, as well as 

the radially plunging segment (Fig. 1A). 

 

Figure 5.1  Induction of clots in penetrating arterioles by photothrombosis.  (A) 
Schematic of set-up.  Green laser light is focused into a penetrating arteriole by a 
microscope objective concurrent with two-photon laser scanning microscopy (TPLSM) of 
the vasculature.  The focus is directed into both the segment of the penetrating arteriole 
that runs along the brain surface as well as the top 50 µm of the segment that dives into 
the tissue.  (B and C) Maximal projections in the tangential (B) and sagittal (C) directions 
of TPLSM image stacks through a penetrating vessel clot; schematics indicate the 
directions and volumes of projection.  The clot is visualized as a dark mass in the target 
vessel that is often surrounded by bright areas of stalled, labeled plasma. 

 

Our photothrombotic clots occluded the most proximal portion of the target vessel  

(Figs. 1B and 1C), so that there was no flow in the section from the last surface branch to at 

least the first laterally branching vessel below the pial surface.  Only one penetrating arteriole 

per animal was occluded.  Prior to occlusion, the mean speed of RBCs in the targeted vessels 

was 9.2 ± 4.8 mm/s (mean ± SD; n = 16) and the average diameter was 10.5 ± 3.4 µm.  Blood 

flow in the surrounded vasculature was quantified before and after occlusion of the penetrating 

arterioles (Fig. 2A). 
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Topological dependence of flow restoration 

We categorized the flow in microvessels by their connectivity to the target penetrating arteriole 

(insert, Fig. 2B).  The measured vessels included those that lie both upstream and parallel to 

the target vessel, and subsurface microvessels down to ~ 400 µm below the pia.  Vessels that 

branched laterally off the penetrating arteriole were denoted as downstream (D) and were 

categorized by the number of branches between the measured vessel and the penetrating 

vessel.  Thus D1 vessels were directly connected to the penetrating arteriole, while D2 

vessels were two branch points away, etc.  In a few cases, the penetrating vessel did not 

maintain a trunk that stayed larger than capillary diameter, i.e., approximately 5 µm, and in 

these cases the penetrating vessel was categorized as a D1 vessel after its size diminished to 

capillary diameter.  Vessel segments from surface arterioles that fed the penetrating vessel 

were categorized as upstream (U), and arterioles that shared the same source as the 

penetrating vessels were categorized as parallel vessels (P). 

An example data set (Fig. 2A) demonstrates both increases and decreases in blood 

speed after the occlusion, including reversal in the direction of flow 12, and is suggestive of a 

high variability in the observed changes in the speed of RBCs.  The speed of RBCs in vessels 

downstream from the occluded penetrating vessel (105 vessels across 16 animals) was 

severely reduced after penetrating arteriole occlusion and did not recover to baseline values 

even as far as 10 branches distal to the target vessel (Figs. 2B and 2C).  In the first branch 

downstream from the penetrating arteriole (D1), RBCs are almost stalled as median speeds 

dropped to 0.03-times their baseline values (D1; Fig. 2B).  Branches further downstream 

showed smaller decreases in speed, but median speeds only approached 0.1-times their 

baseline speed even as far as 10 branches downstream (D3 to D10; Fig. 2B).  If we consider 

the mean values of speed, which highlights trends in the data, we see that the speed tends 

toward its baseline level from a value of 0.03 ± 0.01 (mean ± SEM) –times baseline for D1 

vessels to 0.33 ± 0.13 –times baseline for D6 to D10 vessels (Fig. 2C).  
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Figure 5.2 Blood flow changes categorized by topology. (A) Projections of TPLSM 
image stacks in the vicinity of the occluded arteriole and schematics of RBC velocity 
before (above) and after (below) clot generation in a penetrating arteriole.  The target 
vessel is marked by a red X and spirals as it penetrates into the parenchyma.  Negative 
numbers indicate flow direction has reversed in direction after clot relative to baseline.  
(B) The fraction of baseline speed after the clot across all measurements.  Each box 
contains the middle 2 quartiles of the data, middle line segment indicates median, 
whiskers indicate acceptable range of data and dots indicate outliers that are outside the 
range of the middle two quartiles ± 1.5-times the interquartile distance.  Downstream 
branches are grouped by number of branches from target penetrating vessel (D1 to D10) 
as indicated in schematic on left. Upstream (U), parallel (P) and vessels that had no 
connection to the target vessel visible in TPLSM stacks are grouped separately.  (C) 
Fractional change from baseline speed versus the connectivity.  We show the mean 
values and the SEM.  The red line is a guide to highlight the trend in the data. 

 

We monitored flow in upstream and parallel vessels to test for nonlocalized effects of 

photothrombosis.  Blood flow in upstream vessels showed a decrease to about half the 

baseline speed after an occlusion, as expected for an increase in resistance distal to the 

upstream source (Figs. 2B and 2C).  Flow in parallel vessels showed almost no change on 

average (Figs. 2B and 2C).  As a control, we performed additional measurements on vessels 

that were present in the same field of view as the downstream vessels but had no obvious 

connection to the occluded penetrating arteriole.  In the case illustrated in figure 2A, examples 

of unconnected vessels are indicated in blue and were connected to a radially draining venule.  

The non-connected vessels showed no average change in RBC speed after penetrating 
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vessel occlusion (Figs. 2B and 2C), consistent with perfusion from a separate source.  The 

data on flow in parallel and unconnected vessels suggests that the effects of the 

photothrombosis were localized to the diving vessel.  Additional analysis of structural integrity 

and accompanying RBC flow in vessels in the vicinity of the occluded arteriole indicates that 

photothrombotic clotting is restricted to the targeted vessel and is presented in Supplemental 

Material (Figure S1). 

 

Spatial dependence of flow changes 

The decrement in RBC flow in response to occlusion of the penetrating arteriole extended far 

downstream, so much so that our ability to maintain accurate count of the branch order was 

limited by the penetration depth of TPLSM imaging.  We thus analyzed changes in RBC speed 

in deep microvessels with respect to the lateral distance from the occluded arteriole and 

without respect to connectivity.  As in the analysis according to branch order (Fig. 2), we found 

a broad range of changes in blood flow after occlusion of the penetrating arteriole  (295 

vessels across 16 animals) (Fig. 3A).  These changes include both increases and decreases 

in RBC speed in vessels that lie hundreds of micrometers away from the target vessel.  A 

compendium of all data, pooled across the 50 to 400 µm depth of the measurements, shows a 

trend in the mean RBC speed relative to baseline that increases from near zero at the target 

penetrating arteriole and returns to baseline by 350 µm away (Fig. 3B; the branch-order of the 

measured vessels is color-coded), with half of the baseline speed obtained by 165 ± 25 µm 

(mean ± SEM).  Lastly, the change in RBC speed showed no dependence on depth below the 

pia (data not shown). 

 

The mean RBC speed remained at baseline values for distances approximately 350 to 

900 µm from the target arteriole, yet the new post-clot speeds appeared to show increased 

variability (Fig. 3B).  This spread in values is most apparent from a graph of the post-clot 

velocity, denoted vpost-clot, versus the baseline velocity, denoted vbaseline (Fig. 3C).  We 
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quantified the spread about a linear dependence between vpost-clot and vbaseline in terms of the 

ratio (vpost-clot – vbaseline)/vbaseline, (Fig. 3D), which has a root-mean-square (RMS) width of 

σ ≈ 0.45.  To establish that the spread was dominated by variability in the value of RBC 

velocities that is induced by the clot, as opposed to intrinsic variability in RBC speed 21 and/or 

biases in our measurement process, we performed two control experiments.  In the first set, 

we sought to estimate the inherent variability in RBC flow through microvessels.  We used 

animals with no clots in penetrating arterioles and measured the baseline speed of RBCs at 

two different times, 30 to 60 minutes apart, in deep microvessels (Fig. 3E).  The data set 

consisted of vessels of similar depth and caliber as those measured in experiments with 

occluded vessels (Figs. 3A and 3B) and the spread in measurements was quantified in terms 

of the analogous ratio (vbaseline2 – vbaseline1)/vbaseline1 (Fig. 3F).  The distribution for this control 

data had a RMS width of σ ≈ 0.30, less than that for the post-clot data.  In a second set of 

control experiments, we sought to establish if the flow in vessels after an occlusion evolves 

over the timescale of our measurements.  A penetrating arteriole was blocked and RBC 

velocities were measured at two different times, again 30 to 60 minutes apart, after the 

formation of the clot (Fig. 3G).  The mean speeds for the two sampling-times were statistically 

indistinguishable, i.e., vpost–clot1 = 0.85 ± 0.28 mm/s (mean ± SEM) versus vpost–clot2 = 

0.90 ± 0.35 mm/s, while the spread in value between the two measures, quantified in terms of 

the ratio (vpost–clot2 – vpost–clot1)/vbaseline, (Fig. 3H), also had a RMS width of σ ≈ 0.30.  There is no 

statistical difference between the distributions of velocities for the two control groups (p < 0.75 

as compared with the Fisher-Snedecor f-distribution).  Critically, the normalized distribution of 

the change in velocities among distant vessels after versus before a clot was statistically 

broader than the distributions for the control groups  (p < 0.0002) (cf panel D versus panels F 

and H in figure 3).  Thus the variability in blood flow through microvessels is increased after 

occlusion of even a distant penetrating arteriole. 
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Figure 5.3  Distance dependences of changes in blood flow after an occlusion. (A) 
Maximal projection of vessels across the cortex, with the fraction of baseline RBC speed 
after photothrombotic clot indicated.  The clotted penetrating arteriole is indicated by the 
red circle.  (B) Fraction of baseline speed for RBCs after the occlusion versus distance 
from the occluded arteriole.  The connectivity of the measured vessels is color-coded, as 
indicated.  The red line through the data is the smoothed response averaged over a 
window that included 50 points, with ± 1 SEM limits indicated by the black lines.  Also 
shown are predictions of the change in RBC speed from models using a Gaussian 
(σ = 60 µm; blue curve) and an exponential (λ = 60 µm; purple) spatial distribution for the 
blood flow away from a blocked penetrating arteriole (text and figure 5).  (C and D) Data 
graphs (part C) and histogram (part D) of changes in RBC speed induced by a clot more 
than 350 µm away from the measured vessels.  Two outlier points, with speeds of 2.6 
and -2.8 relative to baseline values, were excluded from analysis in part D.  (E and F) 
Data graphs and histogram of the inherent variability in two measurements separated by 
30 to 60 min, with no clot present.  (G and H)  Data graphs and histogram of the inherent 
variability in two measurements separated by 30 to 60 min. with both measurements 
taken after a clot in the targeted arteriole was formed.  The first and second 
measurements after induction of the clot are shown in blue and red, respectively, with 
black lines linking measurements on the same vessel. 
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Spatial extent of hypoxia 

We tested for hypoxia in post mortem brain slices with the use of the marker pimonidazole 

hydrochloride (HypoxyProbe™).  This molecular probe forms an immobile adduct in viable but 

hypoxic tissue and is visualized post hoc by antibody labeling with the formation of a dark 

reaction product24.  Animals survived from 1 to 4 hours after induction of a clot in a penetrating 

arteriole.  Histological analysis confirmed that an extended region was affected by ischemia 

after occlusion of single penetrating vessel.  HypoxyProbe-labeled vascular cells were 

prominent in a region that extended 1 to 2 mm from the targeted vessel, mainly in upper layers 

2/3  (n = 7); see figure 4A (cf Figs. 4B and 4D) and figure 4E (cf Figs. 4F and 4H).  In addition, 

the region immediately below the irradiated arteriole contained several vessels that retained 

the fluorescein/dextran dye (Figs. 4C and 4G), consistent with limited vascular damage 

[Schaffer, 2006 #2832], as well heightened HypoxyProbe labeling in the parenchyma.  A lack 

of staining near the pia is consistent with oxygen diffusion from surface vessels [Intaglietta, 

1996 #3568].  In toto, this histological analysis confirmed that an extended region was 

ischemic after occlusion of a single penetrating vessel. 
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Figure 5.4  Tissue ischemia in the vicinity of the occluded penetrating arteriole.  
Sagittal sections from two rat brains stained for HypoxyProbe™, a marker of hypoxia.  (A 
and D) Low magnification bright field image of stained sections.  Dark reaction product 
corresponds to immunoreactive HypoxyProbe™ and is found in both vessels and more 
diffusely in the surrounding parenchyma in a region near the clot.  The location of the 
occluded penetrating arterioles are indicated by PA1 and PA2.  (B and E) Same sections 
as above viewed with simultaneous fluorescence and bright field microscopy.  A few 
vessels in the immediate vicinity of the targeted penetrating arterioles take up 
fluorescein-dextran in the course of the clot formation and 3 hour survival.  (C) Control 
section stained for HypoxyProbe™ contralateral to section in panels A and B.  (F) 
Ipsilateral control data, ~ 5 mm from PA2 in same section as panels D and E. 

 

Spatial distribution of penetrating arterioles 

We measured the distribution of penetrating arterioles to analyze how their statistics might 

affect the area impacted by occlusion of a single penetrating arteriole.  The locations of all 

penetrating arterioles were identified from large-area images of the cortical vasculature, as 

illustrated by the example of figure 5A.  The mean distance between nearest neighbor pairs of 

penetrating arterioles was 130 ± 60 µm (mean ± SD) with an irregular distribution (n = 125 

arterioles across 4 animals).  A measure relevant to the flow of blood is the radial distance 
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from every pixel across the cortical surface to the nearest penetrating arteriole, denoted 

rbaseline.  We numerically calculated the distribution of rbaseline (n = 71 after arterioles at the edge 

of the imaging field are excluded), and observed a mean distance of <rbaseline> = 145 µm (blue 

histogram; Fig. 5B).  The effect of an occlusion of a penetrating arteriole was estimated by 

deleting a penetrating arteriole and calculating the radial distance from pixels within the 

territory of the deleted vessel to the nearest remaining penetrating arteriole, denoted rpost-clot.  

The distribution of rpost-clot was calculated across all penetrating arterioles, and the mean value 

was <rpost-clot> = 205 µm (red histogram; Fig. 5B).  Finally, the effect of the clot on flow at a 

given location across cortex may be related to the increase in distance to an unclotted 

penetrating arteriole relative to the distance to the now clotted vessel.  We denote this change 

in distance by Δr ≡ rpost-clot - rbaseline.  Near the clotted arteriole, Δr = 130 µm, which equals the 

mean distance between nearest neighboring penetrating arterioles, as expected.  The value of 

Δr decreases to an asymptotic value Δr → 0 far from the vessel, where the average distance 

to the clotted penetrating arteriole equals to the distance to an undamaged arteriole (red trace; 

Fig. 5C).  The distance to achieve half of this decrement is 135 µm, which is also close to the 

value of the mean spacing between penetrating arterioles. 

 

As a means to gain insight between the functional form of Δr and the spatial 

arrangement of the penetrating arterioles, we numerically calculated the form of Δr for different 

spatial arrangement of arterioles.  We used a distribution of randomly located penetrating 

vessels that maintained the same average density of penetrating vessels as the experimental 

measurement, i.e., 13 ± 3 vessels/mm2 (mean ± SEM; 4 animals) and found that the 

dependence of Δr on rbaseline was similar to the experimental data (cf black and red traces in 

Fig. 5C). For comparison, we calculated Δr for simulated distributions of penetrating arterioles 

arranged in triangular, square and hexagon lattices (Supplemental Material).  The edge length 

of each lattice was set equal to the measured mean distance between pairs of nearest 
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neighbor penetrating arterioles to force Δr for the simulations to equal the experimental value 

at rbaseline = 0.  These simulations with regular lattices show a much more rapid decrease in Δr 

with distance from the occluded arteriole than the actual data.  In an alternative calculation, 

the density of penetrating arterioles in each lattice was set equal to the experimentally 

observed value, with a concomitant increase in nearest neighbor distance from the measured 

mean value of 130 µm to 277 µm for square, 290 µm for triangular, and 243 µm for hexagonal 

lattices.  In all three regular lattices, Δr decreases to zero at rbaseline < 300 µm.  We conclude 

the observed distribution of increased distance to a patent penetrating arteriole after a clot is 

consistent with a random spatial distribution of penetrating vessels (Fig. 5C). 
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Figure 5.5  Spatial analysis of vascular territories.  (A) A TPLSM image of the surface 
vasculature with penetrating arterioles marked with dots.  (B) Histograms that show the 
distribution of distances from pixels in the images to the nearest penetrating arteriole 
(rbaseline, blue) and the second nearest penetrating arteriole (rbaseline, red).  (C) The 
difference in radial distance from the first and from the second nearest penetrating 
vessel,  Δr, as a function of distance from the nearest penetrating vessel as measured 
from vascular maps, rbaseline (red curve).  The calculation was simulated for arteriole 
locations that were randomly assigned while maintaining a mean density of penetrating 
arterioles equal to the measured value (black curve) and for vessels arranged in regular 
patterns, i.e., hexagonal (blue curve), square (grey curve), and triangular (green curve) 
lattices; see Supplemental Material for details.  (D to F) Model of blood flow from 
penetrating arterioles, in which the contribution of flow in the tissue was described by a 
function that decays with radial distance from the penetrating vessel.  The functional form 
of the decay was a Gaussian with standard deviation σ = 60 µm.  The calculated sum of 
the flow from all penetrating arterioles, located as in panel A, is shown in panel D.  The 
calculated sum of the flow with an occluded vessel, modeled by the removal of the 
penetrating vessel location marked in red in panel A, is shown in panel E. Black lines in 
panels D and E demarcate the pixels that have the same nearest penetrating arteriole. 
The calculated ratio of blood flow that remains after occlusion of penetrating vessel 
(panel A) is shown in panel F. 
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A model for blood flow reduction 

The parsimonious interpretation of our data is that collateral flow from other penetrating 

arterioles makes a limited contribution to the territories about each diving arteriole.  We 

attempted to quantify this notion by relating the dependence of the decrement in RBC speed 

on distance (Fig. 3B) to the spatial distribution of penetrating arterioles (Figs. 5A to 5C).  A 

two-dimensional model of the contribution of one penetrating arteriole to the perfusion of local 

tissue was constructed using the measured locations of penetrating vessels, as above.  We 

represented the parenchymal flow from each penetrating arteriole by a monotonically 

decreasing function with cylindrical symmetry about the arteriole and assumed that the blood 

flow at any point in the tissue was the sum of the contributions from every penetrating arteriole 

(Supplemental Material).  We then calculated the expected decrement in flow as a function of 

the distance from the occlusion for two different radial functions.  A Gaussian dependence 

with variance σ = 60 µm, which corresponds to the nominal length of cortical microvessels 25, 

together with the observed random distribution of arteriole spacing, yields a good fit to the 

average distribution of flow changes as a function of distance (line in Fig. 3C).  The exception 

occurs near the origin, where a Gaussian dependence predicts a more moderate decrease in 

flow than is observed.  The predicted flow within the territory that surrounds each penetrating 

arteriole is relatively constant except near some boundaries between neighboring territories 

(Fig. 5D).  The occlusion of a single penetrating arteriole yields a well-localized region of 

decremented flow (Figs. 5E and 5F).  An exponential radial function, with a decay length of 

λ = 10 µm, fits the flow measurements well (line in Fig. 3C) yet leads to an unrealistically rapid 

decrement in flow away from each penetrating arteriole. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our measurements of the changes in blood flow induced by an occlusion suggests that a 

single penetrating arteriole contributes significantly to blood flow over a cortical area that 
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extends up to 350 µm in radius (Figs. 3 and 5).  Detailed flow measurements on a branch-by-

branch basis highlight the severe decrement in flow close to the occluded arteriole (Fig. 2).  

Histological markers of ischemia confirm the widespread influence of the single penetrating 

artery occlusion (Fig. 4).  These measurements support the idea that the microvascular bed 

contains distinct territories and the source of perfusion for each territory is primarily a single 

penetrating arteriole that originates from the surface arteriole network.  In addition, there is 

significant variability in the speed of RBC well beyond the territory of an occluded vessel 

(Figs. 3C to 3E).  We interpret this variability as evidence that different arteriole territories are 

interconnected at the microvascular level, albeit with insufficient capacity to restore normal 

levels of flow. 

 

The measured distribution of penetrating vessels is consistent with random spacing 

(Fig. 5C).  Further, the density is sparse compared to lattices of penetrating arterioles whose 

spacing is set equal to the mean distance between nearest neighboring arterioles.  In lattices, 

the territory of each arteriole is smaller than the experimentally measured spatial 

configurations (Fig. 5C).  A model of blood flow that incorporates the measured distribution 

suggests that removal of a penetrating vessel can have a long-range effect based on purely 

the geometric distribution (Fig. 5E), as observed (cf data and model in Figs. 3B and 5C).  The 

result of this analysis suggests that the changeobserved in blood flow after penetrating vessel 

occlusion are a passive property of the vascular geometry.  Thus variation in nearest neighbor 

arteriole distances may play a role in modulating the severity and area of ischemia after 

occlusion. 

 

Flow within the cerebrovascular hierarchy 

A comparison of the sensitivity to changes in blood flow after a clot among three different 

levels in the cerebral vascular hierarchy (Fig. 6A) suggests that ischemia is most severe when 

a clot is located in a penetrating vessel (Fig. 6B).  Previous work has shown that a clot in the 
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surface network of arterioles generates only a mild decrease in blood flow, even as close as 

the first branch downstream 9.  This is consistent with the richly interconnected, two-

dimensional nature of this network.  In contrast, a clot in deep a microvessel leads to a severe 

drop in the speed of RBCs in the first downstream branch 12, similar to the drop observed after 

the occlusion of a penetrating arteriole.  However, the flow returns to baseline values within 3 

branches from the blockage, consistent with collateral flow through microvessels that originate 

from the same penetrating arteriole.  In contrast to the case for surface arterioles and deep 

microvessels, occlusion of a penetrating arteriole has a devastating effect on the flow though 

downstream microvessels, as collateral flow from neighboring penetrating arterioles is limited.  

Thus the penetrating vessels are bottlenecks in the link between surface arterioles and the 

tortuous network of microvessels that that supplies blood throughout the depth of cortex 

(Fig. 6A).  This architecture, one in which two regions of relatively high connectivity are linked 

by one of limited connectivity, appears to be a common motif at many levels of physiology 26. 

 

Flow in upstream vessels decreased after occlusions at all three different levels in the 

cerebral vascular hierarchy (Fig. 6B).  This is the expected result if the occlusion eliminates 

some of the parallel pathways to the venous drainage and thus increases the total resistance 

to flow.  For the case of a clot in the deep microvessels, the decrease in upstream flow is less 

than for clots in surface or penetrating arterioles.  This is because the vessels upstream of 

deep clots generally feed many vessels parallel to the target arteriole, so that the occlusion of 

a deep microvessel eliminates only one of many parallel paths from the upstream vessels.  

Lastly, occlusion did not affect the flow in parallel vessels for clots at all three levels in the 

vascular hierarchy (Fig. 6B).  This indicates that the change in resistance to flow caused by 

occlusion of the targeted vessel is small compared to the total resistance in the vessels that lie 

upstream from the occlusion.  
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Relation to neuroimaging 

The vascular network reroutes the flow of blood to areas of heightened neural activity in 

addition to its autoregulatory role to compensate for changes in blood pressure.  This 

neurovascular coupling is the basis for technologies, such as functional magnetic resonant 

imaging 27 and intrinsic optical imaging 28, that utilize cortical hemodynamics to map brain 

activity.  The literature on rat sensory cortex suggests that these activity-dependent increase 

in blood flow are centered above individual cortical columns 29, 30.  Yet, at least for the case of 

vibrissa cortex, there is no definitive relationship between the location of penetrating arterioles 

and that of cortical columns 3.  This suggests that individual subsurface arterioles, which can 

contract and dilate to regulate blood flow 31, 32,  play a role in the control of the hemodynamic 

response 10 that is supplemented by subsurface control structures flow [Cauli, 2004 

#3241;Metea, 2006 #3578].  A second issue is that the spatial extent of the hemodynamic 

response, defined as the width at half amplitude, exceeds 1000 µm 33-35.  This is significantly 

larger than the diameter of the territory of a penetrating arteriole with the analogous 

measurment of the width at half-maximal decrement in flow, i.e., 350 µm (Fig. 3B).  In 

contrast, a width of order 1000 µm is not inconsistent with the long-range influence of a single 

penetrating arteriole based on the scale of variability after an occlusion (Figs. 3C to 3H). 

 

Relation to microstoke  

The dramatic decrease in blood flow after the photothrombotic occlusion of penetrating 

arterioles is consistent with observations of pathology in human patients.  Our results support 

the clinically-based hypothesis that penetrating arterioles and arteries may be particularly 

important in small strokes 13, 14.  For example, subcortical regions are particularity vulnerable 

to ischemia that results in lesions such as lacunes since the blood flow in these regions comes 

from relatively long penetrating arteries 36.  The extent of ischemia we measured in rat around 

an occluded penetrating arteriole (Fig. 3) suggests that lesions to the penetrating arteries are 

an important mechanism in cerebrovascular disease in humans.  The comparison of ischemia 
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that results from clots in surface arterioles, penetrating arterioles and deep microvessels 

(Fig. 6) implies that larger emboli that occlude surface arterioles are not as dangerous as 

smaller emboli that can reach penetrating or deep arterioles.  We suggest that progress in 

treatment of small strokes will benefit from animal models of small stroke that target 

penetrating arterioles. 

 

Figure 5.6 Summary of flow changes from occlusions at different levels of cortical 
angioarchitecture.  (A) Schematic of cerebral vasculature showing a highly 
interconnected surface network of arterioles and tortuous network of microvessels below 
the surface.  The two networks are linked by penetrating arterioles. (B) Mean and SEM of 
fraction of baseline RBC speed after occlusion of three types of vessel: penetrating 
arterioles, deep microvessels, and surface communicating arterioles for vessels with 
different topological relation to the occluded vessel; U ≡ upstream, P ≡ parallel, and 
Dn ≡ n-branched downstream. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL  

Methods 

Our subjects were 16 male Sprague-Dawley rats, 100 to 350 g in mass, that were 

anesthetized by interperitoneal injection of urethane (150 mg per 100 g rat), supplemented as 

necessary.  Atropine sulfate was delivered by subcutaneous injection (5 µg per 100 g rat) at 

the start of surgery and supplemented hourly (1 µg per 100 g rat).  We further supplemented 

the animals with 5 % (w/v) glucose in physiological saline (0.5 ml per 100 g rat) every hour.  

Body temperature was maintained at 37.5° C with a heating blanket (no. 50-7053; Harvard) 

and blood oxygen levels and heart rate were monitored with a pulse oximeter (no. 8600V; 

Nonin).  The care and experimental manipulation of our animals have been reviewed and 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at UCSD. 

 

Surgical preparation A 4 mm by 6 mm craniotomy was prepared over parietal cortex.  The 

dura was removed, a chamber consisting of a metal frame and a removable coverglass (no. 1) 

lid was glued to the skull and the space between the exposed brain surface and the 

coverglass was filled with 1.5 % (w/v) agarose (no. A-9793, Sigma) in an artificial cerebro-

spinal fluid 1.  A 0.3 ml bolus of a 5 % (w/v) solution of 2 MDa fluorescein-conjugated-dextran 

(FD-2000S; Sigma) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was injected into the tail vein to label 

the blood plasma.  Contrast for imaging RBCs is provided by unstained blood cells against the 

fluorescein-labeled serum 2. 

 

Two-photon laser scanning microscopy of angioarchitecture and flow Images were 

obtained with a two-photon laser scanning microscope of local design 3 that was modified to 

allow illumination by continuous wave (CW) green laser light 4.  A 0.28-NA, 4X-magnification 

air objective (Olympus) and a 0.30-NA, 10X, dipping objective (Zeiss) were used to attain 

wide-area images of surface vasculature.  We identified penetrating vessels as penetrating 
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arterioles by tracing connectivity to a surface artery at the time of the measurements.  High-

resolution imaging, line-scan measurements and photoexcitation of the photosensitizer dye 

made use of a 0.8-NA, 40X, dipping objective (Olympus).  The velocity of RBCs was obtained 

from line-scans through the center of the vessel of interest.  The scan rate was 1.3 kHz and 

we typically acquired line-scans for 40 s.  The data were analyzed by correlating across 50 ms 

intervals of the resultant space-time date set 4; we report the average speed over the 40 s 

period. 

 

Occlusion of penetrating arterioles  Penetrating arterioles were defined as vessels that 

branched off of a surface arteriole, penetrated into the brain parenchyma and served as the 

sources for capillaries. All occluded penetrating arterioles selected for study had at least a 

short segment in which the flow was parallel to the brain surface.  This segment was used to 

measure the RBC velocity prior to the occlusion. 

Photothrombotic occlusions made use of injections of rose bengal into the tail vein, 

~ 300 µL per rat of a 1 % (w/v) solution in PBS, as described 4.  In brief, green laser light, 0.1 

to 5 mW, was focused into the lumen of the target vessel in locations that ranged from just 

distal to the place where the horizontally oriented vessel separated from its upstream source 

to just above the first observed branch to the capillary bed for the vertically oriented segment.  

The vessel was observed with TPLSM images, allowing for near real-time monitoring of clot 

progression, and the vessel was irradiated in bouts that lasted 2 to 5 s.  Additional irradiation 

periods were used if an unstable clot was formed. 

 

Post mortem The cortex of seven of the animals that received localized photothrombotic clots 

were extracted for post mortem analysis. These animals were injected with the ischemia 

marker pimonidazole hydrochloride (HypoxyProbe-1™) (90201; Chemicon) 1 hour before 

sacrifice, and were perfused transcardially with 100 ml of PBS, followed by 100 ml of 4 % 
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(w/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS.  Fiducial marks were made in the corners of the craniotomy 

by passing -20 µA though a single tungsten electrode that was translated at 2 mm/s through 

the tissue.  The brain was removed and cryoprotected with 50 % (W/v) sucrose in PBS and 

then 50-µm thick sections were cut in a sagittal plane on a freezing-sliding microtome.  

Sections near the location of the clots were selected based on the location of the targeted 

vessels relative to the fiducial marks, as determined from the widefield images of the 

craniotomy taken before and after the perfusion, and the retention of fluorescein-dextran in 

capillaries underneath the target vessel (Fig. 6). 

 

Immunohistochemistry Sections at the level of the photothrombotic occlusions were 

mounted onto Fisher Superfrost Plus slides and underwent antigen retrieval in 10 mM citrate 

buffer, pH 6.0, heated to a boil in a microwave oven (300 s at full power).  The slides were 

incubated overnight in a mouse monoclonal antibody for HypoxyProbe™ (90204; Chemicon) 

in diluent with PBS and 0.2 % (v/v) Triton X–100, followed by incubation with a biotinylated 

anti-mouse secondary antibody. The bound antibody was visualized with the Vector ABC Kit 

using diaminobenzadine as the chromagen.  The sections were cover-slipped with Prolong 

mountant. 

 

Spatial analysis and blood flow model Image stacks of surface vasculature that were taken 

with a 0.30-NA, 10X-magnification dipping objective.  This provided sufficient optical resolution 

to locate penetrating vessels, i.e., 3 µm, yet covered a large field of view, i.e., 2.3 mm by 

2.3 mm. Locations of penetrating arterioles were identified and mapped (Fig. 5A).  All analysis 

was performed using code written in Matlab™.  See section on “Analysis of spatial distribution 

of penetrating arterioles” in supplementary material. 
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Damage Assessment from High Resolution Images 

The examination of TPLSM image stacks indicate that the majority of vessels in the 

neighborhood of the target (yellow circles in figure S1A and S1B) were structurally unaffected 

by the laser light.  Most vessels near the clot do not show extravasation, an effect associated 

with vessel damage 4.  Critically, fast and slow flow is observed in vessels close to the 

occluded target vessel (e.g., Fig. S1A1).  Although flow is extremely slow in many vessels, the 

motion of RBCs indicates that vessels away from the target are not occluded.  In particular, 

movement of RBCs could often be observed in the penetrating vessel below the clot (e.g., 

final panel in figure 2B1).  While we could not verify that clots never formed below the first 

lateral branch, the vasculature outside the target range was, for the most part, patent (Fig. 5).  

In two examples of exceptions, as shown by the examples of figures S1A and S1B, the first 

lateral vessels (circled blue) that branches off the penetrating vessel (circled yellow) are seen 

to be clotted.  These vessels show some extravastion of the fluorescein/dextran dye, an effect 

associated with vessel damage4.  A final exceptional case concerns vessels directly beneath 

the irradiated zone that do not appear to have leaked fluorescently labeled dye, yet contain 

RBCs that are completely stationary (Fig. S1B).  To avoid potentially directly-clotted vessels, 

we were careful not to measure blood flow in areas directly beneath the irradiated zone. 
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Figure 5.S1 Blood flow in vessels in the immediate neighborhood the clot.  Two 
independent examples are shown. (A) Side projection in the coronal plane of TPLSM 
image stacks around a penetrating arteriole clots.  Yellow ellipse indicates the location of 
the penetrating arteriole clots.  Blue ellipse indicates a vessel just below the target vessel 
that was found to be clotted and further shows extravastion.  (A1 through A3) Projections 
in the tangential plane through the radial ranges indicated in part A.  The green arrows 
from specific vessel segments (red) point to images and line-scans taken both before and 
after the induction of clots in the penetrating arteriole.  Note that while RBC flow was 
mostly reduced, the speed in one vessel close to the clot actually increased (A1).  (B) 
Second example, notation as in part A.  (B1 and B3) Projections in the tangential plane, 
similar to those pars A1 through A3.  Note that one vessel stalled after the clot and no 
linescan is shown for the stall (B1). 
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Analysis of spatial distribution of penetrating arterioles  

The change in distance, Δr, to the nearest penetrating arteriole from before, rbaseline, and after, 

rpost-clot, a clot to a penetrating arteriole was calculated for the penetrating arteriole locations 

measured from 4 animals.  We manually identified the locations of each penetrating arteriole.  

The distance between each pixel in the image and the nearest diving arteriole was calculated 

numerically to form the distribution of rbaseline,.  To simulate the effect of clotting a penetrating 

arteriole, we deleted each penetrating arteriole one at a time in simulations and recalculated 

the distance from each pixel to the nearest penetrating arteriole, to form the distribution rpost-

clot.  Further, for each pixel we calculated the difference Δr ≡ rpost-clot- rbaseline, which allowed us 

to define pairs of Δr and rbaseline.  Note that calculations were only carried out on arteriolar 

territories that did not meet the edge of the imaging field so as to avoid over counting. The 

results of the above calculation were binned in 1 µm intervals of rbaseline, which is 3-times over 

sampling, and Δr was averaged for each bin.  The resultant plot of Δr versus rbaseline for the 

measured penetrating arteriole locations is shown in figure 5C (thick solid red).  

 

Figure 5.S2  Penetrating arteriole territories.  (A and B) The distance from each pixel 
to its nearest penetrating arteriole before (panel A) and after (panel B) the removal of a 
penetrating arteriole.  These images show calculated distances in a central region of the 
imaged cortical region.  The black line outlines the territory of the removed arteriole.  The 
grey shading indicates arteriole territories that extended to the edge of the image and 
were therefore excluded from out analysis. 
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We used the above algorithm to calculate Δr as a function of rbaseline for vessels 

arranged in three regular lattices: a triangular lattice, a square and a hexagonal lattice.  We 

used the mean nearest neighboring arteriole distance measured from the image data as the 

nearest neighboring distance in the regular lattices and used the same size field, 

2.3 mm x 2.3 mm, and pixel size, 3 µm x 3 µm, as the TPLSM images.  The results are plotted 

as thin dotted lines in Figure 5C, which appear very different than the data.  Lastly, we 

calculated Δr as a function of rbaseline for a randomly arranged lattice in which the mean number 

of penetrating arterioles per area was equal to the experimentally measured value of 

13 vessels/mm2.  The curve from an example of a randomly generated lattice is also shown in 

figure 5C (dotted black line). 

We also found an analytical expression for the dependence of Δr on rbaseline.  At any 

point x and y, where (x, y) = (0,0) is the location of the clotted arteriole and (xn, yn) describes 

the location of all the other penetrating arterioles.  In regular lattices, symmetry may be used 

to calculate Δr in a small area in which (x0,y0) describes the location of a single next nearest 

penetrating arteriole at (x0,y0) = (0, 0), where a is the distance between nearest neighboring 

penetrating arterioles; experimentally, a = 130 µm.  We note that 
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This expression may be expressed the polar coordinates θ and rbaseline.  For brevity we 
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The above expression is averaged over angles, θ, to form the dependence of Δr on rb.  

The integral can be divided into two regions:  
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where θmax=π/4 for a square lattice, θmax=π/6 for a triangular lattice and θmax=π/3 for a 

hexagonal lattice. These integrals were evaluated numerically and the results are plotted as 

thin, solid lines in Figure 5C. 

 

Model of blood flow changes after penetrating arteriole occlusion  

We developed a geometric model that relates the spatial distribution of penetrating 

arterioles (Figs. 5A to C) to the decrement in blood flow that occurs upon occlusion of 

penetrating arteriole (Figs. 3A and 3B).  We assume the average volume flux through a 

penetrating arteriole is <FPA> = 2/3πb2<v>, where b is the radius of the arteriole and <v> is 

the mean speed of RBCs through the arteriole.  The return path of this blood is ultimately 

through venules that emerge through the cortical surface.  The volume flux of RBC that enters 

the cortex through a penetrating arteriole must equal the spatially integrated flux of venous 

blood that exits the tissue.  We denote the spatial distribution of the exiting flux as f(x,y) dA or 

f(r,φ) dA, where f is a function that represents the speed of blood that exits the region of cortex 

that is centered around a penetrating vessel at the origin and dA = rdφdr = dxdy is an element 

of area. 

 

For simplicity of calculation, we assume that the spatial distribution of the blood that 

exits the surface can be approximated as a smooth function that is cylindrically symmetric.  

We further assume that all penetrating vessels have the same average flux, <FPA>, and same 

radius b.  Conservation of RBCs flowing in and out of the brain tissue leads to 
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The function f(r) can have any form that allows the above integral to have a finite 

value.  For example, a Gaussian function for the flow, i.e., 

f(r) = k e
!
r
2

2" 2 . 

where k is a normalization constant, satisfies this criteria, as does an exponential 

decay, i.e., 

f(r) =k e
! r

" . 

At a given (x,y) location of cortex, the total exiting volume flux originating from all 

penetrating arterioles is given by 

FTotal(x,y) = 
f x ! xn , y ! yn( )

n=1

N

"
  

where x = r cosφ, y = r sinφ, n labels the penetrating arterioles and N is the number of 

penetrating arterioles.  To model the percentage of baseline speed after the occlusion of one 

penetrating vessel, we calculate the ratio of FTotal(x,y) with one vessel excluded to FTotal(x,y) 

with all vessels unperturbed, i.e., 

Fraction of baseline speed (x,y) = 

f x ! xn , y ! yn( )
n=1
n"m

N

#

f x ! xn , y ! yn( )
n=1

N

#
 

 

where m labels the blocked penetrating arteriole. The above fraction, when plotted against the 

radial distance from the occluded arteriole, can be compared with the data (Fig. 3B). 
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Figure 5.S3 Regular lattices for calculation of Δr with regions of integration.  The 
red dots indicate the locations of penetrating arterioles.  The blue shading indicates the 

region in which 
r
baseline

<
a

2  and the red shading shows region in which 
a

2
! r

baseline
!

a

2cos"
max .  In all three lattices, the nearest-neighbor distance between 

arterioles, a, is equal to 130µm. 
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A better comprehension of neurovascular coupling will lead to understanding of how the 

vasculature should function in the healthy brain. Such understanding will help guide treatment 

strategies in disease and may also contribute to improvements in medical imaging 

technologies. Neurovascular coupling is the basis for imaging modalities such as functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)1, and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)2 that infer neural 

activity from changes in blood flow. The mechanisms and the dynamics of the blood flow 

response to neural activity are still incompletely understood3, 4. In this chapter, we describe 

refinements to the technique of optical intrinsic imaging and measurements using two-photon 

microscopy, two methods that may be useful tools to investigate this coupling.  The work in 

this chapter is preliminary, and was not published in peer-review journals, but was important in 

broadening my understanding of the function and purpose of the cortical vascular system. 

 

OPTICAL INTRINSIC IMAGING IN RESPONSE TO WHISKER STIMULATION 

In optical intrinsic imaging5, 6, the brain surface is illuminated at several wavelengths that can 

be used to extract information on vascular perfusion. For example, at wavelengths around 530 

nm, oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin have the roughly the same absorption. At 640 

nm, oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin have differing optical absorption, with most of 

the light in reflectance imaging coming from oxygenated hemoglobin. Changes in the intensity 

of the reflected light at the different wavelengths can be used to infer changes in the amount 

of oxygenated, deoxygenated and total hemoglobin present in the brain tissue. Because 

neuronal activity leads to changes in blood oxygenation and perfusion, presumably through 

metabolic activity and signaling, optical intrinsic imaging is often used to evaluate neural 

activity. The specific goal of this work was to try to measure single trial, optical intrinsic 

imaging responses to whisker stimulation in primary somatosensory cortex. Much of the past 

work on imaging neurovascular coupling required stimulation paradigms that may be quite 
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unrelated to what occurs in a natural state. For example, studies using fMRI and optical 

intrinsic imaging to image changes due to somatosensory stimulation use stimuli that may last 

for minutes and require many repetitions. Reductions in the duration of the stimulus necessary 

has some practical advantages, such as increasing the speed of experiments by decreasing 

the amount of time necessary to acquire data before, during and after a stimulus. Moving 

toward stimuli that are less artificial also helps ensure that the measured dynamics are 

relevant to naturally occurring conditions.  

 

Methods 

Sprague-Dawley rats were anesthetized with i.p. injections of urethane (150mg/100g rat) and 

supplemented as necessary over the course of the experiment. The rat was injected with 

atropine 0.05mg/100g rat and supplemented with 0.005mg/100g rat every hour. Rats were 

also injected subcutaneously with 5% glucose in saline for fluid maintenance every hour. 

Craniotomies, about 4 x 4 mm in size, were drilled above the location of whisker barrel cortex 

as estimated by stereotaxic measurements. The dura was removed, and a metal frame was 

glued to the skull. In animals with voltage sensitive dye measurements, the brain was covered 

with a small piece of gel foam soaked in a solution of RH-795 in artificial cerebro-spinal fluid 

(ACSF) (1mg/ml) for about 15 minutes7. The cortical window was sealed with agarose in 

ACSF and a coverslip. The rat was free-breathing room air during imaging. For the imaging 

we deflected one whisker with an air puff about 1 degree for 1 sec at 10 Hz. Stimuli are 20s 

apart. We illuminate with LEDs centered at a wavelength of 640 nm and recorded a series of 

images with a CCD camera with a frame rate of 31.6 ms per frame, 128 x 128 pixels per 

frame. Intensity in the images was normalized for each pixel in the image as F = (I-Ipre)/Ipre 

where Ipre is the average intensity of the pixels in the 10s before whisker stimulation. For 

voltage sensitive dye imaging, the cortex was illuminated with green, 530 nm light and 

fluorescence was detected at wavelengths >600 nm.  
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Results  

Maps of the changes in red light intensity resulting from single whisker stimulation were 

calculated from image sequences averaged over 10 to 20 trials (Fig. 6.1). We looked for 

regional variation that identified the location of the neural activity associated with the simulated 

whisker. When averaged over the first 0.5s after the onset of the whisker stimulus, these maps 

often showed a region of decreased reflectivity associated with each whisker. However, we 

found that the slope of the intensity change identified such regions with much greater reliability 

than simply the absolute amplitude of the intensity (Figure 6.1). 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Mapping optical intrinsic signal in response to mechanical 
stimulation of a single whisker. (a) Image of cortical vasculature illuminated with 
530 nm. (b) Slope of intensity averaged over first 0.5s after stimulus start (dark 
indicates decreasing, light indicates increasing) with 640 nm. (c) Change in 
normalized image intensity averaged over 0.5 s after stimulus start as imaged with 
640 nm illumination. Each image is the average of 10 trials. Images are about 3mm 
across.  
 

The measurement of voltage signals with voltage sensitive dye (VSD) resulted in 

maps which were similar, but not identical to the maps generated by optical intrinsic imaging 

(Fig. 6.2). This confirmed that the slope method of image analysis does identify regions of 

deoxygenation that are associated with neural activity due to whisker stimulus, although the 

optical intrinsic imaging signal shows multiple maxima and is distributed. The VSD maps 
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showed several peaks of activity, similar to results that had been previously found by Delaney 

and Kleinfeld7. It is not clear what sort of neural activity is responsible for the most metabolic 

load or oxygen use8, and both inhibitory and excitatory neural activity is thought to increase 

energy consumption. It is likely that the maximum voltage sensitive dye signal, that reports a 

spatial average of voltages differences in many cells, might not faithfully overlap the regions of 

maximum oxygen depletion.  

 

Figure 6.2 Regions associated with the stimulation of a single whisker. The 
deflected whisker is identified by color code overlayed on image of cortical 
vasculature. (a) Outlines of regions of decreasing slope averaged over 0.5 s after 
stimulus start. (b) Regions of neural activity as mapped by increase in fluorescence 
from voltage sensitive dye. Images are about 3 mm across.  
 
 
We were able to distinguish an area of decreased slope that was matched the result 

from averaging many trials in approximately half of the individual trials in which one whisker 

was deflected (Fig. 6.3). With the red illumination, much of the intensity change is due to 

changes in oxygenated hemoglobin concentration rather than changes in deoxygenated 

hemoglobin. The change in slope best used for mapping suggests that a localized decrease in 

oxygenated hemoglobin is related to the “initial dip” observed in other’s experiments9-11. The 

observation of the initial dip is BOLD experiments is controversial because it is not 

consistently observed across experiments. The variability in observation may be due to the 

differences in the brain region tested, the processing of signal or the type of stimulus used. 
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These experiments establish that under our specific anesthetic and stimulus conditions, the 

initial dip is a strong, localized signal that may be of use for further mapping studies. The 

usefulness of the slope as the measurement for mapping indicates that the greatest limitation 

in our studies was noise at low frequency that varied quite slowly. In fact, all imaging data 

were dominated by a slow variation in intensity at a frequency of about 0.1 Hz. These mostly 

periodic, ~10s oscillations are probably related to vasomotion, a systemic oscillation in blood 

flow and oxygenation that is not limited to the brain12. A technique that removes this periodic 

noise similar to the one detailed below that is used to remove heartbeat, breathing and motion 

artifacts may be useful. One caveat is that it is possible to “reset” the periodicity of the 

vasomotion artifact with a strong stimulus. In this sense, the use of a relatively weak stimulus 

(1 degree, 1 whisker stimulation) may have been important in our ability to distinguishing the 

signal in individual trials. 
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Figure 6.3 Time traces of reflectivity changes. (a) Surface cortical vasculature 
images with 530 nm. (b) Slope of intensity averaged over first 0.5s after stimulus start 
(dark indicates decreasing, light indicates increasing) with 640 nm averaged over 
fourteen trials. (c) Single trial time traces of changes in intensity of 640 nm light 
averaged over areas in (a and b). Red graph is time trace from red boxes in (a and b) 
to give position of measurements. Grey bands indicate time of mechanical stimulation 
of a whisker.  

  

IMAGE PROCESSING FOR NOISE REDUCTION  

Much of the noise that complicates the mapping of blood flow changes associated with 

whisker stimulus is periodic. For example, artifacts are caused by motion due to by heartbeat, 

breathing, equipment motion, and vasomotion. To remove these artifacts we used multitaper 

spectral analysis13, 14, a method that fits a sinusoid to each of the periodic artifacts and 

subtracts this from the data. The following description of this analysis on optical intrinsic 

imaging of rat whisker barrel cortex is adapted from a book chapter15. We describe the 
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procedure we developed in order to optimize the tradeoffs between processing time and 

spatial resolution.  

 

To address the complication that the periodic artifacts can change in frequency, phase 

and amplitude over time, multitaper spectral analysis is used to calculate each parameter in 

short time intervala. The data is analyzed in short time sections in which each artifact is fit by a 

sinusoid determined by a phase, an amplitude and a frequency. Each artifact is reconstructed 

over the entire time series as a composite of sinusoids with phases, amplitudes and 

frequencies that change over time. Then each artifact is subtracted from the dataset.  

 

The calculation of the sine wave parameters by Fourier transform in short time 

sections presents some challenges. This is because a short data sequence is represented by 

the multiplication of the complete dataset with a square window function that can be 

represented by the value 1 during the times of interest, and 0 at all other times. The spectrum 

of such a time series has many high frequency components due to sharp corners of the 

window function. These high frequencies can be above the frequencies of interest, and can 

alias into the frequencies of interest producing unwanted artifacts.  

 

Multitaper spectral estimation16, 17 reduces the spectral effects of short time windows 

by convolving the dataset with a set of tapers with special shapes called Slepian functions, or 

discrete prolate spheroidal sequences. These functions are zero in most regions, except for in 

the time window of interest. The Slepian functions have an important property: they form a set 

of orthogonal functions and a subset of these functions can be chosen so that the average 

spectrum has most of its power in a specific band of frequencies. The data is multiplied by a 

Slepian function to windowing the data at a specified time, and the spectrum of the product is 

determined by Fourier transform. The multitaper spectral estimate of the short time window is 

the average spectra from calculated after multiplications by several different Slepian function 
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windows. The spectra of each of the individual Slepian functions is similar in a band of lower 

frequencies, but are different in the higher frequencies, so that the higher frequencies do not 

contribute to the average of spectra from different Slepian functions. The number and 

bandwidth of Slepian functions chosen for the windowing determines the bandwidth of the final 

spectral analysis.  

 

Methods  

The optical intrinsic imaging data using the images taken with 640-nm illumination described 

above were used to evaluate the efficacy of this method. Before harmonic analysis, we 

reduced the impact of artifacts associated with large blood vessels by masking pixels inside a 

blood vessel. We also spatially average blocks of pixels together, so that each pixel in the 

data represented ~100µm x 100µm. The main harmonic artifacts in our datasets were due to 

breathing, heartbeat, mixing of the breathing (~0.5 Hz) and heartbeat (5-7 Hz) and a 

vibrational mode in the building (0.5 Hz). One of the major concerns in applying this 

processing technique to a series of images is processing time. In order to increase processing 

efficiency we assume that the dominant frequency of each artifact is the same across the 

spatial extent of the images. To select which frequencies are significant, we average all pixels 

in each image frame to generate a time series and calculate the spectra from the entire time 

window. In practice, the user selects a range of frequencies for each artifact by hand. During 

the acquisition of the image series, the relevant frequencies may drift. In our data, heartbeat, 

breathing and vibration artifact frequencies remained stable enough over several hours to use 

one set of frequency ranges. The user-selected frequency range must be wide enough that it 

covers the variations of the artifact in the entire time of the series, but narrow enough that only 

one artifact is present in each range.  

 

To detect changes over time of the dominant frequency of each artifact, we used 

sliding windows in time 1580ms (50 frames) long and shifted by 94.8ms (3 frames). Still using 
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the spatially averaged time series, the frequency for each artifact is fit at each point in time by 

calculating the direct multitaper spectral estimate in each sliding time window. We select the 

frequency with the largest f-statistic within the user-selected artifact band to represent the 

dominant artifact frequency at that point in time. It is possible for several frequencies for one 

artifact in a time window to be significant according to the f-statistic test because the 

frequency of the artifact may shift, or the frequency resolution of the spectral estimate is less 

than the Raleigh range.  

 

After the time-course of artifact frequencies are identified, the phase and amplitude of 

the artifacts can be calculated from each pixel in the series of images. Each pixel in the image 

series can be treated a time series that is used to calculate the phase and amplitude of each 

artifact at that point in space. Each harmonic artifact was modeled for every time series by 

averaging a sine wave with the calculated amplitude and phase across all sliding windows in 

time. The same time window was used for the pixel-by-pixel analysis as above: each window 

was 1580ms (50 frames) long and shifted by 94.8ms (3 frames). We empirically chose the 

amount of overlap of each sliding window. Each 50-frame time series was padded to increase 

frequency resolution to 1024 points. Finally, the reconstructed artifact was subtracted from the 

original time series.  

 

Alternatively, we used the space-time singular-value decomposition (SVD) to reduce 

the number of components that require harmonic analysis.  The SVD is calculated from the 

image series in which 

! 

A =USV
T , where A is an mxn matrix in which each image in the series 

is rearrange to make one column, U is and mxm matrix representing modes in time, V is and 

nxn matrix representing modes in space, S is a mxn matrix with the eigenvalues on the 

diagonals. Only the significant modes are kept for analysis. The significance of the modes is 

determined by the magnitude of the eigenvalue. Although there are schemes to estimate how 

many modes are significant, in practice a typical number of significant modes was determined 
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empirically to be 10% of eigenmodes. The harmonic analysis to determine phase and 

amplitude at the frequency of the artifacts was preformed only on the SVD time eigenmodes 

associated with significant eigenvalues. This decreases the number of times the calculation to 

fit sine waves to data must be performed from the number of pixels (128x128) to the number 

of retained modes (<100). For the space-time SVD analysis, the artifact-free time eigenmodes 

and their corresponding eigenvalues and space eigenmodes are used to calculate a new 

series of images. 

 

Results   

In the example of the removal of periodic artifacts from a single pixel time trace in Figure 6.4, 

three frequency bands were selected. Artifacts removed were from breathing, centered around 

1.5Hz, and from the heartbeat and a harmonic of heartbeat around 7Hz and 14Hz. The long 

time trace in Fig. 6.4a reveals that the fluctuations from breathing and heartbeat are much 

smaller in magnitude than vasomotion. Although the multitaper spectral estimation technique 

might be appropriate for the removal of vasomotion noise, in our experiments this was not 

practical because we applied the stimulus to the whiskers at a repetition rate close to the 

vasomotion periodicity. In addition, we found that in many cases vasomotion showed abrupt 

large changes in phase, making it difficult to use the artifact removal technique.  
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Figure 6.4 Multitaper spectral analysis for removal of periodic noise from optical 
intrinsic imaging. (a) Time trace of change in fluorescence  of once pixel in image of 
cortex illuminated by 640 nm light. (b) Spectrum of trace in (a) before (blue) and after 
(red) removal of noise by multitaper spectral analysis. Detail of region shown in gray 
in (a) showing change in fluorescence before processing (c), the removed artifacts (d), 
and the processed signal (e). 
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We compressed the image series in experiments in which we stimulated single 

whiskers using the space-time SVD, and then used the multitaper spectral estimation to 

remove period artifacts. Figure 6.5 shows an example in which the data processing improved 

the contrast in the map generated from optical intrinsic imaging. Imaging of neural activity with 

voltage sensitive dye confirmed that the region identified by optical intrinsic imaging was 

associated with neuronal activity. 

 

Figure 6.5 SVD and multitaper spectral analysis. Maps of changes in optical 
intrinsic signal intensity due to single whisker stimulus, (a) with and (b) without 
multitaper spectral analysis of the space-time SVD. (c) Voltage sensitive dye map of 
the same whisker. Each image is average of 4 trials, 0 to 0.5 s after stimulus.  
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SURFACE ARTERIOLES DURING NEURAL ACTIVITY 

The surface and penetrating arterioles are ringed with muscles and are estimated to be 

responsible for approximately half the pressure drop in the blood in its course from arterioles 

to veins . To test the idea that contraction and dilation of arterioles is responsible for the blood 

flow changes induced by neural activation, Anna Devor and I directly measured the diameter 

and RBC speed in arterioles above and around an area of neural activity using two-photon 

fluorescence microscopy. Ivan Teng was instrumental in developing analysis software for this 

project. 

 

Methods  

The preparation of the rats involved in this study incorporated several differences from 

experiments in the stroke work and optical intrinsic imaging.  Animals were anesthetized with 

halothane for the surgery, and then transferred to alpha-chloralose (50mg/kg bolus followed 

by 50mg/kg/hr infusion for imaging of blood flow changes. Alpha-chloralose was used instead 

of urethane because it suppress the neurovascular coupling to a lesser degree. The rats were 

intubated via tracheotomy and artificially ventilated. Rather than atropine, an i.p. injection of 

glycopyrrolate was used to suppressed the build-up of fluid in the respiratory system. The 

femoral artery was cannulated with PE 50 tubing for blood pressure monitoring. The femoral 

vein was cannulated for intravenous injections of dye and alpha-chloralose. Before the 

craniotomy was drilled, the cerebrospinal fluid was drained with a nick to the dura immediately 

posterior to the skull. The drain was held open by a piece of PE 50 tubing inserted into the 

opening of the dura. This prevented any swelling of the cortex with the cortical window 

surgery. Exhaled carbon dioxide and blood pressure was measured throughout the imaging. 

For these initial experiments we chose a strong stimulus, the shock to the forearm in rat and 

observed the vasculature in the area. In most experiments, the location of the cortex that was 

activated by forepaw shock was confirmed by a map of the field-potential recorded by a silver 
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ball electrode on the surface of brain. This localized the center of the activity to roughly a few 

hundred microns, and this location was noted relative to the surface blood vessels. We 

choose surface vessels (mostly arterioles) in the region of activity and also further away for 

measurement. We stimulated every 20s for ~10 trials while performing line-scans parallel to 

vessel of interest for RBC velocity measurements. We then repeated 10 trials while performing 

line-scans perpendicular to the vessel for diameter measurements. We were careful to use as 

little laser power as possible in the measurements as the diameter line-scan could result in 

swelling in the arteriole.  

 

Results  

Figure 6.6 shows an example of diameter and blood flow changes averaged over several 

vessels from a single animal resulting from forepaw shock. Both diameter and RBC velocity 

are increased above baseline for several seconds after the stimulus ends. The diameter 

increases within 0.5 sec and continues to rise for the duration of the stimulus. Afterwards, the 

vessels on average contract to smaller than the resting diameter. In some arterioles this 

overshoot contracted the vessel to as much as 97% of the baseline diameter.  This overshoot 

is similar to the dips in the amount of hemoglobin estimated from optical intrinsic imaging 

studies6 and in BOLD MRI18, suggesting that the contraction of arterioles after the hyperemia 

explains this effect well. RBC velocity is a noisier measurement than the diameter, but the 

increase follows a similar time course to changes in diameter.  
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Figure 6.6 Time course of changes in diameter and RBC velocity. (a) Stimulus-
triggered average of normalized diameter in three arterioles, 10 trials each. (b) 
Stimulus triggered average of normalized RBC velocity in 6 arterioles, 10 trials each. 
Velocity data was smoothed by a 1s long boxcar filter. Line at t = 0 indicated forepaw 
shock (2s duration, 3Hz, 1.3mA, 300µs pulses). Black lines indicated standard 
deviation. 

 
In some animals, the electrophysiological response to forepaw shock was recorded 

with a silver ball electrode placed on the surface of the brain in several places. This confirmed 

that the area in which we were measuring blood flow did indeed correspond to the forepaw 

area. In the example shown in Figure 6.7, the field potential response to forepaw shock was 

strongest in the boxed area. We found that blood flow, vessel diameter and RBC speed 

increased the most near the center of this area. Blood flow, a measure of volume per time, 

was estimated by using the average measures of diameter and RBC speed to estimate 

volume flow 

! 

Flow = 2 /3" (d /2)2v , where d is the vessel diameter, and v is the RBC 

velocity, and we assumed a parabolic profile for flow in a tube. Venules near arterioles that 

dilated with the stimulus dilated only insignificantly.  
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Figure 6.7 Stimulus-induced changes in surface vessels. (a) Two-photon excited 
fluorescence image of surface vasculature in cranial window. A subset of arteries and 
veins are traced in blue and red. White box indicates regions show in parts (b-d). (b) 
Schematic showing the ratio of peak to baseline blood flow (volume/time) in a 
selection of vessels. Schematic showing the ratio of peak to baseline diameter (c) and 
RBC velocity (d). The stimulus is a shock to forepaw (2s duration, 3Hz, 0.75mA, 
300µs pulses). 
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Discussion 

An important question for blood flow-based imaging is does the spacing of diving vessels and 

the network of surface vessels determine the resolution of the blood flow changes and 

consequently the resolution of imaging techniques that rely on flow changes19-22. Alternatively, 

the arteriole network may not be the only mechanism that limits spatial resolution. In vitro 

observation of contractile cells on capillaries suggest that the blood flow can be regulated on 

the scale of capillaries23. Two-photon excited fluorescence microscopy of blood flow and 

vessel diameter will be an important tool in answering these questions. The smallest unit that 

includes all the elements of the neurovasculature has the scale of a single capillary, the 

perivasculature cells such as the astrocytes and neurons in the immediate vicinity. Tools such 

as two-photon microscopy that can be used to investigate blood flow on this scale may be 

important in further investigations of the mechanisms of neurovascular coupling. Our optical 

intrinsic imaging does suggest that deoxygenation of hemoglobin, the initial dip, might be the 

best mapping mechanism in imaging sensitive to blood oxygenation24. Strong stimuli used to 

maximize the blood flow increase might actually help mask the initial dip. For the point of view 

of functional imaging studies, vasomotion is an artifact that must be overcome. However, it 

might be important to consider that vasomotion, like the stimulus-induced changes in local 

blood flow, may have an important function in maintain brain health.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Damage from ischemic stroke, in which blood perfusions drops acutely and dramatically, is 

well known. However, recent evidence shows subtler alterations in blood flow can also affect 

cognitive health. For example, the lack of hyperemia induced by neural activity in brain does 

not seem to cause acute changes in neural function, and long term abolishment of stimulus-

induced blood flow changes is correlated to cognitive decline25. Understanding neurovascular 
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coupling in the healthy brain may lead to clues on the cause of neurological problems. The 

work presented in this chapter demonstrates some technical tools which may be useful in 

future investigation.  
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The work in this dissertation provides a foundation for the study of the pathology of 

small strokes and the role of microvasculature in maintaining the function of the brain. The 

development of optical methods to occlude and hemorrhage surface and deep vessels may 

lead to useful animal models of microvascular disease and small strokes. We studied the 

blood flow changes after occlusions to surface arterioles, deep capillaries and the penetrating 

arterioles that link the surface and deep vessels. The vascular network has redundancy in 

both the arteriole network and the capillary network, but the degree of collateral flow is quite 

different after occlusions in these two networks. On the surface, occlusions of the 

communicating arterioles result in a relatively minor change in blood flow at the next 

downstream vessels. After single-vessel occlusions in the deep microvasculature, the red 

blood cell (RBC) speed immediately downstream drops to about 10% of the initial speed. The 

decrement is even more severe when a penetrating arteriole is occluded. Our results suggest 

that the variability in the occlusion location may play an important role in the wide variety of 

pathology observed in human ischemic strokes. In addition to ischemia, hemorrhages and 

leakage of blood vessels may also play an important role in microvascular disease. Our 

models can be used to study effect of different types of vascular lesions on pathology.  

 

One of the most intimidating aspects of biology for a person trained in the physical 

sciences is the degree of variability typical in biological data. Likely, the source of such 

variability is the large number of parameters and variables in biological systems, especially in 

live mammals. Using technologies such as two-photon laser scanning microscopy and 

precision optical lesioning techniques, we might improve the measurement and control of 

these variables  to more quickly gain understanding of the mechanisms involved.  

 

Technologies such as two-photon laser scanning microscopy that can observe 

microscopic detail in a living system over multiple points in time may be key in understanding 
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the workings of the animal. This imaging capability coupled with the labeling of specific cell 

types via transgenic or other techniques will allow the in vivo, real-time assessment of 

pathology. The work presented here made use of two-photon laser scanning microscopy to 

image blood flow dynamics, but recent developments in probes makes it possible to measure 

other events in vivo. For example, improvements in calcium-imaging has been used to study 

the activity of many neurons in the brain with single-cell resolution1, 2. Such imaging may be 

useful in the investigation of the effects of vascular damage on neural activity. Other in vivo, 

dynamic assessments of stroke damage include the stability of spines imaged in 

transgenically labeled mice3. 

 

Optical technologies will be the most powerful when combined with other tools that 

can make measurements with a similar size scale. For example, Cauli, et al.4 used confocal 

microscopy of multiple fluorescent labels in conjunction with electrophysiology and single-cell 

reverse transcriptase-multiplex PCR (RT-mPCR) in brain slice to study neurovascular 

coupling. They were able observe the contraction and dilation of microvessels in response to 

the firing of a particular interneuron. With RT-mPCR, different proteins were identified in the 

cells that caused contraction and dilation. The fluorescence microscopy was used to identify 

the interneurons’ connectivity with the microvasculature and other types of neurons. This work 

was an inspiring example of how multiple types of measurements and dynamical observations 

can be coupled with structural analysis to further the understanding of a biological system. 

 

The interrelationship between the various cell types must be an important factor in the 

outcome of vascular failure in the brain5, so techniques are needed that preserve the three-

dimensional structure of the tissue while still yielding valuable measurements. For example, 

methods for three-dimensional histological methods developed by Tsai, et al. in David 

Kleinfeld’s lab may provide a way to study the interaction of the various participating cells 

while preserving spatial information6.  
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With such tools, we now have the capability to observe changes in microenvironments 

around neurons and to measure their effects after vascular perturbations in vivo.  Hopefully 

such advances will not only lead to progress in science, but also to practical medical 

applications. 
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Appendix A 

Glossary 

anastomosis – a vessel that connects a pair of other vessels in such a way that blood 
can flow between the pair of vessels. 
 
arteriole –  a blood vessel that branches off an artery and leads to capillaries. 
Arterioles are distinguished anatomically from arteries by a reduced number of 
muscular layers and are generally smaller in diameter. 
 
autoregulation – arteries and arterioles in the brain constrict in response to system 
blood pressure to maintain a constant blood pressure in the brain tissue. 
 
extravasation – leakage of a fluid, in the case of vascular lesions, blood into the 
surrounding tissue. 
 
femtosecond – 1 fs = 10-15 s.  
 
femtosecond laser – a pulsed laser with pulse duration of < 1ps. With these short 
pulse lengths, the peak intensity of a femtosecond laser can be extremely high, 
leading to a singnifcant amount of nonlinear optical effects. These lasers are also 
called femtosecond pulsed lasers, ultrashort lasers or ultrafast lasers. 
 
ischemia – blood flow that is inadequate to sustain tissue health. 
 
linear optics - interactions of light with matter with a probability of occurrence that 
scales linearly with intensity, so that the probability is proportional to the intensity. 
 
nonlinear optics – interactions of light with matter with a probability of occurrence that 
scales with intensity to a power greater than 1. Probability ~ Intensityn, where n > 1. 
Such interactions generally occur infrequently unless the intensity is high, typically 
1010 W/cm2  or more. 
 
microvessel –  small blood vessels. In this work, we use this term to refer to the 
arterioles, capillaries and venules.  
 
parenchyma – tissue that comprises the main function of the tissue. For example, in 
the brain, neurons and glia are parenchymal tissue, while the vasculature is 
considered non-parenchymal 
 
stroke – clinical term referring to the loss of neural activity resulting from a vascular 
problem such as an occlusion which impedes blood flow to a region of the brain or a 
hemorrhage from a blood vessel in the brain. 
 
thrombosis – clotting of blood via inherent mechanisms in the body. 
 
ultrashort laser – another term for femtosecond pulse laser. 
 
ultrafast laser - another term for femtosecond pulse laser. 
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vasculature – refers to the blood vessels, including arteries, arterioles, capillaries, 
venules, and veins. 
 
venule – a blood vessel that connects capillaries to a vein. Blood from several 
capillaries may be routed to a vein.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix B 

Matlab Software for Analysis of Two-Photon Microscope Data 

pic_to_vel.m 
Analyze line-scan files (.dat) for velocity or diameter. The user selects each file to process and 
is asked to draw a region of interest. The user is asked for the objective used in the 
experiment. Parameters for analysis are saved in 2 files: 1) a .mat files which Matlab reads to 
process the data, 2) a comma-delimited text file that can be opened in Excel. After all files are 
selected, program will ask the user for parameters to run the files. Important parameters 
include: 

• Number of lines to process (typically 50000 for stroke work, 300000 for 
stimulus experiments). 

• File to start with (the program runs in the order in which the user chose the 
files, but analysis can start with any file). 

• Analog channels a and b. (Typically no stimulus is used for stroke 
experiments. In experiments with a stimulus, a trigger signal for the stimulus 
is saved in the two-photon microscope as one of the data channels. Enter the 
channel of recorded trigger.) 

• Choice of velocity or diameter analysis. 
• Length of time window for each measurement (typically 75 lines). 
• Step between time windows (typically 32 lines, so that windows overlap). 

This program generates a .mat file for each line-scan that lists the measured velocities or 
diameters in a 10-column matrix called Result with the following columns.  

1) starting line number (first) 
2) time (ms) 
3) Velocity (mm/s) + veloctiy is in x-dir (RBC's from left to right)  
    Or in diameter mode, diameter in microns 
4) Sep (Seperability) 
5) Angle (true angle of stripes) 
6) Flux (method 1 in velocity mode only) 
7) Analog A (Can be used to record average value of a data channel) 
8) Analog B (Can be used to record average value of a data channel) 
9) Flux (method 2 in velocity mode only) 
10) Flux (method 3 in velocity mode only) 
 

 
view_velocities.m 
Takes the .mat files from pic_to_vel.m and lets the user view each one, rejecting points which 
are not reasonable. Generates a summary file in a comma-delimited text file which can be 
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opened in Excel. Can also be used to look at results from pic_to_dia.m. If stimulus-triggered 
average option is selected, a .mat file will be generated which includes the stimulus-triggered 
data.  
 
show_all_ls.m 
Displays the first few seconds of line-scan files in a folder in a figure. Handy for eyeballing 
velocities. 
 
 
view_dat_vel.m 
View .dat files. Although the interface is awkward, this program includes many customized 
features such as the correct spacing in maximal projections in stacks, vessel diameter 
measurements, vessel tracing and node marking, red blood cell velocity extraction from 
images.  
 
save_raw.m 
Strips header from .dat files, so that each file can be opened as a .raw in programs such as 
ImageJ. User must remember the x and y dimensions of the image. 
 
stack_normalized.m 
Takes stimulus-triggered .mat fields from view_velocities.m and displays the stim-triggered 
average. 
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PIC_TO_VEL.M 

% pic_to_vel.m 
% Process linescan files. Allows user to choose parameters for each line 
% scan file, the calculates velocites or diameters (chosen by user) for each file. 
% OUTPUT:        
%   1) starting line number (first) 
%   2) time (ms) 
%   3) Velocity (mm/s) + veloctiy is in x-dir (RBC's from left to right)  
%       Or in diameter mode, diameter in microns 
%   4) Sep (Seperability) 
%   5) Angle (true angle of stripes) 
%   6) Flux (method 1 in velocity mode only) 
%   7) Analog A (Can be used to record average value of a data channel) 
%   8) Analog B (Can be used to record average value of a data channel) 
%   9) Flux (method 2 in velocity mode only) 
%   10) Flux (method 3 in velocity mode only) 
% 
% Modification history: 
% Takes line scan data from new microscope 
% not based on frames 
% Based on: pic_to_veldata2, RotMatOp19_rand_time  
% 05-12-03: Recalculate Tfactor and Xfactor 
% 05-27-03: Redo parameter file 
% 07-07-03: Read in channels 3 and 4 for Ecog and stim. Stored in Result 
% columns 9 and 10.  
% 07-11-03: Option to subtrat average of across linescans across block 
% make the ECOG (from same linescan file) an option. Eliminate old ECOG 
% reading  
% 07-29-03: Works with version H of microscope data, records extranumbers 
% 08-0-03: ASSUMES 70 pixels across (width of LS = 100) 
% 09-16-03: Also saves Tfactor 
% 01-05-04: If Tandem = 0 for verH, ask user to eneter Tandem manually 
% 04-02-04: Does not stop between setting up and running files. 
% 05-05-04: more dialogue to chooose options for user 
%12-10-04: Fixed problem with saving data file 
% 12-23-04: Add reading of channels for analog input 
% 03-04-05: Add different channels for view LS 
% 07-26-05: diameters instead of vels 
% do function so no interp 
  
clear; 
  
% Ask to go through new files or not 
button = questdlg('New files to look at individually?',... 
    'New files','Yes','No', 'Yes'); 
if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
    newfiles = 1; 
elseif strcmp(button,'No') 
    newfiles = 0; 
    keepgoing = 1; 
end 
  
if newfiles == 1; % User wants to enter new files 
    errorcheck = 0 ; 
    VersionH = 1 ; 
    UseECOG = 0; 
    channel = 2; 
     
    OpenNameTemp = []; 
    FnameTemp = []; 
    FileTimeTemp = []; 
    WinLefts = [];  
    WinRights = []; 
    Slopes = [];  
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    NXs = []; 
    Npics = []; 
    Tfactors = []; 
    Xfactors =[]; 
    Tandems = []; 
    UseAvgs = []; 
    Zs = []; 
    RotAngs = []; 
    XLocs = []; 
    YLocs = []; 
     
    Npic = 0; 
     
    % Microscope Objectives 
    TandemFactor = getobjective; 
     
     
    % Running parameters 
    prompt={'Always subtract average? (N/Y)', 'channel (1,2,3,4)'}; 
    def={'N', '1'}; 
    dlgTitle='Processing parameters'; 
    lineNo=1; 
    answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
    channel = str2double(answer(2)); 
    if strcmp(answer{1},'N')   
        alwaysuseavg = 0;  
    else 
        alwaysuseavg = 1; 
        useavg = 1; 
    end 
     
     
    morefiles = 1; 
    while morefiles 
        % Get file to open 
        [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*'); 
        Openfile = [pname, fname] 
        fiddisp = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
        cd(pname); 
         
        % get time file was created 
        info= dir(pname); 
        fnames = {}; 
        times = {}; 
        nfiles = length(info); 
        for i = 1:nfiles 
            fnames = strvcat(fnames,char(info(i).name)); 
            times = strvcat(times,char(info(i).date)); 
            if strcmp(char(info(i).name), fname) 
                filetime = char(info(i).date) 
                continue 
            end 
        end 
         
        % get info from HEADER  
        if VersionH == 1        % new microscope version with recorded Tandem 
            header = f_get_linescan_header_vH(fiddisp); 
            Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
            RotAng = str2num(header.rot_angle); 
            XLoc = str2num(header.stage_x_pos); 
            YLoc = str2num(header.stage_y_pos); 
            if Tandem == 0 % Tandem is screwed up and need to enter manually 
                prompt={ 'Tandem (Autoread failed)'}; 
                def={'200'}; 
                dlgTitle=Openfile; 
                lineNo=1; 
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                answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
                Tandem = str2double(answer(1));  % Tandem      
            end 
        else    % old microscope version 
            header = f_get_linescan_header(fiddisp); 
            prompt={ 'Tandem'}; 
            def={'200'}; 
            dlgTitle=Openfile; 
            lineNo=1; 
            answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
            Tandem = str2double(answer(1));  % Tandem      
        end 
         
        % NX, and Zs 
        NX = str2num(header.xsize) - str2num(header.offset); 
        Z = str2num(header.zposition); 
         
        % Caluclate Tfactor (number of pixels per ms) 
        Tfactor = str2num(header.pixel_clock)/(str2num(header.xsize) +str2num(header.retrace))/1000; % ypix/ms 
         
        % Calculate Xfactor (number of microns per pixel) 
        if NX == 70 
            Xfactor = TandemFactor*Tandem; 
             
        else 
            if VersionH 
                answer = inputdlg('Xfactor? (microns/pixel)', 'Xfactor', 1,{ '1'}, 'on'); 
                Xfactor = str2double(answer(1)); 
            else 
                if NX == 236 
                    Xfactor = Tandem * (1/365);% microns/pixel 
                elseif NX == 80 
                    Xfactor = Tandem*(1/300)*1.41; % microns/pixel: from empirical data taken 05-02-03 
                else 
                    answer = inputdlg('Xfactor? (microns/pixel)', 'Xfactor', 1,{ '1'}, 'on'); 
                    Xfactor = str2double(answer(1)); 
                end 
                 
            end 
        end 
         
        figure 
  
        % USER CHOOSES REVEVANT AREA FOR ANALYSIS 
        done = 0;    frame = 1; 
        start = 0; 
        numlines = 300;  % number of ines to display 
        showlines  = f_get_lines(fiddisp, start, start+numlines, channel); 
        imagesc(showlines); f_niceplot; 
        title(['Lines:', num2str(start), ' to ', num2str(start+numlines)]); 
                 
        % get coordinates of rrbox 
        fignum = gcf; 
        Roi = round(getrect); 
        WinLeft = Roi(1); 
        width = Roi(3); 
        WinRight = Roi(1) + Roi(3); 
        rectangle('Position', [WinLeft, 1, width, numlines],'EdgeColor', 'r'); 
        xlabel ('Space - keep this box, f-forward, b-back, s-skip forward,  n-newbox'); 
        while not(done); 
            waitforbuttonpress; 
            fignum = gcf; 
            pressed = get(fignum, 'CurrentCharacter'); 
            if pressed == ' ' % space for keep this box 
                done = 1; 
            elseif pressed == 'f' % forward 1 frame 
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                start = start +numlines; 
                showlines  = f_get_lines(fiddisp, start, start+numlines, channel); 
                 
                if not(feof(fiddisp)) 
                else 
                    beep 
                    start = start -numlines; 
                     
                end 
                imagesc(showlines); f_niceplot; 
                title(['Lines:', num2str(start), ' to ', num2str(start+numlines)]); 
                 
                rectangle('Position', [WinLeft, 1, width, numlines],'EdgeColor', 'r'); 
                xlabel ('Space - keep this box, f-forward, b-back, s-skip forward,  n-newbox'); 
                 
            elseif pressed == 'b' % back 1 frame 
                if start >= numlines 
                    start = start-numlines; 
                    showlines  = f_get_lines(fiddisp, start, start+numlines, channel); 
                    imagesc(showlines); f_niceplot; 
                    title(['Lines:', num2str(start), ' to ', num2str(start+numlines)]); 
                     
                    rectangle('Position', [WinLeft, 1, width, numlines],'EdgeColor', 'r'); 
                    xlabel ('Space - keep this box, f-forward, b-back, s-skip forward,  n-newbox'); 
                else beep 
                end 
            elseif pressed == 's' % skip 10 frames forward 
                start = start+ 10*numlines; 
                showlines  = f_get_lines(fiddisp, start, start+numlines, channel); 
                 
                if not(feof(fiddisp)) 
                else  
                    beep 
                    start = start - 10*numlines; 
                end              
                imagesc(showlines); f_niceplot; 
                title(['Lines:', num2str(start), ' to ', num2str(start+numlines)]); 
                 
                rectangle('Position', [WinLeft, 1, width, numlines],'EdgeColor', 'r'); 
                xlabel ('Space - keep this box, f-forward, b-back, s-skip forward,  n-newbox'); 
                 
            elseif pressed == 'n' 
                clf;  
                imagesc(showlines); f_niceplot; 
                title(['Lines:', num2str(start), ' to ', num2str(start+numlines)]); 
                 
                Roi = round(getrect) 
                WinLeft = Roi(1); 
                width = Roi(3); 
                WinRight = Roi(1) + Roi(3); 
                rectangle('Position', [WinLeft, 1, width, numlines],'EdgeColor', 'r'); 
                xlabel ('Space - keep this box, f-forward, b-back, s-1skip forward,  n-newbox'); 
            else 
                beep; 
            end; %if  
        end; %loop while not done 
        fclose(fiddisp); 
         
        slope = 2; 
         
        % Ask user if subtract average of linescans across from each block of 
        % data 
        if alwaysuseavg == 0 
            button = questdlg('Subtract average across linescans?',... 
                'Use average?','Yes','No', 'Yes'); 
            if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
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                useavg = 1; 
            elseif strcmp(button,'No') 
                useavg = 0; 
            end 
        end; 
         
         
        % ask if more files? 
        button = questdlg('More files?',... 
            'Continue','Yes','No','Yes'); 
        if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
            morefiles = 1; 
        elseif strcmp(button,'No') 
            morefiles = 0; 
        end 
        close(fignum); 
         
        % saveinfo 
        OpenNameTemp = strvcat(OpenNameTemp, Openfile); 
        FnameTemp = strvcat(FnameTemp, fname); 
        FileTimeTemp = strvcat(FileTimeTemp,filetime);  
        WinLefts = vertcat(WinLefts, WinLeft); 
        WinRights = vertcat(WinRights, WinRight); 
        Slopes = vertcat(Slopes, slope);  
        NXs = vertcat(NXs, NX); 
        Zs = vertcat(Zs, Z); 
        Npics = vertcat(Npics, Npic); 
        Tfactors = vertcat(Tfactors, Tfactor); 
        Xfactors = vertcat(Xfactors, Xfactor); 
        Tandems = vertcat(Tandems, Tandem); 
        UseAvgs = vertcat(UseAvgs, useavg); 
        if VersionH 
            RotAngs = vertcat(RotAngs, RotAng); 
            XLocs = vertcat(XLocs, XLoc); 
            YLocs = vertcat(YLocs, YLoc); 
        end 
    end; % morefiles 
     
     
    OpenName = cellstr(OpenNameTemp); 
    Fname = cellstr(FnameTemp); 
    FileTime = cellstr(FileTimeTemp); 
     
     
    % save as a comma delimited text file 
    [filename, pathname] = uiputfile('*.*', 'Comma delimited file save As'); 
    Datafile = [pathname, filename]; 
     
    Datafile2 = [pathname, filename, 'bfdata']; 
    save(Datafile2, 'OpenName', 'Slopes','WinLefts', 'WinRights','NXs', 'Tfactors', 'Xfactors','UseAvgs');  
     
    OpenName = strvcat('OpenName', OpenNameTemp); 
    Fname = strvcat('filename', FnameTemp); 
    FileTime = strvcat('Time',FileTimeTemp);  
    WinLefts = strvcat('WinLefts',num2str(WinLefts)); 
    WinRights = strvcat('WinRights', num2str(WinRights)); 
    Slopes = strvcat('Slope',num2str(Slopes));  
    NXs = strvcat('NX', num2str(NXs)); 
    Zs = strvcat('Z position', num2str(Zs)); 
    Npics = strvcat('Npics', num2str(Npics)); 
    Tfactors = strvcat('Tfactors', num2str(Tfactors)); 
    Xfactors = strvcat('Xfactors', num2str(Xfactors)); 
    Tandems = strvcat('Tandems', num2str(Tandems)); 
    UseAvgs = strvcat('UseAvgs', num2str(UseAvgs)); 
    if VersionH 
        RotAngs = strvcat('Rot Angles', num2str(RotAngs)); 
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        XLocs = strvcat('stage x', num2str(XLocs)); 
        YLocs = strvcat('stage y', num2str(YLocs)); 
    end 
     
     
    commas = []; 
    [lines, col] = size(Slopes); 
    for i = 1:lines 
        commas(i,1) = ','; 
    end 
    tosave = horzcat(char(OpenName), commas, num2str(NXs), commas, num2str(Zs),... 
        commas, num2str(Npics), commas, num2str(WinLefts),commas, num2str(WinRights), commas, num2str(Slopes),... 
        commas, num2str(Tfactors), commas, num2str(Xfactors), commas, num2str(Tandems) , commas, char(Fname), commas, 
char(FileTime), commas, char(UseAvgs)); 
     
    if VersionH 
        tosave = horzcat(char(OpenName), commas, num2str(NXs), commas, num2str(Zs),... 
            commas, num2str(Npics), commas, num2str(WinLefts),commas, num2str(WinRights), commas, num2str(Slopes),... 
            commas, num2str(Tfactors), commas, num2str(Xfactors), commas, num2str(Tandems) , commas, char(Fname), ... 
            commas, char(FileTime), commas, char(UseAvgs), commas, char(RotAngs));%, commas, char(XLocs), commas, 
char(YLocs)); 
    end 
     
    diary(Datafile) 
    tosave 
    diary off 
     
    button = questdlg('Calculate velocites now?',... 
        'Continue','Yes','No','Yes'); 
    if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
        keepgoing = 1; 
    elseif strcmp(button,'No') 
        keepgoing = 0; 
    end 
     
end; % if new files 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% based on RotMapOpt19_rand_time 
% calculate velocities or diameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
if keepgoing  
    errorcheck = 0; 
    VersionH = 1 ; 
    UseECOG = 0; 
     
    % % GET SAVED DATA (optional) 
    if exist('Datafile2') == 1 
        load (Datafile2); 
    else 
        [filename3, pathname3] = uigetfile('*.*', 'parameter file'); 
        Datafile3 = [pathname3, filename3]; 
        load(Datafile3); 
    end 
    [nfiles,z] = size(OpenName); 
     
    % For running continuously from setup  
    clear showlines info 
     
     
    % Running parameters from user 
    prompt={'WinPixelsDown', 'WinSize', 'Maxlines', 'Start with file #:', 'Linescan channel',... 
            'Analog input A', 'Analog input B' , 'velocities or diameters (v or d)'}; 
    def={'32', '75', '50000', '1', '1', 'none', 'none', 'v'}; 
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    dlgTitle='Processing parameters'; 
    lineNo=1; 
    answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
    WinPixelsDown = str2double(answer(1)); % number of pixels between top of last window and next window  
    WinSize =  str2double(answer(2));   % EVEN NUMBER please! actual data used is only center circle ~70% of area (square 
window) 
    Maxlines =  str2double(answer(3)); % TEMP total number of lines 
    startfilenumber = str2double(answer(4)); 
    channel = str2double(answer(5)); 
    if strcmp(answer{6},'none') 
        UseAnaA = 0; 
    else 
        UseAnaA = str2double(answer(6)); 
    end 
    if strcmp(answer{7},'none') 
        UseAnaB = 0; 
    else 
        UseAnaB = str2double(answer(7)); 
    end 
     
    if strcmp(answer(8), 'd'); usedia = 1; 
    else; usedia = 0; 
    end; 
     
    for i =startfilenumber:nfiles %%%%%%%%% Loop through all files 
        Openfile = char(OpenName(i)); 
        Datafile = [char(strrep(OpenName(i),'.dat',['--wpd', num2str(WinPixelsDown)])), date] 
         
        Slope = Slopes(i,1);  
        WinLeft = WinLefts(i,1); % leftmost pixel 
        WinRight = WinRights(i,1); % rightmost pixel 
        NX = NXs(i,1);   % Pixels per frame in x 
        %         NY = NYs(i, 1); 
        Tfactor = Tfactors(i, 1); 
        Xfactor = Xfactors(i, 1); 
        UseAvg = UseAvgs(i,1); 
         
         
        % read in data 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
        header = f_get_linescan_header(fid); 
         
        % Loop through lines 
        npoints = 0; 
        first = 0;  
        last = first+WinSize; 
        Result = []; 
         
        while last<Maxlines % loop thorugh lines 
            lines = f_get_lines(fid, first, last, channel); 
            if length(lines) == 0 
                break; 
            end 
            block = lines(:, WinLeft: WinRight); 
            if errorcheck == 1; 
                if usedia % calculate diamter 
                    veldata = f_find_dia(block, Tfactor, Xfactor, Slope, UseAvg, 1); 
                else % caluclate velocities 
                    veldata = f_find_vel(block, Tfactor, Xfactor, Slope, UseAvg, 1); 
                end 
            else  
                if usedia;   veldata = f_find_dia(block, Tfactor, Xfactor, Slope, UseAvg); 
                else;        veldata = f_find_vel(block, Tfactor, Xfactor, Slope, UseAvg); 
                end 
            end 
            veldata(1) = first; 
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            veldata(2) = npoints *WinPixelsDown/Tfactor; 
            % --------------------------------------------- 
            % For Debugging 
            if (errorcheck ==1) & (npoints< 20) 
                subplot(4,1,1);imagesc(lines); f_niceplot; 
                title(Openfile) 
                subplot(4,1,2); imagesc(block); f_niceplot;title('block') 
                angle = acot(veldata(3)/Xfactor/Tfactor)*180/pi; 
                title([num2str(veldata(1)), ' vel:', num2str(veldata(3)), ' angle: ', num2str(angle)]); 
                Slope 
                Flux1 = veldata(6) 
                Flux2 = veldata(9) 
                Flux3 = veldata(10) 
                pause; 
            end 
            % --------------------------------------------- 
             
            % Get analog input channels 
            if UseAnaA 
                channelA = f_get_lines(fid, first, last, UseAnaA); 
                veldata(7) = mean(mean(channelA)); 
            else 
                veldata(7) = 0; 
            end 
            if UseAnaB 
                channelB = f_get_lines(fid, first, last, UseAnaB); 
                veldata(8) = mean(mean(channelB)); 
            else 
                veldata(8) = 0; 
            end 
             
            Result = vertcat(Result, veldata); 
            first = first + WinPixelsDown 
            last = first+WinSize 
            npoints = npoints+1 
        end 
        st = fclose(fid); 
         
        save(Datafile,'Result', 'Tfactor', 'WinPixelsDown'); 
         
        clear data data1 cropped Result Rotdata Small ecog shutter ekg BioRad time Stimulus Data; 
        clear stim stimon stimtime trigger udtrigger ushuttertime ddtrigger 
    end; % Loop for each file 
     
    message = 'done' 
    beep 
    beep 
     
end % if keepgoing  
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VIEW_VELOCITIES.M 

% view_velocities.m 
% goes through files generated by pic_to_vel_dia (either velocity or 
% diameter is ok, although all graphs are labeled for velocity) 
% Put all files in a folder and the program will loop through all the files 
% in that folder. 
% add a histogram 
% Plot velocity data from pic_to_veldatanewsope and allows user to select 
% the range of good velocities 
% 12-09-04 Adding Flux capabilities 
% 12-23-04 Add stim-triggered abilites. only 1 stim channel, 1 analog 
% channel 
% Check and compares with official version of view-velocities 
% 02-19-05 closing files to deal with memory problems 
% 07-26-05 Stim Trig avg 
% 09-16-05: Make official version 
% 10-20-05: stimthresh for stimulus has to be smaller for some files 
% 10-21-05: change the method for pausing, and going throughmany movies 
display('version 10-21-05') 
  
clear; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% User Parameters 
  
runavgtime = 5000; 
select_range = 1; 
Twin = .5; % length of time to look for min/max (s) 
threshforstim = 0; % or 50 
  
% Running parameters 
prompt={'Go through multiple files in folder?', 'Display fluxes?', 'Stimulus (none, a, b)?', 'Analog input (none, a, b)?'}; 
def={'yes', 'yes', 'none', 'none'}; 
dlgTitle='Processing parameters'; 
lineNo=1; 
answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
  
if strcmp(answer(1), 'yes'); use_many = 1; 
else; use_many = 0; end; 
  
if strcmp(answer(2), 'yes'); use_flux = 1; 
else; use_flux = 0; end; 
  
if strcmp(answer(3), 'none'); usestim = 0; 
elseif strcmp(answer(3),'a') | strcmp(answer(3), 'A'); 
    usestim=7; 
elseif strcmp(answer(3),'b') | strcmp(answer(3), 'B'); 
    usestim=8; 
else usestim = 0; 
end 
  
if strcmp(answer(4), 'none'); useana = 0; 
elseif strcmp(answer(4),'a') | strcmp(answer(3), 'A'); 
    useana=7; 
elseif strcmp(answer(4),'b') | strcmp(answer(3), 'B'); 
    useana=8; 
else useana = 0; 
end 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if usestim ~= 0 % get parameters for stim-triggered avg 
    prompt={'Tcycle (s)',...  
            'Tbin (s)',...  
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            'Tstep (s)'} 
    def={'20', '0.5', '0.1'}; 
    dlgTitle='Plot parameters'; 
    lineNo=1; 
    answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
    Tcycle = str2double(answer(1));  % 2* minimum cycle length 
    Tbin = str2double(answer(2));      % bin to average 
    Tstep = str2double(answer(3)); 
    boxsize = 10; 
end; 
  
  
if use_many 
    [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Select a file in the folder of velocity files'); 
    files = dir([pname '*']); 
     
    clearname = []; 
    for temp = 1:length(files) 
        if files(temp).name(1) == '.' 
            clearname = [clearname temp] 
        end 
    end 
    files(clearname) = []; 
         
    nmovies = length(files); 
    cd(pname); 
     
    Names = 'Names'; 
    Velocities = 'Velocity'; 
    StdDev = 'Std. Dev.'; 
    MinRanges = 'Minimum'; 
    MaxRanges = 'Maximum'; 
    PerValids = '% Points Valid'; 
    AvgSyss = 'Systolic Vel.'; 
    AvgDias = 'Diastolic Vel.'; 
    if use_flux == 1 
        AvgFlux1s = 'Flux1 avg'; 
        AvgFlux2s = 'Flux2 avg' 
        AvgFlux3s = 'Flux3 avg'; 
    end 
     
else 
    [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*'); 
    Openfile = [pname, fname]; 
    load(Openfile); 
    nmovies = 1; 
end 
  
  
  
for i = 1:nmovies % loop through movies 
    if use_many 
        Openfile = [pname files(i).name]; 
    end 
    disp(['Loading ' Openfile]); 
    load(Openfile); 
     
    if not(exist('Tfactor')) 
        Tfactor = 1.333; % for verH 
        %                 Tfactor = 1.43; %verC 
    end 
    if not(exist('WinPixelsDown')) 
        WinPixDown = 32; 
    else 
        WinPixDown = WinPixelsDown; 
        clear WinPixelsDown; 
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    end 
     
    % assign data variables 
    time = squeeze(Result(:,2))/1000; 
    lines = squeeze(Result(:,1)); 
    vel = squeeze(Result(:,3)); 
    if use_flux == 1 
        flux1 = squeeze(Result(:,6)); 
        flux2 = squeeze(Result(:,9)); 
        flux3 = squeeze(Result(:,10)); 
    end; % if use_flux 
    if usestim~=0  
        timestim = squeeze(Result(:,2))/1000; 
        stim = squeeze(Result(:,usestim)); 
    end; % usestim 
     
    % smooth velcocities 
    numtoavg = ceil(runavgtime/(WinPixDown/Tfactor)); 
    convbox = ones([1 numtoavg])'/numtoavg;       
    smoothed = convn(vel, convbox, 'same'); 
     
    avg = mean(vel); 
    stdev = std(vel); 
    if use_flux 
        avgflux1 = mean(flux1);avgflux2 = mean(flux2);avgflux3 = mean(flux3); 
    end 
     
    Y = fft(vel, 512); 
    Pyy = Y.* conj(Y) / 512; 
    f = 1000/WinPixDown*Tfactor*(0:256)/512; 
    OrigPoints = length(vel); 
     
    % plot everything 
    fig1 = figure; 
    set (fig1, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [.1, .1, .8 .8] ); 
    Plotvel = subplot('Position',[.05 .7 .6 .25]); 
    Plotflux = subplot('Position',[.05 .4 .6 .25]); 
    Plotana = subplot('Position',[.05 .05 .6 .25]); 
    Plothist = subplot('Position', [.7 .7 .25 .25]); 
    Plotfreq = subplot('Position', [.7 .4 .25 .25]); 
    Plotstim = subplot('Position', [.7 .05 .25 .25]); 
    orient landscape; 
     
    subplot(Plotvel); 
    plot(time, vel, '-b.'); hold on; 
    plot(time, smoothed, 'b') 
    xlabel({['time (s)'], [Openfile]}) 
    ylabel('velocity (mm/s)') 
    title(['Velocity: ', num2str(avg), 'mm/s  Std. Dev.: ', num2str(stdev)]) 
    hold on 
    ys = ylim; 
     
    subplot(Plotfreq) 
    semilogy(f, Pyy(1:257)) 
    xlabel('Hz') 
    hold on 
    ys = ylim; 
     
    subplot(Plothist); 
    [n, xout] = hist(vel,25); 
    barh(xout,n, 'b'); 
    ylim(ys) 
     
    if use_flux % flux plot 
        subplot(Plotflux); 
        plot(time, flux1, 'r.', time, flux2, 'g.', time, flux3, 'b.'); 
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        text(0.1, 0.9, ['avgs: ', num2str(avgflux1), '  ',num2str(avgflux2), '  ',num2str(avgflux3)]) 
        xlabel({['time (s)'], [Openfile]}); 
        ylabel('Flux (RBC/s)'); 
    end; % if plottin glfux 
     
     
    if select_range 
         
        good_range = 0; 
        while not(good_range) 
            subplot(Plotvel); 
            plot(time, vel, '.'); 
            xlabel('time (s)') 
            ylabel('velocity (mm/s)') 
            title(['Velocity: ', num2str(avg), 'mm/s  Std. Dev.: ', num2str(stdev)]) 
            currentys = ylim; 
            hold on 
             
             
            subplot(Plotfreq) 
            semilogy(f, Pyy(1:257)) 
            xlabel('Hz') 
            hold on 
             
                        
            if usestim~=0 %plot stimulus 
                timestim = squeeze(Result(:,2))/1000; 
                stim = squeeze(Result(:,usestim)); 
                figure(fig1); subplot(Plotstim) 
                plot(timestim, stim, 'b'); hold on 
                ylabel('stimulus') 
                xlabel('time (ms)'); 
            end 
             
            % ask user for input to select range of velocities 
            set(gcf, 'Name', 'press a key to continue') 
            w =0; 
            while w == 0 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
  
            limitok = 0; 
            while not(limitok); % check that upper limit > lower limit 
                prompt={'Upper Limit',... 
                    'Lower Limit'} 
                def={num2str(currentys(2)), num2str(currentys(1))}; 
                dlgTitle='Valid velocities for data'; 
                lineNo=1; 
                answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
                UpLimit = str2double(answer(1)); 
                LowLimit = str2double(answer(2)); 
                if UpLimit > LowLimit 
                    limitok = 1; 
                else 
                    beep 
                end; %check limits ok  
            end; %while not(limitok) 
             
            % Deal with Outliers 
            outliers = (vel<=LowLimit) | (vel>=UpLimit);                         
            % remove outliers 
            vel2 = vel; 
            time2 = time; 
            vel2(outliers) = []; 
            time2(outliers) = []; 
            if usestim~=0 %stimulus 
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                  stim2 = stim; 
                  timestim2 = timestim; 
                  stim2(outliers) = []; 
                  timestim2(outliers) = []; 
            end 
  
             
            if use_flux  
                fluxtime12 = time2; fluxtime22 = time2; fluxtime32 = time2; 
                flux12 = flux1;  flux22 = flux2;  flux32 = flux3; 
                flux12(outliers) = []; flux22(outliers) = [];  flux32(outliers)= []; % remove velocity outliers  
                fluxtime12(flux12==10000) = []; flux12(flux12==10000) = []; % remove NaN fluxes 
                fluxtime22(flux22==10000) = []; flux22(flux22==10000) = []; 
                fluxtime32(flux32==10000) = []; flux32(flux32==10000) = []; 
                fluxtime12(isnan(flux12)) = []; flux12(isnan(flux12)) = []; % remove NaN fluxes 
                fluxtime22(isnan(flux22)) = []; flux22(isnan(flux22)) = []; 
                fluxtime32(isnan(flux32)) = []; flux32(isnan(flux32)) = []; 
                 
                avgflux1 = mean(flux12); avgflux2= mean(flux22); avgflux3 = mean(flux32); 
            end 
             
             
            [NewPoints,p] = size(vel2); 
            PercentValid = 100*NewPoints/OrigPoints; 
             
            smoothed2 = convn(vel2, convbox, 'same'); 
            avg = mean(vel2); 
            stdev = std(vel2); 
             
            % Plot 
            figure(fig1); subplot(Plotvel) 
            plot(time2, vel2, '-ro'); hold on; 
            plot(time2, smoothed2, 'r') 
            xlabel({['time (s)'], [Openfile]}) 
            ylabel('velocity (mm/s)') 
            title(['Velocity: ', num2str(avg), 'mm/s  Std. Dev.: ', num2str(stdev), ' % Valid:', num2str(PercentValid), '% ','Min: ', 
num2str(LowLimit), '  Max:', num2str(UpLimit)]) 
            hold off; ys = ylim; 
             
            Y = fft(vel2, 512); 
            Pyy = Y.* conj(Y) / 512; 
            f = 1000/WinPixDown*Tfactor*(0:256)/512; 
            subplot(Plotfreq) 
            semilogy(f, Pyy(1:257), 'ro') 
            xlabel('Hz') 
            hold off 
             
            figure(fig1) 
            subplot(Plothist); 
            [n2 xout2] = hist(vel2,25); 
            barh(xout,n, 'b'); 
            hold on; 
            barh(xout2, n2, 'r'); 
            hold off 
            ylim(ys); 
            title('PRESS A KEY WHEN DONE') 
             
             
            if use_flux % flux plot 
                figure(fig1) 
                subplot(Plotflux);       
                plot(fluxtime12, flux12, 'r.', fluxtime22, flux22, 'g.', fluxtime32, flux32, 'b.'); 
                text(0.1, 0.9, ['avgs: ', num2str(avgflux1), '  ',num2str(avgflux2), '  ',num2str(avgflux3)]) 
                xlabel({['time (s)'], [Openfile]}); 
                ylabel('Flux (RBC/s)'); 
            end; % if plotting flux 
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            if usestim~=0 %plot stimulus for now just plot tract 
                figure(fig1); subplot(Plotstim) 
                plot(timestim2, stim2, 'b'); hold on 
                ylabel('stimulus') 
                xlabel('time (ms)'); 
                 
                 
                % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
                % STIM-TRIGGERED AVERGAGE 
                % GET STIM TIMES Tstim in seconds 
                stimthresh = stim2 > threshforstim; %%%%%%%Need to get stim2 also 
                Tstim = []; 
                pointsleft = sum(stimthresh); 
                count = 1; 
                while pointsleft > 0 
                    I = find(stimthresh); 
                    Tstim(count) = time2(I(1)); 
                    toclear = I:I+(round((Tcycle-2) * Tfactor *1000)/WinPixDown); 
                    stimthresh(toclear) = 0; 
                    count = count +1; 
                    pointsleft = sum(stimthresh) 
                end 
     
                Nstim = length(Tstim); 
                Tstim 
                 
                % put appropriate numbers in bins 
                timeCycle = -5:Tstep:Tcycle; 
                velCycle = zeros(size(timeCycle)); 
                ecogCycle = zeros(size(timeCycle)); 
                nCycle = zeros(size(timeCycle)); 
                smoothedCycle = zeros(size(timeCycle)); 
                vels = zeros(Nstim, size(timeCycle)); 
                ns = zeros(Nstim, size(timeCycle)); 
                for k = 1:Nstim; 
                    tstart = Tstim(k) - 5 
                    tend = Tstim(k) +Tcycle 
                     
                    InCycle = (time2>tstart) & (time2<tend); 
                    testtime = time2(InCycle); 
                    testvel = vel2(InCycle); 
%                     testecog = ecog2(InCycle); 
                    testsmoothed = smoothed2(InCycle); 
                     
                    for j = 1:length(timeCycle); 
                        InBin = ((testtime-Tstim(k)) >= (timeCycle(j)-Tbin)) & ((testtime-Tstim(k)) < timeCycle(j)); 
                        vels(k,j) = sum(testvel(InBin))/sum(InBin); 
                    velCycle(j) = sum(testvel(InBin))/sum(InBin); 
%                         ecogCycle(j) = sum(testecog(InBin))/sum(InBin); 
                        smoothedCycle(j) = sum(testsmoothed(InBin))/sum(InBin); 
                        nCycle(j) = sum(InBin); 
                        ns(k,j) = sum(InBin); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
                vels(isnan(vels)) = 0; 
                 
                % Plot temp new fig 
                subplot(Plotana); 
                avgvels = sum(vels)./sum(ns); 
                plot(timeCycle, avgvels); hold on; 
                ylabel('stim trig avg') 
                xlabel('cycle time') 
                title(Openfile) 
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%                 subplot(Plotstim); 
%                 hold off 
%                 imagesc(vels); axis image; 
%                  
%                 pause; 
                 
                save([pname  'stimtrig' files(i).name], 'vels', 'ns', 'timeCycle');  
                 
                % Cummulative for all data 
  
                % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
                 
          else 
                %TEMP fornow plor flux vs.vel 
%                 figure(fig1); subplot(Plotstim) 
%                 flux1(outliers) = []; 
%                 %                 plot(vel2, flux1, '.') 
%                 %                 xlabel('velocity') 
%                 %                 ylabel('flux1') 
%                 vel2(vel2 == 0) = 0.00001; 
%                  
%                 plot(time2, flux1/vel2) 
%                 xlabel('time'); ylabel('density (RBC/mm)'); 
          end 
           
          if useana~=0 % plot analog channel 
                timeana = squeeze(Result(:,2))/1000; 
                ana = squeeze(Result(:,useana)); 
                figure(fig1); subplot(Plotana) 
                plot(timestim, ana, 'r'); hold on 
                ylabel('analog') 
                xlabel('time (ms)'); 
            end 
  
  
            figure(fig1); subplot(Plotvel); 
            ys = ylim; 
            subplot(Plothist); 
            ylim(ys); 
             
            % Allow user to move stuff around 
            set(gcf, 'Name', 'press a key to continue') 
            w =0; 
            while w == 0 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
  
            button = questdlg('Use this range?',... 
                'Continue Operation','Yes','No','No'); 
            if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                good_range = 1; 
                 
                %                                 %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
                %                                 % find systolic, diastolic 
                %                                 Tend = time2(end); 
                %                                  
                %                                 use = zeros(size(time2)); 
                %                                 tstart = 0; 
                %                                  
                %                                 systolic = []; 
                %                                 diastolic = []; 
                %                                 timesysdia = []; 
                %                                  
                %                                 while tstart + Twin < Tend 
                %                                         use = (time2>tstart) & (time2<(tstart+Twin)); 
                %                                         Max = max(vel2(use)); 
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                %                                         Min = min(vel2(use)); 
                %                                          
                %                                         systolic = horzcat(systolic, Max); 
                %                                         diastolic = horzcat(diastolic, Min); 
                %                                         timesysdia = horzcat(timesysdia, tstart + Twin/2); 
                %                                          
                %                                          
                %                                         tstart = tstart + WinPixDown/Tfactor/1000; 
                %                                 end; % while tstart loop 
                %                                  
                %                                 box = ones(1,  5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown))/5/round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown); 
                %                                  
                %                                 systolic = convn(systolic, box, 'same'); 
                %                                 diastolic = convn(diastolic, box, 'same'); 
                %                                  
                %                                 systolic(1:5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown)) = []; 
                %                                 systolic(length(systolic)-5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown):end) = []; 
                %                                 diastolic(1:5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown)) = []; 
                %                                 diastolic(length(diastolic)-5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown):end) = []; 
                %                                 timesysdia(1:5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown)) = []; 
                %                                 timesysdia(length(timesysdia)-5*round(Twin*1000/WinPixDown):end) = []; 
                %                                 Avgsys = mean(systolic); 
                %                                 Avgdia = mean(diastolic); 
                %                                 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% END PLOT SYS/DIASTOLIC 
                %                                  
                %                                 subplot(Plotvel) 
                %                                 hold on; 
                %                                 plot(timesysdia(1:length(systolic)), systolic, 'k', timesysdia(1:length(diastolic)),diastolic, 'k'); 
                %                                 title({['Velocity: ', num2str(avg), 'mm/s  Std. Dev.: ', num2str(stdev), ' % Valid:', 
num2str(PercentValid), '%'], 
                %                                         ['Min: ', num2str(LowLimit), '  Max:', num2str(UpLimit), ' Sys Vel:', num2str(Avgsys), ' Dia 
Vel:', num2str(Avgdia)] }, 'FontSize', 8) 
                %                                  
                 
%                 close fig1 
                 
            end                
             
        end 
    end 
     
    if use_many 
        Names = strvcat(Names, files(i).name); 
        Velocities = strvcat(Velocities, num2str(avg)); 
        StdDev = strvcat(StdDev, num2str(stdev)); 
        if select_range 
            MinRanges = strvcat(MinRanges, num2str(LowLimit)); 
            MaxRanges = strvcat(MaxRanges, num2str(UpLimit)); 
            PerValids = strvcat(PerValids, num2str(PercentValid)); 
%             AvgSyss = strvcat(AvgSyss, num2str(Avgsys)); 
%             AvgDias = strvcat(AvgDias, num2str(Avgdia)); 
            %                 close (fig1); 
        end 
        if use_flux 
            AvgFlux1s  = strvcat(AvgFlux1s, num2str(avgflux1)); 
            AvgFlux2s  = strvcat(AvgFlux2s, num2str(avgflux2)); 
            AvgFlux3s  = strvcat(AvgFlux3s, num2str(avgflux3)); 
        end 
    end; % if use many 
     
    
end; % loop through movies 
  
  
  
if use_many % write data 
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    [filename, pathname] = uiputfile('*.*', 'Comma delimited file save As'); 
    Datafile = [pathname, filename]; 
    commas = []; 
    for i = 1:nmovies+1 
        commas(i,1) = ','; 
    end 
    if select_range 
        tosave = horzcat(char(Names), commas, char(Velocities), commas, char(StdDev), commas, MinRanges, commas, 
MaxRanges,commas, PerValids); %,commas, AvgSyss, commas, AvgDias); TEMP 
    else 
        tosave = horzcat(char(Names), commas, char(Velocities), commas, char(StdDev)); 
    end 
    if use_flux 
        tosave = horzcat(tosave, commas, char(AvgFlux1s),commas, char(AvgFlux2s),commas, char(AvgFlux3s)); 
    end 
     
    diary(Datafile) 
    tosave 
    diary off 
end 
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SHOW_ALL_LS.M 

% show_all_ls.m 
% displays a chunk of linescan for all the files in a folder 
% on mac, may need to avoid .ds files 
  
use_many = 1; 
  
if use_many 
    [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Select a file in the folder of LS files'); 
    files = dir([pname '*']); 
    nmovies = length(files)-2; 
    cd(pname); 
end 
  
rows = ceil((nmovies-1)/10) 
channel = 1; 
numlines = 500 
toshow = figure;  
for i = 2:nmovies % loop through movies 
    if use_many 
        Openfile = [pname files(i+2).name]; 
    end 
    disp(['Loading ' Openfile]); 
    fiddisp = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
     
    header = f_get_linescan_header_vH(fiddisp); 
    showlines  = f_get_lines(fiddisp, 1, numlines, channel); 
     
     
    figure(toshow); 
    subplot(rows,10, i-1) 
    imagesc(showlines) 
    ylabel(files(i+2).name, 'FontSize', 8) 
    xlabel(header.x_gain, 'FontSize', 8); 
    colormap gray 
    set(gca, 'XTickLabel', []) 
    set(gca, 'YTickLabel', []) 
     
     
    fclose (fiddisp) 
end; % loop through movies 
  
orient portrait 
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VIEW_DAT_VEL.M 

% view_dat_vel.m 
% lets you scroll through .dat files (version H) 
  
% TO DO 
% add rotated_projection.m into this program 
% fix t velocity 
% scroll, backwards movie 
% button-driven interface 
% normalization, esp of movie 
% text after back or width or something.  
% Histogram for levels 
  
% Last modified: 12-12-03 
%10-13: pause movie returns to waiting for key input mode 
% After measureing with w, seems to crash? 
% 12-12: jump a number of frames 
% 12-15: faster projections by pre-allocating 
% 12-15: P - projections with sub selecting areas 
% 02-03-04: multiple frames with one area selection for velocity 
% calculation. Histogram of levels 
% 03-02-04: projections allocate blank data stack more efficiently 
% 12-08-06: projection with and without crop from 'p' option only. Also 
% allow for projections when zs not correct. 
% 1-14-05: Node fidding added 
% 03-14-05: finding areas and volumes 
% 06-03-05: Averaging several images for volume finding 
% 06-30-05: Find Radii by using area 
% 09-13-05: Adjust so automatically figure out zstep in volume finding 
% (another version somewhere that also does this?) 
% 10-23-05: update pauses to waitforbuttonpress 
% 04-18-06: After Matlab version change to 2006a 
  
  
clear ; 
warning off all; 
  
channel = 1; 
  
titles =struct('scan_mode','Scan Mode', 'frame_number','Frame Number','channel_number','Channel','num_averages','Number of 
Averages',... 
    'gain','Gain', 'gain_offset','Gain Offset','datetime','Date and Time','zposition','Z-position',... 
    'filename','Filename','delay','Delay','xsize','X Scan', 'ysize','Y Scan', 'offset','Offset',... 
    'retrace','Retrace', 'xcorner','X Corner', 'ycorner','Y Corner', 'pixel_clock','Pixel Clock Rate',... 
    'zstep','Z-Step Size', 'scan_volts','Scan Volts',... 
    'x_scan_volts', 'X scan PTP (volts)', 'y_scan_volts', 'Y scan PTP (volts)',... 
    'rot_angle', 'Rotation angle (degrees)','x_gain', 'X gain', ...% version H 
    'y_gain', 'Y gain', 'x_offset', 'X offset', 'y_offset', 'Y offset', ...% version H 
    'GPIB_10', 'GPIB address 10', 'GPIB_12', 'GPIB address 12', ...% version H 
    'GPIB_16', 'GPIB address 16', 'GPIB_19', 'GPIB address 19', ...% version H 
    'stage_x_pos', 'Stage X position', 'stage_y_pos', 'Stage Y position', 'notes','User Notes'); 
xtext = {['f - forward, j - jump,  b - back,  s - skip forward,  i - save Image, p/P - Projections, n - node label, d-diameters'],... 
        ['m/M - movie,  w - width,  space - done,  v/V - Velocities,  t /T- Tillted velocity,  a - save as .avi, h - histogram, r - region' 
]}; 
  
[fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Select a file (.dat)'); 
Openfile = [pname, fname]; 
fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
cd(pname); 
% initialize for loop 
done = 0; 
nframes = 1; 
  
% show image 
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[header,frame] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1,1); 
headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
titletext = char(struct2cell(titles)); 
  
toshow = figure; 
set(toshow, 'DoubleBuffer', 'on') 
set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [100, 100, 1000-100, 800-100] ) 
clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; 
imagesc(frame, clim); 
set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650-100, 650-100]) 
f_niceplot; 
ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
xlabel(xtext) 
text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
  
frame_info = struct('xi',{},'yi',{},'zs', {},'rel_fr_num', {}, 'area', {}); % for volume calculations 
  
while not(done); 
    w =0; 
    while w == 0 
        w = waitforbuttonpress; 
    end 
  
    pressed = get(toshow, 'CurrentCharacter'); 
  
    switch pressed 
        case  ' ' % space for keep this box 
            done = 1; 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'f' % forward 1 frame 
             
            [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
             
            if not(feof(fid)) 
                header = headertemp; 
                frame = frametemp; 
                nframes = nframes +1; 
                headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                imagesc(frame, clim); 
                set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                f_niceplot; 
                ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                xlabel(xtext) 
                text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
            else 
                beep 
            end 
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'j' % jump frames  
            prevheader = header; 
            prevframe = frame; 
             
            count = 0; 
            for j = 1:200; 
                [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                 
                if not(feof(fid)) 
                    count = count+1; 
                    prevheader = headertemp; 
                    prevframe = frametemp; 
                else 
                    beep; 
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                    headertemp = prevheader; 
                    frametemp = prevframe; 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
             
             
            header = headertemp; 
            frame = frametemp; 
            nframes = nframes + count; 
            headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
            if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end;                        
            imagesc(frame, clim); 
            set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
            f_niceplot; 
            ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
            xlabel(xtext) 
            text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
            text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'b' % back 1 frame 
            % gobackwards and check if at beginning 
            if nframes == 1; % already at first frame 
                beep; 
            else % not at first frame 
                foundframe = 0; 
                initpos = ftell(fid); 
                 
                while not(foundframe) 
                    current_frame = header.frame_number; 
                     
                    searchback = 30000; 
                    % go back wards 
                    if initpos <= 300000  % at the beginning 
                        status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
                        initpos = 0; 
                    else   
                        initpos = initpos - 300000; 
                        status = fseek(fid, -300000, 'cof'); 
                    end           
                     
                    % look for a header and make sure it is 
                    % different than current header 
                    headertemp = f_get_dat_header(fid); 
                    framechannel = headertemp.channel_number; 
                    channelOK = strfind(framechannel, num2str(channel)); 
                     
                    status = fseek(fid, initpos, 'bof'); 
                    if (current_frame ~= str2num(headertemp.frame_number)) & ( not(isempty(channelOK)) )% must be on different 
frame, and be on the right channel 
                        foundframe = 1; 
                        [header, frame] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                        nframes = nframes - 1; 
                        headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                        gcf; 
                        if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                         
                        imagesc(frame, clim); 
                        set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                        f_niceplot; 
                        ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                        xlabel(xtext) 
                        text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                        text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                    end; 
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                end % while loop looking for previous frame 
                 
            end; % first frame 
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 's' % skip a few frames forward 
            [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 10); 
             
            if not(feof(fid)) 
                [Ny, Nx, Npic] = size(frametemp); 
                header = headertemp(Npic); 
                frame = frametemp(:,:,Npic); 
                headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                 
                nframes = nframes +Npic; 
                gcf;                                 
                if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                 
                imagesc(frame, clim); 
                set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                f_niceplot; 
                ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                xlabel(xtext) 
                text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
            else 
                beep 
            end 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
             
             
        case 'm' % scrolls through like a movie 
            button = uicontrol(gcf, 'style', 'pushbutton', ... 
                'callback', 'setappdata(gcf, ''run'', 0)', 'string', 'Pause'); 
            set(button, 'Position', [500 70 50 20]); 
            flag = 1; 
            setappdata(gcf, 'run', flag); 
            %                         xlabel = ('movie mode'); 
             
            endmovie = 0; 
            cmap = colormap; 
            while not(endmovie) 
                 
                [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                 
                if not(feof(fid)) 
                    header = headertemp; 
                    nframes = nframes +1; 
                     
                    frame = frametemp; 
                    header= headertemp; 
                    headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                    if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                     
                    imagesc(frame, clim); 
                    set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                    f_niceplot; 
                    ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                    text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                    text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                     
                    pause(0.01); 
                    flag = getappdata(gcf, 'run'); 
                    drawnow; 
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                    if not(flag) % pause button is pressed 
                        endmovie = 1; 
                    end % looking for pressed buttons 
                     
                else % end of file 
                    endmovie = 1; 
                end 
            end; % loop for endmovie 
             
            delete(button) 
            clear flag  
            clf 
            set(toshow, 'DoubleBuffer', 'on') 
            set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [100, 100, 1000, 800] ) 
            if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
             
            imagesc(frame, clim); 
            set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
            f_niceplot; 
            ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
            xlabel(xtext) 
            text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
            text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'M' % scrolls through like a movie with variable pause 
             
            answer  = inputdlg('Time per frame (s)','movie speed',1,{'0.1'}); 
            pauselength = str2num(char(answer(1))); 
             
            button = uicontrol(gcf, 'style', 'pushbutton', ... 
                'callback', 'setappdata(gcf, ''run'', 0)', 'string', 'Pause'); 
            set(button, 'Position', [500 70 50 20]); 
            flag = 1; 
            setappdata(gcf, 'run', flag); 
            %                         xlabel = ('movie mode'); 
             
            endmovie = 0; 
            cmap = colormap; 
            while not(endmovie) 
                 
                [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                 
                if not(feof(fid)) 
                    header = headertemp; 
                    nframes = nframes +1; 
                     
                    frame = frametemp; 
                    header= headertemp; 
                    headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                    imagesc(frame, clim); 
                    set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100,650, 650]) 
                    f_niceplot; 
                    ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                    text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                    text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                     
                    pause(pauselength); 
                    flag = getappdata(gcf, 'run'); 
                    drawnow; 
                     
                    if not(flag) % pause button is pressed 
                        endmovie = 1; 
                    end % looking for pressed buttons 
                     
                else % end of file 
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                    endmovie = 1; 
                end 
            end; % loop for endmovie 
             
            delete(button) 
            clear flag  
            clf 
            set(toshow, 'DoubleBuffer', 'on') 
            set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [100, 100, 1000, 800] ) 
            if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
             
            imagesc(frame, clim); 
            set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
            f_niceplot; 
            ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
            xlabel(xtext) 
            text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
            text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        case 'a' % save .avi file  
            [fsavemovie, psavemovie] = uiputfile('.avi', 'movie filename'); 
            mov = avifile([psavemovie, fsavemovie], 'compression', 'None'); 
            savefile = 1; 
             
            % limit size 
             
            % number of frames  
            answer = inputdlg({'Start frame', 'End frame (1000000 for all)', 'Crop?', 'Include text?', 'same contrast for all 
frames?'},'Limit frames',1,{'1', '1000000', 'No', 'No','Yes'}) 
            first = str2num(char(answer(1))); 
            last = str2num(char(answer(2))); 
            if strcmp(answer(3), 'No') 
                do_crop = 0; 
            else 
                do_crop = 1; 
            end 
            if strcmp(answer(4), 'No') 
                use_text = 0; 
            else 
                use_text =1; 
            end 
            if strcmp(answer(5), 'Yes') 
                clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; 
            else 
                %                 clear clim; 
            end 
             
             
            if do_crop 
                % crop the file.... 
                % get coordinates of the crop 
                % TEMP 
            end 
             
            status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); % rewind tobeginning 
            nframes = 0; 
             
             
            endmovie = 0; 
            count = 1; 
            cmap = colormap; 
            while not(endmovie) 
                 
                [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
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                if not(feof(fid)) 
                    header = headertemp; 
                    nframes = nframes +1; 
                     
                    nframes 
                    if (first<=nframes) & (nframes <= last); 
                        set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 300, 500, 450] ) 
                        cutbig  = (frametemp >= clim(2)); 
                        frametemp(cutbig) = clim(2); 
                        cutsmall = (frametemp <= clim(1)); 
                        frametemp(cutsmall) = clim(1); 
                        clear cutsmall, cutbig; 
                         
                        fmax = max(max(frametemp)); 
                        fmin = min(min(frametemp)); 
                        frame = (frametemp-fmin)/(fmax-fmin)*64; 
                        frame(isnan(frame)) = 64; 
                         
                        frame(frame <1) = 1; 
                        header= headertemp; 
                        headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                        if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                         
                        imagesc(frame, clim); 
                        set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [50, 0, 650, 650]) 
                        f_niceplot; 
                        text(-40,5,['Frame #: ', num2str(nframes)], 'FontSize', 7); 
                        text(-40, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 7); 
                         
                        if use_text 
                            M(count) = getframe(gcf, [0 0 500 450]); 
                            mov = addframe(mov,M(count)); 
                        else % if don't use_text 
                            M(count) = im2frame(frame,cmap); 
                            mov = addframe(mov, M(count)); 
                        end % use_text 
                    elseif nframes > last 
                        endmovie = 1; 
                        mov = close(mov); 
                    end; % nframes in range 
                     
                    count = count+1; 
                else 
                    mov = close(mov); 
                    headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                    set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [100, 100, 1000, 800] ) 
                    if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                     
                    imagesc(frame, clim); 
                    set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                    f_niceplot; 
                    ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                    xlabel(xtext) 
                    text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                    text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                     
                    % movie2avi(M,[psavemovie, fsavemovie]); 
                    endmovie = 1; 
                end 
            end; % loop for endmovie 
             
            set(toshow, 'DoubleBuffer', 'on') 
            set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [100, 100, 1000, 800] ) 
            if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
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            imagesc(frame, clim); 
            set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
            f_niceplot; 
            ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
            xlabel(xtext) 
            text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
            text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        case 'w' % get cursor width 
            set(gcf,'Pointer','fullcross') 
             
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
            end 
             
            figure(toshow); 
            xlabel('Select 2 points to measure distance') 
            hold on; 
            %                         set(gca, 'Units', ' 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
  
            point1 = get(gca, 'CurrentPoint'); 
            plot(point1(1,1), point1(1,2), 'r.') 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
  
  
            point2 = get(gca, 'CurrentPoint'); 
            plot([point1(1,1), point2(1,1)], [point1(1,2), point2(1,2)], '-r.'); 
  
            x = point1(1,1) - point2(1,1); 
            y = point1(1,2) - point2(1,2); 
             
            distance = sqrt(x^2 + y^2)*TandemFactor *str2num(header.x_gain) 
             
            text (point1(1,1), point1(1,2), num2str(distance), 'Color', 'r'); 
             
            xlabel(xtext) 
            set(gcf,'Pointer','arrow') 
            text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
            text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
             
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'i' % save the current image 
            [fisave, pisave] = uiputfile('*.tif', 'Save image frame'); 
            fmax = max(max(frame)); 
            fmin = min(min(frame)); 
            frametemp = uint16(round((frame-fmin)/(fmax-fmin)*(2^15))); 
            imwrite(frametemp, [pisave, fisave], 'tif', 'Compression', 'none'); 
             
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        case {'p','P'} % maximal projections: use menu to select for crop or not crop 
            do_proj =1; 
             
            while do_proj 
                 
                if not( exist ('data') ==1) 
                    % number of frames  
                    answer = inputdlg({'Start frame', 'End frame (1000000 for all)', 'Crop? (This works now!)'},'Limit frames',1,{'1', 
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'1000000', 'No'}); 
                    first = str2num(char(answer(1))); 
                    last = str2num(char(answer(2))); 
                    if strcmp(char(answer(3)), 'No') 
                        do_crop = 0; 
                    else 
                        do_crop = 1; 
                    end 
                     
                    if do_crop 
                        % Select a smaller area 
                        % Get box from user 
                        goodbox = 0; 
                         
                        while not(goodbox) 
                             
                            % user selects box 
                            xlabel('drag a box') 
                            croprect = round(getrect); 
                            crop = struct('xmin',[],'xmax',[],'ymin',[],'ymax',[],'xdim',[],'ydim',[]); 
                            crop.xmin = croprect(1); 
                            crop.xmax = croprect(1) + croprect(3); 
                            crop.ymin = croprect(2); 
                            crop.ymax = croprect(2) + croprect(4); 
                            crop.xdim = length(crop.xmin:crop.xmax); 
                            crop.ydim = length(crop.ymin:crop.ymax) 
                            rectangle('Position',[crop.xmin crop.ymin crop.xdim crop.ydim],'EdgeColor','r') 
                            goodbox = 1; 
                             
                            % confirm if user wants this box 
                            button = questdlg('Use this box?','','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                            if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                                goodbox = 1; 
                            else 
                                goodbox = 0; 
                            end 
                             
                        end; % while not goodbox 
                         
                    end; % if do crop 
                     
                    if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                        TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
                        Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
                        Xfactor = Tandem*TandemFactor; 
                    end 
                     
                     
                    status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); % rewind tobeginning 
                    nframes = 0; 
                     
                    endmovie = 0; 
                    count = 1; 
                    keptframe = 1; 
                    cmap = colormap; 
                    ny = str2num( header.ysize); 
                    nx = str2num(header.xsize)-str2num(header.offset); 
                     
                    % pre-allocate space 
                    if last < 1000000 
                        endframe = last-first +1; 
                    else 
                        endframe = 605; 
                    end 
                     
                    data = zeros(ny, nx, endframe); 
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                    zs = []; 
                    while not(endmovie) 
                         
                        [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                         
                        if not(feof(fid)) 
                            header = headertemp; 
                            nframes = nframes +1 
                             
                             
                            if (first<=nframes) & (nframes <= last); 
                                data(:,:,keptframe) = frametemp; 
                                zs(keptframe) = str2num(headertemp.zposition); 
                                keptframe = keptframe+1; 
                                umperpix = TandemFactor *str2num(headertemp.x_gain); 
                                 
                            elseif nframes > last 
                                endmovie = 1; 
                            end; % nframes in range 
                             
                            count = count+1; 
                        else 
                            endmovie = 1; 
                        end 
                         
                         
                    end; % loop for endmovie 
                     
                end; % getting data matrix 
                 
                [nydata, nxdata, nzdata] = size(data); 
                if nzdata> keptframe 
                    data(:,:,keptframe:end) = []; 
                end 
                clear nydata nxdata nzdata 
                %                                 for u = 605:-1:keptframe 
                %                                         data(:,:, u) = []; 
                %                                 end 
                 
                if (zs(1) == 0) & (zs(end) == 0) % Don't use real z scale if not exist 
                    zs = (0:length(zs)-1)*Xfactor; 
                    nottoscale = 1;     
                else  
                    nottoscale = 0; 
                end; 
                 
                % Do the max projection 
                if do_crop == 0 
                    frame = f_max_projection(data, zs, umperpix); 
                else %do_crop ==1 
                    frame = f_max_projection(data(crop.ymin:crop.ymax, crop.xmin:crop.xmax,:), zs, umperpix); 
                end 
                 
                % go back to first frame 
                status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); % rewind tobeginning 
                nframes = 1; 
                 
                % show and ? save max projection 
                set(toshow, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [100, 100, 1000, 800] ) 
                if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                 
                imagesc(frame, clim); 
                set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                f_niceplot; 
                title('Maximal Projection'); 
                xlabel(xtext) 
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                text(-50, 20, {[Openfile],['Z start: ' num2str(zs(1))],['Z end: ' num2str(zs(end))]},'FontSize', 8); 
                if nottoscale == 1; 
                    ylabel('NOT TO SCALE') 
                end 
                 
                % save data for projection 
                button = questdlg('Save data block?','','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                if strcmp(button, 'Yes') 
                    if exist('filesavednum') 
                        filesavednum = filesavednum+1; 
                    else 
                        filesavednum=1; 
                    end 
                    DataSaveName = strrep(Openfile, '.dat', ['proj' num2str(filesavednum) '.mat']); 
                    save(DataSaveName, 'data', 'zs', 'umperpix'); 
                end 
                 
                % save current image? 
                button = questdlg('Save current image?','','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                if strcmp(button, 'Yes') 
                     
                    [fisave, pisave] = uiputfile('.tif', 'Save image frame'); 
                    fmax = max(max(frame)); 
                    fmin = min(min(frame)); 
                    frametemp = uint16(round((frame-fmin)/(fmax-fmin)*(2^15))); 
                    imwrite(frametemp, [pisave, fisave], 'tif', 'Compression', 'none'); 
                end 
                % do another? 
                button = questdlg('Do another projection from save block?', '', 'Yes', 'No', 'Yes'); 
                if strcmp(button, 'Yes') 
                    do_proj = 1; 
                else 
                    do_proj = 0; 
                end 
                 
                 
            end; % while loop for do_proj 
            clear data zs 
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        case 'v'; % velocity meaurement 
            % Taken from vel_selected_box on 9-13-03 
            user_slope = 1; 
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
            end 
             
            Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
            Xfactor = Tandem*TandemFactor; 
            Tfactor = str2num(header.pixel_clock)/(str2num(header.xsize) +str2num(header.retrace))/1000; % ypix/ms 
             
            numbox = 0; 
            morebox= 1;         
            % loop unitl done 
            while morebox 
                 
                % Get box from user 
                goodbox = 0; 
                 
                while not(goodbox) 
                     
                    % user selects box 
                    xlabel('drag a box') 
                    croprect = round(getrect); 
                    crop = struct('xmin',[],'xmax',[],'ymin',[],'ymax',[],'xdim',[],'ydim',[]); 
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                    crop.xmin = croprect(1); 
                    crop.xmax = croprect(1) + croprect(3); 
                    crop.ymin = croprect(2); 
                    crop.ymax = croprect(2) + croprect(4); 
                    crop.xdim = length(crop.xmin:crop.xmax); 
                    crop.ydim = length(crop.ymin:crop.ymax) 
                    rectangle('Position',[crop.xmin crop.ymin crop.xdim crop.ydim],'EdgeColor','r') 
                    goodbox = 1; 
                     
                    % confirm if user wants this box 
                    button = questdlg('Use this box?','','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                    if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                        goodbox = 1; 
                        numbox = numbox+1; 
                        data(numbox).xmin = crop.xmin; 
                        data(numbox).xdim = crop.xdim; 
                        data(numbox).ymin = crop.ymin; 
                        data(numbox).ydim = crop.ydim; 
                    else 
                        goodbox = 0; 
                    end 
                     
                end 
                 
                % Get slope 
                if user_slope 
                    button = questdlg('Slope?',... 
                        'Choose a slope','+','-', 'mix', '+'); 
                    if strcmp(button,'+') 
                        slope = 0; 
                    elseif strcmp(button,'-') 
                        slope = 1; 
                    else 
                        slope = 2; 
                    end 
                end; 
                 
                 
                block = frame(crop.ymin:crop.ymax, crop.xmin:crop.xmax,1); 
                blocksize= size(block); 
                 
                 
                if user_slope 
                    veldata = f_find_vel(block, Tfactor, Xfactor, slope,1,1); 
                else 
                    veldata = f_find_vel(block, Tfactor, Xfactor); 
                     
                end 
                data(numbox).vel = veldata(3); 
                data(numbox).flux = veldata(6); 
                 
                % Redraw everything 
                if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                 
                imagesc(frame, clim); f_niceplot; 
                for i = 1:numbox 
                    rectpara = [data(i).xmin, data(i).ymin, data(i).xdim, data(i).ydim]; 
                    rectangle('Position',rectpara,'EdgeColor','r') 
                    text(data(i).xmin +2, data(i).ymin+10, ['v: ', num2str( data(i).vel) ],'Color', 'r'); 
                    text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                    text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                     
                end 
                 
                 
                % Calculate more boxes 
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                % confirm if user wants this box 
                button = questdlg('Calculate velocity from another box?','','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                    % Calculate velocity 
                    morebox = 1; 
                else 
                    morebox = 0 
                end 
                 
                 
            end; % loop for calculating more velocities 
            xlabel(xtext) 
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        case 'V'; % velocity meaurement over many frames (02-03-04) 
            % Taken from vel_selected_box on 9-13-03 
             
            % get frames 
            prompt={'start frame number', 'end frame number'}; 
            def={'1', '10'}; 
            dlgTitle='Get velocity in multiple frames'; 
            lineNo=1; 
            answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
            first= str2double(answer(1)) ; 
            last= str2double(answer(2)); 
             
            % Get area to measure 
            user_slope = 1; 
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
            end 
             
            Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
            Xfactor = Tandem*TandemFactor; 
            Tfactor = str2num(header.pixel_clock)/(str2num(header.xsize) +str2num(header.retrace))/1000; % ypix/ms 
             
            numbox = 0; 
             
            % Get box from user 
            goodbox = 0; 
             
            while not(goodbox) 
                 
                % user selects box 
                xlabel('drag a box') 
                croprect = round(getrect); 
                crop = struct('xmin',[],'xmax',[],'ymin',[],'ymax',[],'xdim',[],'ydim',[]); 
                crop.xmin = croprect(1); 
                crop.xmax = croprect(1) + croprect(3); 
                crop.ymin = croprect(2); 
                crop.ymax = croprect(2) + croprect(4); 
                crop.xdim = length(crop.xmin:crop.xmax); 
                crop.ydim = length(crop.ymin:crop.ymax) 
                rectangle('Position',[crop.xmin crop.ymin crop.xdim crop.ydim],'EdgeColor','r') 
                goodbox = 1; 
                 
                % confirm if user wants this box 
                button = questdlg('Use this box?','','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                    goodbox = 1; 
                    boxforvel = struct('xmin',[],'xmax',[],'ymin',[],'ymax',[],'xdim',[],'ydim',[]); 
                    boxforvel.xmin = crop.xmin; 
                    boxforvel.xdim = crop.xdim; 
                    boxforvel.ymin = crop.ymin; 
                    boxforvel.ydim = crop.ydim; 
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                else 
                    goodbox = 0; 
                end 
                 
            end 
             
            % Get slope 
            if user_slope 
                button = questdlg('Slope?',... 
                    'Choose a slope','+','-', 'mix', '+'); 
                if strcmp(button,'+') 
                    slope = 0; 
                elseif strcmp(button,'-') 
                    slope = 1; 
                else 
                    slope = 2; 
                end 
            end; 
             
             
            % loop from first to last frame 
            status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); % rewind tobeginning 
            nframes = 0; 
             
            endmovie = 0; 
            count = 1; 
            keptframe = 1; 
            cmap = colormap; 
            [ny, nx] = size(frame); 
            zs = []; 
            vels = []; 
            framenumbers = []; 
            while not(endmovie) 
                 
                [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                 
                if not(feof(fid)) 
                    header = headertemp; 
                    nframes = nframes +1 
                     
                     
                    if (first<=nframes) & (nframes <= last); 
                         
                        frame = frametemp; 
                         
                        % measure velocity 
                        block = frame(crop.ymin:crop.ymax, crop.xmin:crop.xmax,1); 
                        blocksize= size(block); 
                         
                        if user_slope 
                            veldata = f_find_vel(block, Tfactor, Xfactor, slope); 
                        else 
                            veldata = f_find_vel(block, Tfactor, Xfactor); 
                             
                        end 
                         
                        % Redraw everything 
                        if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                         
                        imagesc(frame, clim); f_niceplot; 
                        rectpara = [boxforvel.xmin, boxforvel.ymin, boxforvel.xdim, boxforvel.ydim]; 
                        rectangle('Position',rectpara,'EdgeColor','r') 
                        text(boxforvel.xmin +2, boxforvel.ymin+10, ['v: ', num2str( veldata(3)) ],'Color', 'r'); 
                        text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                        text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
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                        zs(keptframe) = str2num(headertemp.zposition); 
                        framenumbers(keptframe) = nframes; 
                        vels(keptframe) = veldata(3); 
                        keptframe = keptframe+1; 
                         
                    elseif nframes > last 
                        endmovie = 1; 
                    end; % nframes in range 
                     
                    count = count+1; 
                else 
                    endmovie = 1; 
                end 
                 
                 
            end; % loop for endmovie 
             
            % Save data as csv file 
            num_of_commas = length(zs); 
            for i = 1:num_of_commas; 
                commas(i,1) = ','; 
            end 
             
            tosave = horzcat(num2str(framenumbers'), commas, num2str(zs'), commas, num2str(vels')); 
             
            Datafile = strrep (Openfile, '.dat', 'vels.csv'); 
            diary(Datafile) 
            boxforvel 
            tosave 
            diary off 
             
             
            xlabel(xtext) 
            clear commas 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        case 't'; % titled velocity meaurement 
            % from tilted_area.m (10-17-03) 
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
            end 
             
            Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
            Xfactor = Tandem*TandemFactor; 
            Tfactor = str2num(header.pixel_clock)/(str2num(header.xsize) +str2num(header.retrace))/1000; % ypix/ms 
             
            [ROI, xpoly, ypoly] = roipoly; 
             
            line(xpoly, ypoly); 
             
            % find box around Roi 
            squashx = sum(ROI, 1); 
            nonzero = find(squashx); 
            left = nonzero(1); 
            right = nonzero(end); 
             
            squashy = sum(ROI, 2); 
            nonzero = find(squashy); 
            top = nonzero(1); 
            bottom = nonzero(end); 
            xdim = right - left+1; 
            ydim = bottom -top+1; 
             
            % imagesc(ROI); 
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            % f_niceplot 
            % rectangle('Position',[left top xdim ydim],'EdgeColor','r'); 
             
            boxarea = zeros (size(frame)); 
            boxarea(top:bottom, left:right) = 1; 
             
            boxdata= frame(logical(boxarea)); 
            boxdata = reshape(boxdata, bottom-top +1, []); 
             
            tempplot = figure; 
            subplot(4,1,1); 
            imagesc(boxdata); f_niceplot; 
             
            boxmask = ROI(logical(boxarea)); 
            boxmask = reshape(boxmask, bottom-top +1, []); 
             
            % clean up data 
            avgboxdata = mean(boxdata(logical(boxmask))); 
            boxdata(not(logical(boxmask))) = avgboxdata; 
             
            subplot(4,1,2); 
            imagesc(boxdata); f_niceplot 
            ylabel('cleaned boxdata') 
             
            % user choose slope of vessel 
            button = questdlg('Slope of the vessel?',... 
                'Choose a slope','+','-', 'mix', '+'); 
            if strcmp(button,'+') 
                slope = 0; 
            elseif strcmp(button,'-') 
                slope = 1; 
            else 
                slope = 2; 
            end 
             
             
            % Fit a box to the ROI 
            maskResult = f_find_vel(boxmask, 1, 1, slope,0); 
            theta = -maskResult(5); 
             
            [ny, nx] = size(boxmask); 
             
            % rotate boxarea to theta 
            XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
            % YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[1:ny]'*ones(1, nx); 
            YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
            warpx = XRAMP*cos(theta) +YRAMP*sin(theta) ; 
            warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(theta)+ YRAMP*cos(theta)) ; 
            Rotdata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxdata, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
            % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
            valid = not(isnan(Rotdata)); 
            avgdata = mean(Rotdata(valid)); 
            Rotdata(not(valid)) = avgdata; 
             
            Rotmask= interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxmask, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
            Rotmask(isnan(Rotmask)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
            Rotmask(Rotmask ~=1) = 0; 
             
            avgval = mean(Rotdata(logical(Rotmask))); 
            Rotdata (not(logical(Rotmask))) = avgval; 
             
             
            % find box around rotated boxmask 
            squashx = sum(Rotmask, 1); 
            nonzero = find(squashx); 
            rleft = nonzero(1); 
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            rright = nonzero(end); 
             
            squashy = sum(Rotmask, 2); 
            nonzero = find(squashy); 
            rtop = nonzero(1); 
            rbottom = nonzero(end); 
            rxdim = right - left+1; 
            rydim = bottom -top+1; 
             
            dataarea = zeros (size(Rotmask)); 
            dataarea(rtop:rbottom, rleft:rright) = 1; 
             
            velbox = Rotdata(logical(dataarea)); 
            velbox = reshape(velbox, rbottom-rtop +1, []); 
             
            % Blow up the data to 100 by 100 or smaller 
            [ny, nx] = size(velbox); 
             
            if (ny>100) | (nx>100) 
                % scale down 
                if ny >= nx;        bigger = nx;  
                else; bigger = ny; 
                end                                 
                scalefactor = 100/bigger; 
            else 
                if ny >= nx;        bigger = ny;  
                else; bigger = nx; 
                end 
                scalefactor = 100/bigger; 
            end;  
            NY = round (scalefactor *ny)-1; 
            NX = round(scalefactor*nx)-1 
             
            XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx]; 
            YRAMP = [ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
             
            newX = ones(NY, 1)*([1:(NX)]*(nx-1)/NX)+1; 
            newY = (((ny-1)/NY*[NY:-1:1]+1)'*ones(1, NX)); 
             
            velbox = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, velbox, newX, newY, '*linear'); 
             
             
            % ask user for slope in rotated box 
            subplot(4,1,3) 
            imagesc(velbox); 
            f_niceplot; 
            title('interpolated data') 
            xlabel(['theta: ', num2str(theta)]); 
             
            button = questdlg('Slope?',... 
                'Choose a slope','+','-', 'mix', '+'); 
            if strcmp(button,'+') 
                vslope = 0; 
            elseif strcmp(button,'-') 
                vslope = 1; 
            else 
                vslope = 2; 
            end 
             
            VelResult = f_find_vel(velbox, 1,1,vslope,0); 
            phi = -VelResult(5); 
             
            [ny, nx] = size(velbox); 
             
            % rotate boxarea to phi 
            XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
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            YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
            warpx = XRAMP*cos(phi) +YRAMP*sin(phi) ; 
            warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(phi)+ YRAMP*cos(phi)) ; 
            Rotveldata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, velbox, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
            % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
            valid = not(isnan(Rotveldata)); 
            avgveldata = mean(Rotveldata(valid)); 
            Rotveldata(not(valid)) = avgveldata; 
             
            if vslope == slope 
                alpha = theta +phi 
            elseif (vslope ==1) & (slope==0) % vslope is negative, blood slope positive 
                alpha = abs(theta)-abs(phi); 
            elseif (vslope ==0) & (slope ==1) % vslope +, blood slope- 
                alpha = -abs(theta) +abs(phi) 
            end        
             
             
            %                         subplot(4,1,4) 
            %                         imagesc(Rotveldata); f_niceplot; 
            %                         ylabel('rotated'); 
             
            % TESTING ONLY 
            subplot(4,2,7) 
            imagesc(Rotveldata); f_niceplot; 
            ylabel('rotated by theta, then phi'); 
            subplot(4,2,8) 
             
            [ny, nx] = size(boxdata); 
            % rotate boxarea to theta 
            XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
            % YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[1:ny]'*ones(1, nx); 
            YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
            warpx = XRAMP*cos(alpha) +YRAMP*sin(alpha) ; 
            warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(alpha)+ YRAMP*cos(alpha)) ; 
            Rotdata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxdata, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
            % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
            valid = not(isnan(Rotdata)); 
            avgdata = mean(Rotdata(valid)); 
            Rotdata(not(valid)) = avgdata; 
            imagesc(Rotdata); f_niceplot; 
            ylabel('Rot by alpha') 
            i 
             
             
             
            t = theta *180/pi ; 
            p = phi*180/pi; 
            a = alpha*180/pi; 
             
            % go from angle to velocity: 
            xvel = 1*Tfactor*Xfactor*cot(alpha); 
            vel = xvel/cos(theta); 
             
            xlabel({['theta: ', num2str(t), '   phi: ', num2str(p), '   alpha', num2str(a)], ['xvel: ', num2str(xvel), '   vel: ', num2str(vel)]}) 
             
            w =0; 
            while w == 0 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
  
            close(tempplot) 
  
            text(xpoly(1), ypoly(1), num2str(vel), 'Color', 'b'); 
  
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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        case 'T'; % titled velocity meaurement over many frames 
  
            % get frames 
            prompt={'start frame number', 'end frame number'}; 
            def={'1', '10'}; 
            dlgTitle='Get velocity in multiple frames'; 
            lineNo=1; 
            answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
            first= str2double(answer(1)) ; 
            last= str2double(answer(2)); 
             
            % from tilted_area.m (10-17-03) 
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
            end 
             
            Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
            Xfactor = Tandem*TandemFactor; 
            Tfactor = str2num(header.pixel_clock)/(str2num(header.xsize) +str2num(header.retrace))/1000; % ypix/ms 
             
            [ROI, xpoly, ypoly] = roipoly; 
             
            line(xpoly, ypoly); 
             
            % find box around Roi 
            squashx = sum(ROI, 1); 
            nonzero = find(squashx); 
            left = nonzero(1); 
            right = nonzero(end); 
             
            squashy = sum(ROI, 2); 
            nonzero = find(squashy); 
            top = nonzero(1); 
            bottom = nonzero(end); 
            xdim = right - left+1; 
            ydim = bottom -top+1; 
             
            % imagesc(ROI); 
            % f_niceplot 
            % rectangle('Position',[left top xdim ydim],'EdgeColor','r'); 
             
            boxarea = zeros (size(frame)); 
            boxarea(top:bottom, left:right) = 1; 
             
            boxdata= frame(logical(boxarea)); 
            boxdata = reshape(boxdata, bottom-top +1, []); 
             
            tempplot = figure; 
            subplot(4,1,1); 
            imagesc(boxdata); f_niceplot; 
             
            boxmask = ROI(logical(boxarea)); 
            boxmask = reshape(boxmask, bottom-top +1, []); 
             
            % clean up data 
            avgboxdata = mean(boxdata(logical(boxmask))); 
            boxdata(not(logical(boxmask))) = avgboxdata; 
             
            subplot(4,1,2); 
            imagesc(boxdata); f_niceplot 
            ylabel('cleaned boxdata') 
             
            % user choose slope of vessel 
            button = questdlg('Slope of the vessel?',... 
                'Choose a slope','+','-', 'mix', '+'); 
            if strcmp(button,'+') 
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                slope = 0; 
            elseif strcmp(button,'-') 
                slope = 1; 
            else 
                slope = 2; 
            end 
             
             
            % Fit a box to the ROI 
            maskResult = f_find_vel(boxmask, 1, 1, slope,0); 
            theta = -maskResult(5); 
             
            [ny, nx] = size(boxmask); 
             
            % rotate boxarea to theta 
            XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
            % YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[1:ny]'*ones(1, nx); 
            YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
            warpx = XRAMP*cos(theta) +YRAMP*sin(theta) ; 
            warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(theta)+ YRAMP*cos(theta)) ; 
            Rotdata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxdata, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
            % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
            valid = not(isnan(Rotdata)); 
            avgdata = mean(Rotdata(valid)); 
            Rotdata(not(valid)) = avgdata; 
             
            Rotmask= interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxmask, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
            Rotmask(isnan(Rotmask)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
            Rotmask(Rotmask ~=1) = 0; 
             
            avgval = mean(Rotdata(logical(Rotmask))); 
            Rotdata (not(logical(Rotmask))) = avgval; 
             
             
            % find box around rotated boxmask 
            squashx = sum(Rotmask, 1); 
            nonzero = find(squashx); 
            rleft = nonzero(1); 
            rright = nonzero(end); 
             
            squashy = sum(Rotmask, 2); 
            nonzero = find(squashy); 
            rtop = nonzero(1); 
            rbottom = nonzero(end); 
            rxdim = right - left+1; 
            rydim = bottom -top+1; 
             
            dataarea = zeros (size(Rotmask)); 
            dataarea(rtop:rbottom, rleft:rright) = 1; 
             
            velbox = Rotdata(logical(dataarea)); 
            velbox = reshape(velbox, rbottom-rtop +1, []); 
             
            % Blow up the data to 100 by 100 or smaller 
            [ny, nx] = size(velbox); 
             
            if (ny>100) | (nx>100) 
                % scale down 
                if ny >= nx;        bigger = nx;  
                else; bigger = ny; 
                end                                 
                scalefactor = 100/bigger; 
            else 
                if ny >= nx;        bigger = ny;  
                else; bigger = nx; 
                end 
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                scalefactor = 100/bigger; 
            end;  
            NY = round (scalefactor *ny)-1; 
            NX = round(scalefactor*nx)-1 
             
            XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx]; 
            YRAMP = [ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
             
            newX = ones(NY, 1)*([1:(NX)]*(nx-1)/NX)+1; 
            newY = (((ny-1)/NY*[NY:-1:1]+1)'*ones(1, NX)); 
             
            velbox = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, velbox, newX, newY, '*linear'); 
             
             
            % ask user for slope in rotated box 
            subplot(4,1,3) 
            imagesc(velbox); 
            f_niceplot; 
            title('interpolated data') 
            xlabel(['theta: ', num2str(theta)]); 
             
            button = questdlg('Slope?',... 
                'Choose a slope','+','-', 'mix', '+'); 
            if strcmp(button,'+') 
                vslope = 0; 
            elseif strcmp(button,'-') 
                vslope = 1; 
            else 
                vslope = 2; 
            end 
             
            % Automate from here: velbox 
            % loop from first to last frame 
            status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); % rewind tobeginning 
            nframes = 0; 
             
            endmovie = 0; 
            count = 1; 
            keptframe = 1; 
            cmap = colormap; 
            [ny, nx] = size(frame); 
            zs = []; 
            vels = []; 
            framenumbers = []; 
            alphas = []; 
            phis = []; 
            thetas = []; 
             
            while not(endmovie) 
                 
                [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                 
                if not(feof(fid)) 
                    header = headertemp; 
                    nframes = nframes +1 
                     
                     
                    if (first<=nframes) & (nframes <= last); 
                         
                        frame = frametemp; 
                        boxdata= frame(logical(boxarea)); 
                        boxdata = reshape(boxdata, bottom-top +1, []); 
                        boxmask = ROI(logical(boxarea)); 
                        boxmask = reshape(boxmask, bottom-top +1, []); 
                         
                        % clean up data 
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                        avgboxdata = mean(boxdata(logical(boxmask))); 
                        boxdata(not(logical(boxmask))) = avgboxdata; 
                         
                        [ny, nx] = size(boxmask); 
                         
                        % rotate boxarea to theta 
                        XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
                        % YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[1:ny]'*ones(1, nx); 
                        YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
                        warpx = XRAMP*cos(theta) +YRAMP*sin(theta) ; 
                        warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(theta)+ YRAMP*cos(theta)) ; 
                        Rotdata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxdata, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
                        % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
                        valid = not(isnan(Rotdata)); 
                        avgdata = mean(Rotdata(valid)); 
                        Rotdata(not(valid)) = avgdata; 
                         
                        Rotmask= interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxmask, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
                        Rotmask(isnan(Rotmask)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
                        Rotmask(Rotmask ~=1) = 0; 
                         
                        avgval = mean(Rotdata(logical(Rotmask))); 
                        Rotdata (not(logical(Rotmask))) = avgval; 
                         
                         
                        % find box around rotated boxmask 
                        squashx = sum(Rotmask, 1); 
                        nonzero = find(squashx); 
                        rleft = nonzero(1); 
                        rright = nonzero(end); 
                         
                        squashy = sum(Rotmask, 2); 
                        nonzero = find(squashy); 
                        rtop = nonzero(1); 
                        rbottom = nonzero(end); 
                        rxdim = right - left+1; 
                        rydim = bottom -top+1; 
                         
                        dataarea = zeros (size(Rotmask)); 
                        dataarea(rtop:rbottom, rleft:rright) = 1; 
                         
                        velbox = Rotdata(logical(dataarea)); 
                        velbox = reshape(velbox, rbottom-rtop +1, []); 
                        % Blow up the data to 100 by 100 or smaller 
                        [ny, nx] = size(velbox); 
                         
                        if (ny>100) | (nx>100) 
                            % scale down 
                            if ny >= nx;        bigger = nx;  
                            else; bigger = ny; 
                            end                                 
                            scalefactor = 100/bigger; 
                        else 
                            if ny >= nx;        bigger = ny;  
                            else; bigger = nx; 
                            end 
                            scalefactor = 100/bigger; 
                        end;  
                        NY = round (scalefactor *ny)-1; 
                        NX = round(scalefactor*nx)-1 
                         
                        XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx]; 
                        YRAMP = [ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
                         
                        newX = ones(NY, 1)*([1:(NX)]*(nx-1)/NX)+1; 
                        newY = (((ny-1)/NY*[NY:-1:1]+1)'*ones(1, NX)); 
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                        velbox = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, velbox, newX, newY, '*linear'); 
                         
                        VelResult = f_find_vel(velbox, 1,1,vslope,0); 
                        phi = -VelResult(5); 
                         
                        [ny, nx] = size(velbox); 
                         
                        % rotate boxarea to theta 
                        XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
                        YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
                        warpx = XRAMP*cos(phi) +YRAMP*sin(phi) ; 
                        warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(phi)+ YRAMP*cos(phi)) ; 
                        Rotveldata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, velbox, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
                        % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
                        valid = not(isnan(Rotveldata)); 
                        avgveldata = mean(Rotveldata(valid)); 
                        Rotveldata(not(valid)) = avgveldata; 
                         
                        Rotveldata(not(valid)) = avgveldata; 
                         
                        %                         subplot(4,1,4) 
                        %                         imagesc(Rotveldata); f_niceplot; 
                        %                         ylabel('rotated'); 
                         
                         
                        if vslope == slope 
                            alpha = theta +phi; 
                        elseif (vslope ==1) & (slope==0) % vslope is negative, blood slope positive 
                            alpha = abs(theta)-abs(phi); 
                        elseif (vslope ==0) & (slope ==1) % vslope +, blood slope- 
                            alpha = -abs(theta) +abs(phi); 
                        end        
                         
                         
                        t = theta *180/pi ; 
                        p = phi*180/pi; 
                        a = alpha*180/pi; 
                         
                        % go from angle to velocity: 
                        xvel = 1*Tfactor*Xfactor*cot(alpha); 
                        vel = xvel/cos(theta); 
                         
                        % TESTING ONLY 
                        subplot(4,2,7) 
                        imagesc(Rotveldata); f_niceplot; 
                        ylabel('rotated by theta, then phi'); 
                        subplot(4,2,8) 
                         
                        [ny, nx] = size(boxdata); 
                        % rotate boxarea to theta 
                        XRAMP = ones(ny, 1)*[1:nx] - round(nx/2); 
                        % YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[1:ny]'*ones(1, nx); 
                        YRAMP = round(ny/2)-[ny:-1:1]'*ones(1, nx); 
                        warpx = XRAMP*cos(alpha) +YRAMP*sin(alpha) ; 
                        warpy = (-XRAMP*sin(alpha)+ YRAMP*cos(alpha)) ; 
                        Rotdata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, boxdata, warpx, warpy, '*linear'); 
                        % Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = 0;   % replace NaN with 0 (arbitrary number) 
                        valid = not(isnan(Rotdata)); 
                        avgdata = mean(Rotdata(valid)); 
                        Rotdata(not(valid)) = avgdata; 
                        imagesc(Rotdata); f_niceplot; 
                        ylabel('Rot by alpha') 
                         
                        xlabel({['theta: ', num2str(t), '   phi: ', num2str(p), '   alpha', num2str(a)], ['xvel: ', num2str(xvel), '   vel: ', 
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num2str(vel)]}) 
                        w =0; 
                        while w == 0 
                            w = waitforbuttonpress; 
                        end 
  
  
                         
                         
                        zs(keptframe) = str2num(headertemp.zposition); 
                        framenumbers(keptframe) = nframes; 
                        vels(keptframe) = vel; 
                        alphas(keptframe) = alpha; 
                        thetas(keptframe) = theta; 
                        phis(keptframe) = phi; 
                        keptframe = keptframe+1; 
                         
                    elseif nframes > last 
                        endmovie = 1; 
                    end; % nframes in range 
                     
                    count = count+1; 
                else 
                    endmovie = 1; 
                end 
                 
                 
                w =0; 
                while w == 0 
                    w = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
  
            end; % loop for endmovie 
  
            w =0; 
            while w == 0 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
  
            close(tempplot) 
  
            % Save data as csv file 
            num_of_commas = length(zs); 
            for i = 1:num_of_commas; 
                commas(i,1) = ','; 
            end 
             
            tosave = horzcat(num2str(framenumbers'), commas, num2str(zs'), commas, num2str(vels'), commas, num2str(alphas'), 
commas, num2str(thetas'), commas, num2str(phis')); 
             
            Datafile = strrep (Openfile, '.dat', 'vels.csv'); 
            diary(Datafile) 
            xpoly 
            ypoly 
            tosave 
            diary off 
             
             
            xlabel(xtext) 
             
            text(xpoly(1), ypoly(1), num2str(vel), 'Color', 'b'); 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'h' 
            % histogram of levels 
            histfig = figure; 
            set(histfig, 'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [900, 200, 300, 300] ); 
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            if not(exist( 'clim')) 
                clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; 
            end 
             
            hist(reshape(frame, 1, []), 256); 
            hold on; 
            plot(clim(1), 0, 'ro') 
            plot(clim(2), 0, 'ro') 
             
             
            histdone = 0; 
            while not(histdone) 
                prompt={'image minimum', 'image maximum'}; 
                def={num2str(clim(1)), num2str(clim(2))}; 
                dlgTitle='image histogram'; 
                lineNo=1; 
                answer=inputdlg(prompt,dlgTitle,lineNo,def,'on'); 
                clim(1) = str2double(answer(1)) ; 
                clim(2) = str2double(answer(2)); 
                 
                figure(histfig) 
                cla 
                hist(reshape(frame, 1, []), 256); 
                hold on; 
                plot(clim(1), 0, 'ro') 
                plot(clim(2), 0, 'ro') 
                hold off 
                 
                % up date image 
                figure(toshow); 
                imagesc(frame, clim); 
                set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                f_niceplot; 
                ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                 
                % ask if ok 
                obj_menu = figure; 
                set(obj_menu, 'Position', [900 500 150 180]) 
                opthandle(1)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Ok','Position', [20 125 100 30]); 
                opthandle(2)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Do again','Position', [20 75 100 30]); 
                opthandle(3) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Reset','Position', [20 25 100 30]); 
                 
                ispushed = []; 
                 
                %loop until one of the buttons is pushed 
                while isempty(ispushed), 
                    for i = 1:3 
                        temp = get(opthandle(i)); 
                        mycondition(i) = temp.Value; 
                    end 
                    ispushed = find(mycondition == 1); 
                    pause(.1); 
                end; 
                 
                switch ispushed; 
                    case 1; 
                        histdone = 1; 
                    case 2; 
                        histdone = 0; 
                    case 3; 
                        clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; 
                        histdone = 1; 
                end; 
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                h =close (obj_menu); 
                 
            end;  %loop until happy with image histogram 
             
            h = close(histfig); 
             
            % up date image 
            figure(toshow); 
            imagesc(frame, clim); 
            set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
            f_niceplot; 
            ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
            text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
            text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
            xlabel(xtext) 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'n'    % find nodes in image stacks 
            showwidth = 10; 
             
            pathpts = []; % x, y, z list of points that are in the path 
            nodepts = struct('x',{},'y',{}, 'z',{}, 'label',{}); 
            nodeshow = []; %  
            % nframes is current z location 
             
            nodesdone = 0; 
            while not(nodesdone);                        
                xlabel('label capillary paths. p - path, x - done, s - save, l - load, f-forward, b-back') 
                w =0; 
                while w == 0 
                    w = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
  
                waitforbuttonpress; 
                node_pressed = get(toshow, 'CurrentCharacter'); 
                switch node_pressed 
                     
                    case  'p' % define path 
                        doneclick = 0; 
                        while not(doneclick) 
                            xlabel('click for path, n - label node, d - done, f-forward, b-back') 
                            k = waitforbuttonpress;                                           
                            if k == 0; %mouse click 
                                if not(exist('x1')); % do not have first point 
                                    point1 = get(gca, 'CurrentPoint'); 
                                    x1 =  point1(1,1); 
                                    y1 = point1(1,2); 
                                    z1 = nframes; 
                                    hold on; plot(x1, y1, 'b.');hold off; 
                                else % already have first point 
                                    point2 =  get(gca, 'CurrentPoint'); 
                                    x2 =  point2(1,1); 
                                    y2 = point2(1,2); 
                                    z2 = nframes;                                                       
                                    % define line 
                                    [x3d,y3d] = f_intline(x1,x2,y1,y2); 
                                    x3d = round(x3d); y3d = round(y3d);  
                                    npoints = length(x3d); 
                                    z3d = round((z2-z1)/npoints*(1:npoints)' +z1); 
                                    pathpts = vertcat(pathpts, [x3d, y3d, z3d]); 
                                    % plot 
                                    if not(isempty(pathpts)); 
                                        hold on; 
                                        showframes = nframes -showwidth:nframes +showwidth; 
                                        zshow = ismember(pathpts(:,3),showframes); 
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                                        xshow = pathpts(zshow,1); 
                                        yshow = pathpts(zshow,2); 
                                        plot(xshow, yshow, 'bo'); hold off; 
                                    end 
                                    if not(isempty(nodeshow)); 
                                        znodeshow = ismember(nodeshow(:,3),showframes); 
                                        xnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,1); 
                                        ynodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,2); 
                                        textnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,4); 
                                        hold on; 
                                        for ug = 1: length(xnodeshow) 
                                            plot(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug), 'ro'); 
                                            text(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug),[' ', num2str(textnodeshow(ug))], 'Color', 'r'); 
                                        end; % for ug 
                                        hold off; 
                                    end; 
                                    x1=x2; 
                                    y1=y2; 
                                    z1=nframes;  
                                end; % if not(exists(x1)) 
                                 
                            else % button press 
                                click_pressed = get(toshow, 'CurrentCharacter'); 
                                if click_pressed == 'd'; 
                                    doneclick = 1; 
                                    clear x1 y1; 
                                     
                                elseif click_pressed == 'f'; % move forward a frame 
                                    [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                                    if not(feof(fid)) 
                                        header = headertemp; 
                                        frame = frametemp; 
                                        nframes = nframes +1; 
                                        headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                                        if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                                        imagesc(frame, clim); 
                                        set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                                        f_niceplot; 
                                        ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                                        % plot 
                                        if not(isempty(pathpts)); 
                                            hold on; 
                                            showframes = nframes -showwidth:nframes +showwidth; 
                                            zshow = ismember(pathpts(:,3),showframes); 
                                            xshow = pathpts(zshow,1); 
                                            yshow = pathpts(zshow,2); 
                                            plot(xshow, yshow, 'bo'); hold off; 
                                        end 
                                        if not(isempty(nodeshow)); 
                                            znodeshow = ismember(nodeshow(:,3),showframes); 
                                            xnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,1); 
                                            ynodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,2); 
                                            textnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,4); 
                                            hold on; 
                                            for ug = 1: length(xnodeshow) 
                                                plot(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug), 'ro'); 
                                                text(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug),[' ', num2str(textnodeshow(ug))], 'Color', 'r'); 
                                            end; % for ug 
                                            hold off; 
                                        end; 
                                    else 
                                        beep 
                                    end 
                                     
                                elseif click_pressed == 'b'; % move back a frame 
                                    % gobackwards and check if at beginning 
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                                    if nframes == 1; % already at first frame 
                                        beep; 
                                    else % not at first frame 
                                        foundframe = 0; 
                                        initpos = ftell(fid); 
                                        while not(foundframe) 
                                            current_frame = header.frame_number; 
                                            searchback = 30000; 
                                            % go back wards 
                                            if initpos <= 300000  % at the beginning 
                                                status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
                                                initpos = 0; 
                                            else   
                                                initpos = initpos - 300000; 
                                                status = fseek(fid, -300000, 'cof'); 
                                            end           
                                            % look for a header and make sure it is 
                                            % different than current header 
                                            headertemp = f_get_dat_header(fid); 
                                            framechannel = headertemp.channel_number; 
                                            channelOK = strfind(framechannel, num2str(channel)); 
                                            status = fseek(fid, initpos, 'bof'); 
                                            if (current_frame ~= str2num(headertemp.frame_number)) & ( not(isempty(channelOK)) )% must be 
on different frame, and be on the right channel 
                                                foundframe = 1; 
                                                [header, frame] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                                                nframes = nframes - 1; 
                                                headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                                                gcf; 
                                                if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                                                % plot 
                                                imagesc(frame, clim); 
                                                set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                                                f_niceplot; 
                                                ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                                            end; 
                                        end % while loop looking for previous frame 
                                    end; % first frame                                     
                                    % plot 
                                    if not(isempty(pathpts)); 
                                        hold on; 
                                        showframes = nframes -showwidth:nframes +showwidth; 
                                        zshow = ismember(pathpts(:,3),showframes); 
                                        xshow = pathpts(zshow,1); 
                                        yshow = pathpts(zshow,2); 
                                        plot(xshow, yshow, 'bo'); hold off; 
                                    end 
                                    if not(isempty(nodeshow)); 
                                        znodeshow = ismember(nodeshow(:,3),showframes); 
                                        xnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,1); 
                                        ynodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,2); 
                                        textnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,4); 
                                        hold on; 
                                        for ug = 1: length(xnodeshow) 
                                            plot(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug), 'ro'); 
                                            text(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug),[' ', num2str(textnodeshow(ug))], 'Color', 'g', 'FontWeight', 
'bold'); 
                                        end; % for ug 
                                        hold off; 
                                    end; 
                                     
                                elseif click_pressed == 'n'; % define  node 
                                    hold on; plot(x1,y1, 'ro'); hold off; 
                                    [temp, temppts ] = size(nodepts); 
                                    current = temppts +1; 
                                    nodepts(current).x = x1; 
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                                    nodepts(current).y = y1; 
                                    nodepts(current).z = z1; 
                                    nodepts(current).label = current; 
                                    nodeshow = vertcat(nodeshow,[x1,y1,z1, current]); 
                                elseif click_pressed == 'r' % remove last node 
                                    [temp, temppts ] = size(nodepts); 
                                    nodepts(temppts) = []; 
                                    hold on; plot(nodeshow(temppts,1),nodeshow(temppts,2), 'ko'); hold off; 
                                    nodeshow (temppts,:) = []; 
                                end 
                                 
                            end; % if k 
                             
                        end; % while doneclick 
                         
                    case 's' % save 
                        [fnsave, pnsave] = uiputfile('*.mat', 'Save node and path info frame'); 
                        save([pnsave fnsave], 'pathpts', 'nodepts', 'nodeshow') 
                    case 'x' % done 
                        nodesdone = 1; 
                        xlabel(xtext) 
                        text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                        text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                    case 'l' % load 
                        [fnload, pnload] = uigetfile('', 'LOAD node and path info '); 
                        load([pnload fnload]); 
                    case 'f'; % move forward a frame 
                        [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                        if not(feof(fid)) 
                            header = headertemp; 
                            frame = frametemp; 
                            nframes = nframes +1; 
                            headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                            if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                            imagesc(frame, clim); 
                            set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                            f_niceplot; 
                            ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                            % plot 
                            if not(isempty(pathpts)); 
                                hold on; 
                                showframes = nframes -showwidth:nframes +showwidth; 
                                zshow = ismember(pathpts(:,3),showframes); 
                                xshow = pathpts(zshow,1); 
                                yshow = pathpts(zshow,2); 
                                plot(xshow, yshow, 'b.'); hold off; 
                            end 
                            if not(isempty(nodeshow)); 
                                znodeshow = ismember(nodeshow(:,3),showframes); 
                                xnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,1); 
                                ynodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,2); 
                                textnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,4); 
                                hold on; 
                                for ug = 1: length(xnodeshow) 
                                    plot(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug), 'ro'); 
                                    text(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug),[' ', num2str(textnodeshow(ug))], 'Color', 'g', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
                                end; % for ug 
                                hold off; 
                            end; 
                        else 
                            beep 
                        end 
                         
                    case 'b'; % move back a frame 
                        % gobackwards and check if at beginning 
                        if nframes == 1; % already at first frame 
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                            beep; 
                        else % not at first frame 
                            foundframe = 0; 
                            initpos = ftell(fid); 
                            while not(foundframe) 
                                current_frame = header.frame_number; 
                                searchback = 30000; 
                                % go back wards 
                                if initpos <= 300000  % at the beginning 
                                    status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
                                    initpos = 0; 
                                else   
                                    initpos = initpos - 300000; 
                                    status = fseek(fid, -300000, 'cof'); 
                                end           
                                % look for a header and make sure it is 
                                % different than current header 
                                headertemp = f_get_dat_header(fid); 
                                framechannel = headertemp.channel_number; 
                                channelOK = strfind(framechannel, num2str(channel)); 
                                %% 
                                status = fseek(fid, initpos, 'bof'); 
                                if (current_frame ~= str2num(headertemp.frame_number)) & ( not(isempty(channelOK)) )% must be on 
different frame, and be on the right channel 
                                    foundframe = 1; 
                                    [header, frame] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
                                    nframes = nframes - 1; 
                                    headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                                    gcf; 
                                    if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                                     
                                    imagesc(frame, clim); 
                                    set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                                    f_niceplot; 
                                    ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes)]); 
                                end; 
                            end % while loop looking for previous frame 
                        end; % first frame 
                        % 
                        % plot 
                        if not(isempty(pathpts)); 
                            hold on; 
                            showframes = nframes -showwidth:nframes +showwidth; 
                            zshow = ismember(pathpts(:,3),showframes); 
                            xshow = pathpts(zshow,1); 
                            yshow = pathpts(zshow,2); 
                            plot(xshow, yshow, 'b.'); hold off; 
                        end 
                        if not(isempty(nodeshow)); 
                            znodeshow = ismember(nodeshow(:,3),showframes); 
                            xnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,1); 
                            ynodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,2); 
                            textnodeshow = nodeshow(znodeshow,4); 
                            hold on; 
                            for ug = 1: length(xnodeshow) 
                                plot(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug), 'ro'); 
                                text(xnodeshow(ug), ynodeshow(ug),[' ', num2str(textnodeshow(ug))], 'Color', 'g', 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
                            end; % for ug 
                            hold off; 
                        end; 
                         
                end; % switch node_pressed 
                 
            end; % loop for key press in node 
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            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'r'  % get a region to estimate area and also volume 
             
            % NEED TO GET AWAY FROM RELATIVE FRAME NUMBERS 
            z_current = str2num(header.zposition); 
             
            n_avg = 5; % number of frames to average 
            [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, n_avg); 
            header = headertemp(1); 
            if not(feof(fid)) 
                header = headertemp(1); 
                frame = mean(frametemp,3); 
                nframes = nframes + n_avg; 
                headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                imagesc(frame, clim); 
                 
                 
                set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                f_niceplot; 
                ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes), '  z: ', header.zposition]); 
                zstep = (str2num(headertemp(1).zposition) - str2num(headertemp(n_avg).zposition))/(n_avg-1) 
            else 
                beep 
            end 
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
                Tandem = str2num(header.x_gain); 
                Xfactor = Tandem*TandemFactor; 
            end 
            umperpix = TandemFactor *str2num(header.x_gain); 
             
            donestack = 0; 
            while not(donestack) 
                % read in several images and average or project 
                 
                % Find relevant region by threshold intensity                   
                filt = ones(3,3)/9; 
                I3 = imfilter(frame, filt,'replicate'); 
                frmax = max(max(I3)); 
                frmin = min(min(I3)); 
                thresh  =  0.1* (frmax - frmin) +  frmin; 
                 
                tframe = I3 > thresh;  
                clear I3; 
                I3edge = edge(tframe,'sobel'); 
                [yedge,xedge] = find(I3edge); 
                 
                hold on 
                plot(xedge, yedge, 'r.', 'MarkerSize', 2); 
                hold off               
                 
                % pause with image 
                k = waitforbuttonpress; 
                whiteout = ones(size(frame)); whiteout(1,1) = 0; 
                imagesc(whiteout);        f_niceplot;     hold on;      plot(xedge, yedge, 'r.', 'MarkerSize', 2); 
                hold off; 
                 
                doneframe = 0; 
                area = 0; 
                while not(doneframe) 
                     
                     
                    % in image roipoly to get are 
                    % press a key when done (can have multiple areas) 
                    % outline selected area 
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                    set(toshow, 'DoubleBuffer', 'on') 
                     
                    [BW,xi,yi] = roipoly; 
                    hold on; 
                    vertcat(xi, xi(1)); 
                    vertcat(yi, yi(1)); 
                    plot(xi, yi, '-r'); 
                    pixelarea = BW&tframe; 
                    pixedge = edge(pixelarea,'sobel'); 
                    [ypix,xpix] = find(pixedge); 
                    plot(xpix, ypix, 'b.', 'MarkerSize', 2); 
                     
                    hold off; 
                    [scrap, last] = size(frame_info); 
                    frame_info(last+1).xi = xpix; 
                    frame_info(last+1).yi = ypix; 
                    frame_info(last+1).zs = str2num(header.zposition); 
                    frame_info(last+1).area = (sum(sum(pixelarea))*umperpix*umperpix) * n_avg + area; 
                    area = frame_info(last+1).area 
                     
                    xlabel(['pixarea: ', num2str(sum(sum(pixelarea))), '    true vol: ', num2str(sum(sum(pixelarea))*umperpix*umperpix) 
]); 
                     
                    button = questdlg('Done with this frame?','Done','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                    if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                        doneframe = 1; 
                    else 
                        % keep geting area 
                    end 
                end; % doneframe 
                 
                button = questdlg('Done with this stack?','Done','Yes','No','Yes'); 
                if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
                    donestack= 1; 
                    ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes),'  z: ', header.zposition]); 
                    xlabel(xtext) 
                    text(-50, 120, headertext, 'FontSize', 8); 
                    text(-100, 120, titletext,'FontSize', 8); 
                    save( ['tempvol' fname], 'frame_info'); 
                     
                else 
                    % keep geting area 
                    % go forward a frame 
                    [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, n_avg); 
                     
                    if not(feof(fid)) 
                         
                        header = headertemp(1); 
                        frame = mean(frametemp,3); 
                        nframes = nframes +n_avg; 
                        headertext = char(struct2cell(header)); 
                        if not(exist('clim')); clim = [min(min(frame)) max(max(frame))]; end; 
                        imagesc(frame, clim); 
                         
                        %                         frmax = max(max(frame)); 
                        % frmin = min(min(frame)); 
                        % thresh  =  0.1* (frmax - frmin) +  frmin; 
                        %  
                        % tframe = frame > thresh;  
                        % imagesc(tframe); 
                         
                         
                        set(gca,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [300, 100, 650, 650]) 
                        f_niceplot; 
                        ylabel(['Relative Frame Number: ', num2str(nframes),'  z: ', header.zposition]); 
                    else 
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                        beep 
                    end 
                     
                    %                     % draw last volume 
                    %                     hold on; plot(frame_info(nframes-1).xi, frame_info(nframes-1).yi, '-b'); hold off 
                     
                end 
                 
                 
            end; % donestack  
             
            % figure out total volumes 
            % zstep set at the beginning 
            volume = 0; 
            for itemp  = 1:length(frame_info) 
                if not(isempty(frame_info(itemp).area)) 
                    volume = volume + frame_info(itemp).area; 
                end                 
            end 
            volume = volume*zstep 
             
            last = length(frame_info); 
             
            % PLOT SUMMARY 
            figure 
            for i = 1:last 
                z = frame_info(i).zs; 
                xs = frame_info(i).xi; 
                ys = frame_info(i).yi; 
                 
                zs = z* ones(size(xs)); 
                 
                subplot(1,3,1); 
                hold on; plot(xs, ys, '.'); xlabel('x'); ylabel('y'); axis image; 
                subplot(1,3,2); 
                hold on; plot(xs, zs, '.');  xlabel('x'); ylabel('z'); axis image; 
                subplot(1,3,3); 
                hold on; plot(ys, zs, '.'); xlabel('y'); ylabel('z'); axis image; 
            end 
             
            subplot(1,3,2);  
            title([Openfile, 'vol:' , num2str(volume)]); 
            w =0; 
            while w == 0 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
  
            figure(toshow); 
  
            clear yedge ypix tframe xedge xpix pixedge pixelarea BW I3 I3edge; 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        case 'd'  % get diameter of a horizonatal vessel from area 
            % select rectangle 
            rect = getrect(toshow); 
            area = frame(rect(2):(rect(2)+rect(4)), rect(1):(rect(1) + rect(3))); 
            thresh = 0.2* (max(max(area)) - min(min(area))) + min(min(area)); 
            % threshold  
            thresharea = area > thresh;  
            if not(exist('TandemFactor')) 
                TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(str2num(header.xsize)); 
            end 
             
            temp = figure; 
            subplot(2,1,1)  
            imagesc(area); f_niceplot; 
            subplot(2,1,2) 
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            imagesc(thresharea); f_niceplot; 
            dia = sum(sum(thresharea))/rect(3); 
            diamicrons = dia * TandemFactor * str2num(header.x_gain) 
            title (['dia pix = ', num2str(dia), ' dia µm = ', num2str(diamicrons)]); 
  
            w =0; 
            while w == 0 
                w = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
            %             close (temp); 
            figure(toshow) 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
        otherwise 
            beep 
            % get stack size 
            [ny, nx] = size(frame); 
            nzmap = 10; 
             
            % define pathmap matrix  
            pathmap =zeros(ny, nx, nzmap); 
             
        end; % case 
         
    end; % while loop for input 
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SAVE_RAW.M 

% save_raw.m 
% save a .dat file without any headers so you can open in image J as an 
% unsigned 16-bit integer. You must know the image size.  
% channel 1 only 
% 10-25-05 
  
clear 
channel = 1; 
first = 1; 
last = 10; 
  
[fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.dat', 'Select a file (.dat)'); 
Openfile = [pname, fname]; 
fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
cd(pname); 
% initialize for loop 
done = 0; 
nframes = 1; 
  
[header,frame] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1,1); 
  
status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); % rewind tobeginning 
nframes = 0; 
  
endmovie = 0; 
count = 1; 
keptframe = 1; 
cmap = colormap; 
ny = str2num( header.ysize); 
nx = str2num(header.xsize)-str2num(header.offset); 
  
% pre-allocate space 
if last < 1000000 
    endframe = last-first +1; 
else 
    endframe = 605; 
end 
  
data = zeros(nx, ny, endframe); 
zs = []; 
while not(endmovie) 
  
    [headertemp,frametemp] = f_get_dat(fid, channel, 1); 
  
    if not(feof(fid)) 
        header = headertemp; 
        nframes = nframes +1 
  
  
        if (first<=nframes) & (nframes <= last); 
            data(:,:,keptframe) = frametemp'; 
            zs(keptframe) = str2num(headertemp.zposition); 
            keptframe = keptframe+1; 
%             umperpix = TandemFactor *str2num(headertemp.x_gain); 
  
        elseif nframes > last 
            endmovie = 1; 
        end; % nframes in range 
  
        count = count+1; 
    else 
        endmovie = 1; 
    end 
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end; % loop for endmovie 
  
  
  
[nydata, nxdata, nzdata] = size(data); 
if nzdata> keptframe 
    data(:,:,keptframe:end) = []; 
end 
  
  
  
% save data  
    if exist('filesavednum') 
        filesavednum = filesavednum+1; 
    else 
        filesavednum=1; 
    end 
    DataSaveName = strrep(Openfile, '.dat', [num2str(filesavednum) '.raw']); 
    %                     save(DataSaveName, 'data', 'zs', 'umperpix'); 
    fidraw = fopen(DataSaveName,'w'); 
    fwrite (fidraw, data, 'uint16'); 
    fclose (fidraw); 
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STACK_NORMALIZED.M 

% stack_normalized.m 
% normalizes to pre-stimulus and then averages many trials 
% Read in Result (.mat) files after modification by 'view_velocities_stimtri.m' 
% and calcualte stimulus-triggered average for each vessel 
% 09-07-05: Plot many vessels on 1 plot 
% 10-20-05: added some features in the plot 
% 04-03-06: fixed loop going through files 
  
clear; 
  
[fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Select a file in the folder of stim-triggerd files'); 
    files = dir([pname '*']); 
   
clearname = []; 
    for temp = 1:length(files) 
        if files(temp).name(1) == '.' 
            clearname = [clearname temp] 
        end 
    end 
    files(clearname) = []; 
         
    nmovies = length(files); 
    cd(pname); 
     
figure 
cols = 3; 
rows = floor(nmovies/cols) +1; 
  
avgvels = []; 
stdvels = []; 
  
  
  
for i = 1:nmovies % loop through movies 
    Openfile = [pname files(i).name]; 
      disp(['Loading ' Openfile]); 
      load(Openfile); 
       
      pretime = find(timeCycle<0); 
      zerolines = vels == 0; 
      badlines = sum(zerolines, 2) > 5; 
      vels(badlines, :) = [];      
      [ny nx]  = size(vels); 
  
      for j = 1:ny; 
            preavg(j) = mean(vels(j, pretime)); 
            normvels(j,:) = vels(j,:)/preavg(j); 
      end 
       
      avgvels = mean(normvels); 
      stdvels = mean(normvels); 
       
      subplot(rows, cols, i) 
      plot(timeCycle, normvels); 
      title(files(i).name(1:15)); 
      hold on 
      plot(timeCycle, avgvels, 'r.') 
      ylimits = ylim 
      plot([0 0], ylimits, 'k'); 
      set (gca, 'XLim', [-4 20]); 
      set(gca, 'YLim', [.8 1.2]); 
      %       plot(timeCycle, avgvels - stdvels, 'b.'); 
%       plot(timeCycle, avgvels + stdvels, 'b.'); 
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end% for i 
  
subplot(rows, cols, cols*(rows-1) +1) 
ylabel('normalized diameter') 
xlabel ('time after stim (s)') 
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FUNCTIONS 

function new = f_binarizePic(old, varargin) 
% f_binarizePic: (filterand) binarize a grayscale matrix 
% In: old - matrix,  optional sd_factor. Default sd_factor = 2 
% any dimension ok 
% no smoothing  
  
if length(varargin) == 0 % no user parameters 
        sd_factor = 2; % threshold for intensity = avg + sd*sd_factor 
        boxsize = 1;  
elseif length(varargin) >= 1 % user gave at least the sd_factor 
        sd_factor = cell2mat(varargin(1)) 
        if length(varargin) >= 2 % user gave boxsize  
                boxsize = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
        else 
                boxsize = 1; 
        end 
end 
  
data_size = size(old); 
  
%FIND THRESHOLD for binarizing 
temp = reshape (old, 1, []); 
avg  = mean(temp); 
sd = std(temp); 
threshold = avg + sd_factor*sd; 
  
% SMOOTH DATA 
if boxsize == 1 
        smoothed = old;  
else 
        filter = (ones(boxsize, boxsize))/boxsize/boxsize; 
         
        smoothed = zeros(size(old)); 
         
        if length(data_size == 2) % 2-d data 
                smoothed = imfilter(old, filter, 'replicate', 'same'); 
        elseif length(data_size == 3)                % if have 3-d data 
                for i = 1:data_size(3) 
                        smoothed(:,:,i) =  imfilter(old(:,:,i), filter, 'replicate', 'same'); 
                end 
        end 
end 
  
%FIND THRESHOLD for binarizing 
temp = reshape (smoothed, 1, []); 
avg  = mean(temp); 
sd = std(temp); 
threshold = avg + sd_factor*sd; 
  
% APPLY THRESHOLD 
new = smoothed>threshold; 
 
 
 
function Result = f_find_dia(small, varargin) 
% function Result = f_find_vel(small, (Tfactor), (Xfactor), (slope), (useaverage), (debug)) 
% based on RotMatOpt19_rand_time 
% IN: small = 1 frame 
%               Xfactor (microns/pixel) 
%               Tfactor (pixels/ms) 
%               slope= 1 for positive, 0 for neg, 2 for automatically pick 
%               slope 
%               useaverage = 1 to subtract our average across lines, 0 for 
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%               slow capilliaries; if not used, sets = 1; 
%               debug: if exists, will show each frame 
% OUT: Result: (preserved data structure) 
%       unneeded numbers are = 0 
%       column     3) Velocity (mm/s) + veloctiy is in x-dir (RBC's from 
%                             left to right) 
%                       4) Sep 
%                       5) Angle (true angle of data unmodified by this 
%                       function, positive is RBC move left to right) 
%                       6) Flux 
% 07-11-03: Make an option to not use average across the frame. Useful for 
% slow capillaries. 
%12-20-04: Finds Flux based on method developed empirically: Thresholds 
% image of rotated block data by average; Takes an average projection, and 
% thresholds; Finds derivative and zerocrossings to find RBC edges. Uses a 
% ratio of standard deviation of intensities across time and space to 
% reject some data points.  
% 07-026-05make this calculate diamters 
  
diathresh = 0.2; % threshold for diameter find  
% replace with top hat? 
  
%%%%TEMP 
do_debug = 0; 
  
% Get Tfactor and Xfactor from input parameters 
if length(varargin) == 0 % no user parameters 
    Xfactor = 205/500*250/512; % microns/pixel 
    Tfactor = 1; 
    slopeset = 0; 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) == 1 % user gave at least  Tfactor 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = 205/500*250/512; 
    slopeset = 0; 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) == 2 % gives Xfactor 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopeset = 0; 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) == 3 % gives a slope 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopenum = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
    if slopenum ==2 
        slopeset = 0; 
    else % = 1 or =0; 
        slopeset = 1; 
    end 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) ==4 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopenum = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
    if slopenum ==2 
        slopeset = 0; 
    else % = 1 or =0; 
        slopeset = 1; 
    end 
    useaverage = cell2mat(varargin(4)); 
elseif length(varargin) ==5 % use the debugging option 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopenum = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
    if slopenum ==2 
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        slopeset = 0; 
    else % = 1 or =0; 
        slopeset = 1; 
    end 
    useaverage = cell2mat(varargin(4)); 
    do_debug = 1; 
end 
  
block = small; 
 %  
% PARAMETERS 
WinNumber = 0; Nframes = 0; WinPerFrame = 0; WinTop = 0; Period = 0;  WinPixelsDown = 0;  
  
lineout = mean(small); 
hiLO = max(lineout); 
loLO = min(lineout); 
threshLO = lineout > diathresh * (hiLO - loLO) + loLO; 
goodpix = find(threshLO); 
pixeldia = goodpix(end) - goodpix(1); 
diameter = Xfactor*pixeldia 
  
        Result = [Nframes,WinTop, diameter, 0, 0, 0,(Nframes-1)*Period + 1/1000/Tfactor*(WinNumber-1)*WinPixelsDown, 
Nframes,0,0]; 
  
if do_debug 
    figure 
    subplot(3,1,1); 
    imagesc(small); f_niceplot 
    subplot(3,1,2); 
    plot(lineout); 
    hold on; 
    xs = 1:length(lineout); 
    plot(threshLO.*hiLO,'.r') 
    pause 
end 
 
function blocked = f_find_stalls(stack) 
% based on find_stalls.m 
% Compares multiple images to find regions that are vessels & have no 
% change from image to image. 
% IN: pic file that is a stack of images of the same area 
  
changed = f_ID_changedpix(stack); 
vessels = f_find_vessels(stack); 
blocked = vessels&not(changed); 
  
figure 
subplot(4,1,1)  
imagesc(stack(:,:,1)); 
f_niceplot;title('original') 
subplot(4,1,2) 
imagesc(changed); f_niceplot; title('changed'); 
subplot(4,1,3) 
imagesc(vessels); f_niceplot;title('vessels') 
subplot(4,1,4) 
imagesc(blocked); f_niceplot;title('blocked') 
  
 
 
function Result = f_find_vel(small, varargin) 
% function Result = f_find_vel(small, (Tfactor), (Xfactor), (slope), (useaverage), (debug)) 
% based on RotMatOpt19_rand_time 
% IN: small = 1 frame 
%               Xfactor (microns/pixel) 
%               Tfactor (pixels/ms) 
%               slope= 1 for positive, 0 for neg, 2 for automatically pick 
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%               slope 
%               useaverage = 1 to subtract our average across lines, 0 for 
%               slow capilliaries; if not used, sets = 1; 
%               debug: if exists, will show each frame 
% OUT: Result: (preserved data structure) 
%       unneeded numbers are = 0 
%       column     3) Velocity (mm/s) + veloctiy is in x-dir (RBC's from 
%                             left to right) 
%                       4) Sep 
%                       5) Angle (true angle of data unmodified by this 
%                       function, positive is RBC move left to right) 
%                       6) Flux 
% 07-11-03: Make an option to not use average across the frame. Useful for 
% slow capillaries. 
%12-20-04: Finds Flux based on method developed empirically: Thresholds 
% image of rotated block data by average; Takes an average projection, and 
% thresholds; Finds derivative and zerocrossings to find RBC edges. Uses a 
% ratio of standard deviation of intensities across time and space to 
% reject some data points.  
  
%%%%TEMP 
do_debug = 0; 
  
% Get Tfactor and Xfactor from input parameters 
if length(varargin) == 0 % no user parameters 
    Xfactor = 205/500*250/512; % microns/pixel 
    Tfactor = 1; 
    slopeset = 0; 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) == 1 % user gave at least  Tfactor 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = 205/500*250/512; 
    slopeset = 0; 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) == 2 % gives Xfactor 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopeset = 0; 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) == 3 % gives a slope 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopenum = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
    if slopenum ==2 
        slopeset = 0; 
    else % = 1 or =0; 
        slopeset = 1; 
    end 
    useaverage = 1 
elseif length(varargin) ==4 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopenum = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
    if slopenum ==2 
        slopeset = 0; 
    else % = 1 or =0; 
        slopeset = 1; 
    end 
    useaverage = cell2mat(varargin(4)); 
elseif length(varargin) ==5 % use the debugging option 
    Tfactor= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
    Xfactor = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
    slopenum = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
    if slopenum ==2 
        slopeset = 0; 
    else % = 1 or =0; 
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        slopeset = 1; 
    end 
    useaverage = cell2mat(varargin(4)); 
    do_debug = 1; 
end 
  
block = small; 
  
% Take out vertical stripes 
blocksize= size(block); 
avg = mean(block); 
avgs = ones([blocksize(1), 1])*avg; 
if useaverage 
    block = block-avgs; 
end 
clear avgs, avg; 
  
% Make data square 
oldY= blocksize(1); 
oldX = blocksize(2); 
  
oldXs = ones(oldY,1)*[1:oldX]; 
oldYs = transpose(ones(oldX,1)*[1:oldY]); 
if oldY > oldX; 
    newX = oldY; newY = oldY; 
    step = (oldX - 1)/(newX-1); 
    Xs = ones(newY,1)*([1:step:oldX]); 
    Ys = transpose(ones(newY,1)*[1:newY]); 
    small = interp2(oldXs, oldYs,block, Xs, Ys); 
    TfactorUse = Tfactor; 
    XfactorUse = Xfactor/newX*oldX; 
elseif oldY < oldX 
    newX = oldX; newY = oldX; 
    Xs = ones(newX,1)*[1:newY]; 
    step = (oldY - 1)/(newY-1); 
    Ys = transpose(ones(newY,1)*([1:step:oldY])); 
    small= interp2(oldXs, oldYs,block, Xs, Ys); 
    TfactorUse = Tfactor*newY/oldY; 
    XfactorUse = Xfactor; 
    %                                 TfactorUse = Tfactor; 
    %                  XfactorUse = Xfactor/newX*oldX; 
     
else 
    TfactorUse = Tfactor; 
    XfactorUse = Xfactor; 
end; % resize block 
%  
%                   subplot (3,1,1) 
%                   imagesc(small);axis image; 
  
[WinSize, WinSizeX] = size(small); 
% Pre-calculated numbers for RotateFindSVD, etc 
MaxXRot = floor(WinSize/sqrt(2)); 
HalfMaxX = round(MaxXRot/2); 
MidSmall = round(WinSize/2); 
  
% PARAMETERS 
  
Steps = 50; 
XRAMP = ones(WinSize, 1)*[1:WinSize] - MidSmall; 
YRAMP = MidSmall-[1:WinSize]'*ones(1, WinSize); 
X = ones(MaxXRot, 1)*[1:MaxXRot] - HalfMaxX; 
Y = HalfMaxX-[1:MaxXRot]'*ones(1, MaxXRot); 
method = '*linear'; % method for interpolate in rotating image 
SepTol = 0.01; 
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%         newX = linspace(, WinRight, WinSize); 
%         cropped = interp1(1:NX, data2 , newX); 
  
size(small); 
% Left over variables from origianal program are set = 0 
WinNumber = 0; Nframes = 0; WinPerFrame = 0; WinTop = 0; Period = 0;  WinPixelsDown = 0;  
  
% if slopeset==1 % NOT USED  
%         Slope = cell2mat(varargin(3)); 
% else 
%         Slope = f_findslope(small); 
% end 
%  
Slope = 1; % SLOPE IS NOW FOUND AUTOMATICALLY 
  
FoundMax = 0;        
if Slope==1;             
    MinTheta = 0;           % Starting negative value for angles of rotation 
    MaxTheta = pi/2;       % Starting positive limit for angles of rotation 
elseif Slope == 0 ;       
    MinTheta = -pi/2;        % Starting negative value for angles of rotation 
    MaxTheta = 0;   % Starting positive limit for angles of rotation 
end; 
  
loops = 1; 
OldSep = 0; 
while (not(FoundMax)) 
    dTheta = (MaxTheta - MinTheta)/Steps; 
    Sep = zeros(1, Steps+1); 
    Angles = zeros(1, Steps+1); 
     
    % loop for each value of dTheta 
    for count = 1:Steps+1;         
        Angles(count) = MaxTheta - (count-1) * dTheta; 
        [Sep(count), Rotdata] = RotateFindSVD(XRAMP, YRAMP, X, Y, small,Angles(count),method); 
    end; 
     
    [MaxSep, Index] = max(Sep); 
    if Index==1;   % rotation is too large and positive 
        if MaxTheta >= pi/2 
            Result = [Nframes,WinTop, 50, 0, 0,0, (Nframes-1)*Period + 1/1000/TfactorUse*(WinNumber-1)*WinPixelsDown, 
Nframes,0,0]; 
            FoundMax = 1; 
        else 
            MaxTheta = MaxTheta + 3*dTheta; 
            MinTheta = Angles(Index+1); 
        end 
    elseif Index == Steps +1; % rotation is too large and negative   
        if MinTheta <= -pi/2 
            Result = [Nframes,WinTop,50, 0, 0,0,(Nframes-1) *Period + 1/1000/TfactorUse*(WinNumber-1)*WinPixelsDown, 
Nframes,0,0]; 
            FoundMax = 1; 
        else 
            MinTheta = MinTheta - 3*dTheta; 
            MaxTheta = Angles(Index-1); 
      end 
else % found a good rotation 
      if abs(MaxSep - OldSep)<SepTol; 
            [scrap, Rotdata] = RotateFindSVD(XRAMP, YRAMP, X, Y, small,Angles(Index),method); 
             
            % check orientation of rotated matrix 
            vertavg = mean(Rotdata,1); 
            horzavg = mean(Rotdata, 2); 
            vertstd = std(vertavg); 
            horzstd = std(horzavg); 
            if horzstd> vertstd %lines are horizontal 
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                  vel = 1*TfactorUse*XfactorUse*abs(cot(Angles(Index))); 
                  angle = Angles(Index); 
                  angletrue =  acot(cot(Angles(Index))*TfactorUse*XfactorUse);   
                  % Threshold Rotdata before getting lineout 
                  AvgRotdata = mean(mean(Rotdata)); 
                  ThreshRotdata = Rotdata > AvgRotdata; 
                  LineOut1 = mean(ThreshRotdata,2); 
                  xvar = mean(std(Rotdata,0,1)); 
                  tvar = mean(std(Rotdata,0,2)); 
            else % lines are vertical 
                  vel = -1*TfactorUse*XfactorUse*abs(tan(Angles(Index))); 
                  angle = atan(cot(Angles(Index))); 
                  angletrue =  -acot(cot(Angles(Index))*TfactorUse*XfactorUse); 
                  AvgRotdata = mean(mean(Rotdata)); 
                  ThreshRotdata = Rotdata > AvgRotdata; 
                  LineOut1 = mean(ThreshRotdata,1); 
                  xvar = mean(std(Rotdata,0,2)); 
                  tvar = mean(std(Rotdata,0,1)); 
            end 
             
            % FLUX                   
            maxLO1 = max(LineOut1); 
            minLO1 = min(LineOut1); 
             
            % FlUX - method 1: Threshold according to range in Line out 
            if xvar/tvar> 1.55 
                  threshLO1 = 0.1*(maxLO1 - minLO1) + minLO1; 
                  LineOut = LineOut1> threshLO1; 
                  dLineOut = diff(LineOut); 
                  nzero = f_zero_cross(dLineOut); 
                  RBCedge = sum(nzero)/2; 
                  Flux = (RBCedge/2)/MaxXRot*cos(angle)*TfactorUse*1000; %RBC per second ;                  
                   
                  nRBC = RBCedge/2;      
                  if do_debug 
                        fluxfig = figure;  
                        subplot(3,5,1); 
                        imagesc(Rotdata); f_niceplot; 
                        nlength = length(Rotdata); title(['1 RBCs: ', num2str(nRBC), 'RBC/s ', num2str(Flux)]); xlabel(num2str(WinTop)); 
                        subplot(3,5,2); 
                        plot(LineOut1,[nlength:-1:1]);title ('Lineout1'); ylim([0 53]);axis square;hold on; 
                        subplot(3,5,3); 
                        plot(dLineOut,[length(dLineOut):-1:1]); title ('dLineOut'); ylim([0 53]);axis square; 
                        subplot(3,5,4) 
                        plot(nzero, [length(nzero):-1:1]); title('nzero'); ylim([0 53]);axis square; 
                        subplot(3,5,5) 
                        [ns,xout]  = hist(LineOut1,20); 
                        plot(xout,ns);axis square; 
                        title([' ratio:', num2str(xvar/tvar)]); 
                  end 
            else   
                  Flux = NaN; 
            end 
             
            % FLUX - method 2 
            if xvar/tvar > 1.55 
                  threshLO1 = 0.15*(maxLO1 - minLO1) + minLO1; 
                  LineOut = LineOut1> threshLO1; 
                  dLineOut = diff(LineOut); 
                  nzero = f_zero_cross(dLineOut); 
                  RBCedge = sum(nzero)/2; 
                  Flux2 = (RBCedge/2)/MaxXRot*cos(angle)*TfactorUse*1000; %RBC per second ;                         
                  nRBC = RBCedge/2;      
                  if do_debug 
                        subplot(3,5,5+1); 
                        imagesc(ThreshRotdata); f_niceplot; 
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                        nlength = length(Rotdata); title(['Flux2 RBCs: ', num2str(nRBC), 'RBC/s ', num2str(Flux2)]);  
                        subplot(3,5,5+2); 
                        plot(LineOut1,[nlength:-1:1]);title ('Lineout1'); ylim([0 53]);axis square;hold on; 
                        subplot(3,5,5+3); 
                        plot(dLineOut,[length(dLineOut):-1:1]); title ('dLineOut'); ylim([0 53]);axis square; 
                        subplot(3,5,5+4) 
                        plot(nzero, [length(nzero):-1:1]); title('nzero'); ylim([0 53]);axis square; 
                  end 
            else   
                  Flux2 = NaN; 
            end 
             
            % FLUX - method 3 
            if xvar/tvar >1.55 
                  threshLO1 = 0.25*(maxLO1 - minLO1) + minLO1; 
                  LineOut = LineOut1> threshLO1; 
                  dLineOut = diff(LineOut); 
                  nzero = f_zero_cross(dLineOut); 
                  RBCedge = sum(nzero)/2; 
                  Flux3 = (RBCedge/2)/MaxXRot*cos(angle)*TfactorUse*1000; %RBC per second ;                         
                  nRBC = RBCedge/2;      
                  if do_debug 
                        subplot(3,5,10+1); 
                        imagesc(Rotdata); f_niceplot; 
                        nlength = length(Rotdata);title(['Flux3 RBCs: ', num2str(nRBC), 'RBC/s ', num2str(Flux3)]);  
                        subplot(3,5,10+2); 
                        plot(LineOut1,[nlength:-1:1]);title ('Lineout1'); ylim([0 53]);axis square;hold on; 
                        subplot(3,5,10+3); 
                        plot(dLineOut,[length(dLineOut):-1:1]); title ('dLineOut'); ylim([0 53]);axis square; 
                        subplot(3,5,10+4) 
                        plot(nzero, [length(nzero):-1:1]); title('nzero'); ylim([0 53]);axis square; 
                  end 
            else   
                  Flux3 = NaN; 
            end 
  
            Result = [Nframes,WinTop, vel, MaxSep, angletrue, Flux,(Nframes-1)*Period + 1/1000/TfactorUse*(WinNumber-
1)*WinPixelsDown, WinNumber, Flux2, Flux3]; 
            FoundMax = 1; %set flag for exiting loop for window 
             
        else % new anlge range 
            MaxTheta = Angles(Index)+2*dTheta; 
            MinTheta = Angles(Index)-2*dTheta; 
            OldSep = MaxSep; 
        end 
    end %if index 
     
    loops = 1+ loops; 
    if loops > 100 
        Result = [Nframes,WinTop, 50, 0, 0, 0,(Nframes-1)*Period + 1/1000/TfactorUse*(WinNumber-1)*WinPixelsDown, 
Nframes,0,0]; 
        FoundMax = 1; 
        vel =0; 
    end; 
end % while loop for thetas 
  
 
function vessels = f_find_vessels(data, varargin) 
% This should take a stack of images and determine the average 
%%% REWRITE  so it will take a  adjustable trhesholds 
% varargin(1) = sd_factor: sets thresholds for binarizing data 
% varargin(2) = boxsize: sets size for filter to smoothe data 
  
[ny, nx, nframe] = size(data); 
avgdata = mean(data, 3); 
size (avgdata); 
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if length(varargin) == 0 % no user parameters 
        sd_factor = 2; % threshold for intensity = avg + sd*sd_factor 
        boxsize = 1;  
        vessels = f_binarizePic(avgdata); 
elseif length(varargin) >= 1 % user gave at least the sd_factor 
        sd_factor = cell2mat(varargin(1)) 
        if length(varargin) >= 2 % user gave boxsize  
                boxsize = cell2mat(varargin(2)); 
                vessels = f_binarizePic(avgdata, sd_factor, boxsize); 
        else % user did not give boxsize 
                 vessels = f_binarizePic(avgdata, sd_factor); 
        end 
end 
  
  
function Slope = f_findslope(data); 
% using cross correlation of 2 areas in the data 
% IN: data is a matrix of data 
  
% data = sq; 
  
[ny, nx] = size(data); 
  
width = round(nx/10); 
if width < 2; 
        width = 2;  
end 
  
middle = round(nx/2); 
  
lfat1 = data(:, middle - (1:width)); 
l1 = mean(lfat1,2); 
lfat2 = data(:, middle + (1:width)); 
l2 = mean(lfat2,2); 
[c, lags] = xcorr(l1,l2); 
  
[cmax, imax] = max(c); 
  
if lags(imax) > 0 
        Slope = 1; 
elseif lags(imax) <=0; 
        Slope = 0 
end; 
  
 
 
function [header, data]  = f_get_dat(filein, varargin) 
% read in a dat (picture) file  
% return a sturcture with all frames header information 
% return a matrix of intensity information 
% IN: 1) filein - fidnumber, or filename  
% if fidnumber - just return header, leave fid open, pointer to last $ 
% if filename - open and close file  
% 2) channelnum: # of the channel to use 
% 3) first: # of frames to read, or first frame frame if last is given, If 
% not given: reads all frames 
% 4) last: last frame to use 
% Last modified:09-15-03 Works for all channels 
  
  
% [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Choose a file'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
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        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
startpos = ftell(fid); 
  
% deal with varargin 
if length(varargin) == 0 % no user parameters: read all frames, channel 1 
        channelnum = 1; 
        frames_to_read = 1000000; 
        first = 1; 
        last = 1000000; 
        status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
elseif length(varargin) == 1 % read all frames, user selected channel 
        channelnum = cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
        frames_to_read = 1000000; 
        first = 1;  
        last = 1000000; 
         status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
elseif length(varargin) == 2 % go from current frame for varargin(2) frames 
        channelnum = cell2mat(varargin(1));  
        frames_to_read = cell2mat(varargin(2));  
        first = 1;  
        last = frames_to_read; 
elseif length(varargin) == 3  % start at frame varargin(2), read to frame vararg(3) 
        channelnum = cell2mat(varargin(1));  
        first = cell2mat(varargin(2));  
        last = cell2mat(varargin(3));  
        frames_to_read = last-first+1; 
        status = fseek(fid , 0, 'bof'); 
end 
  
switch channelnum 
        case 1 
                checkchannel = '1'; 
        case 2 
                checkchannel = '2'; 
        case 3 
                checkchannel = '3'; 
        case 4 
                checkchannel = '4'; 
        otherwise 
                checkchannel = '1'; 
end 
  
  
nframe = 1; % counts frames saved 
frames_read = 0; % counts frames read in, by header 
done = 0; 
  
% user gives relative #'s, the header saves the absolute frame # 
 while not(done) % read from current position to last or end of file 
        headertemp = f_get_dat_header(fid); 
         
        % Check channel 
        framechannel = headertemp.channel_number; 
        channelOK = strfind(framechannel, checkchannel); 
        if not(isempty(channelOK)) %is the right channel 
                 
                frames_read = frames_read +1; 
                 
                if feof(fid) 
                        break 
                end; 
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                if (frames_read >= first) & (frames_read <= last) 
                        NX = str2num(headertemp.xsize) - str2num(headertemp.offset); 
                        NY = str2num(headertemp.ysize); 
                         
                        frame = fread(fid, [NX,NY], 'int16'); 
                        data(:,:,nframe) = transpose(frame); 
                        header(nframe) = headertemp; 
                        nframe = nframe +1; 
                end 
                 
        end 
        % end if right channel 
        if frames_read>= last; 
                done = 1; 
        end 
         
        if feof(fid) 
                done = 1; 
        end 
end 
  
if not(exist('header')==1) 
        header = 0; 
end 
  
if not(exist('data')==1); 
        data = 0; 
else 
        status = fseek(fid, -100,'cof'); 
end 
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        fclose(fid) 
end; 
 
 
  
function [header] = f_get_dat_header(filein) 
% if given a filename, will read the header at the beginning,  
% if given an fid, will read the next header 
% leaves pointer at the end of header 
% if no more headers, returns a blank header 
% use feof in calling program to determine if there are more headers 
% last modified: 10-02-03 
% error check for ver K. which leaves off X and Y positions 
% 02-15-05: change how reading notes 
  
  
% [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Choose a file'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
% channelnum = 1; 
  
warning off MATLAB:nonIntegerTruncatedInConversionToChar 
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
        status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
  
% Declare header sturcture 
header=struct('scan_mode','Scan Mode',... 
        'frame_number','Frame Number',... 
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        'channel_number','Channel',... 
        'num_averages','Number of Averages',... 
        'gain','Gain',... 
        'gain_offset','Gain Offset',... 
        'datetime','Date and Time',... 
        'zposition','Z-position',... 
        'filename','Filename',... 
        'delay','Delay',... 
        'xsize','X Scan',... 
        'ysize','Y Scan',... 
        'offset','Offset',... 
        'retrace','Retrace',... 
        'xcorner','X Corner',... 
        'ycorner','Y Corner',... 
        'pixel_clock','Pixel Clock Rate',... 
        'zstep','Z-Step Size',... 
        'scan_volts','Scan Volts',... 
        'x_scan_volts', 'X scan PTP (volts)',... % version H 
        'y_scan_volts', 'Y scan PTP (volts)',...% version H 
        'rot_angle', 'Rotation angle (degrees)',...% version H 
        'x_gain', 'X gain', ...% version H 
        'y_gain', 'Y gain', ...% version H 
        'x_offset', 'X offset', ...% version H 
        'y_offset', 'Y offset', ...% version H 
        'GPIB_10', 'GPIB address 10', ...% version H 
        'GPIB_12', 'GPIB address 12', ...% version H 
        'GPIB_16', 'GPIB address 16', ...% version H 
        'GPIB_19', 'GPIB address 19', ...% version H 
        'stage_x_pos', 'Stage X position', ...% version H 
        'stage_y_pos', 'Stage Y position', ...% version H 
        'notes','User Notes'); 
  
startpos = ftell(fid); 
  
headstart = []; 
headend = []; 
words=[]; 
still_looking = 1; 
while isempty(headstart) 
        x = fread(fid, 5000, 'int8'); 
        words = horzcat(words, char(x')); 
         
        if feof(fid);  
                break 
        end 
         
        headstart = strfind(words, '****'); 
         
        if isempty(headstart); 
        else % found the start 
                status = fseek(fid, startpos + headstart -1, 'bof');  
                startpos = ftell(fid); 
        end; % lookingfor header start and end 
         
end; % looking for header 
  
  
words = []; 
while isempty(headend) 
        x = fread(fid, 2000, 'int8'); 
        %         words = horzcat(words, char(x')); 
        words = char(x'); 
         
        headend = strfind(words, '$$$$') ; 
        words(headend:end) = []; 
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        if feof(fid);  
                break 
        end 
         
end 
  
  
  
if not(feof(fid)) 
         
        header_size = headend-startpos; 
         
        status = fseek(fid, startpos+headend+4-1, 'bof'); 
         
         
        header_string = words; 
        comma_positions = find(header_string == ','); 
        for i =1:length(comma_positions)-1, 
                tempheader{i} = header_string(comma_positions(i)+1:comma_positions(i+1)-1); 
          end 
          header.scan_mode = char(tempheader(1)); 
          header.frame_number = char(tempheader(2)); 
          header.channel_number = char(tempheader(3)); 
          header.num_averages =char(tempheader(4)); 
          header.gain = char(tempheader(5)); 
          header.gain_offset = char(tempheader(6)); 
          header.datetime = char(tempheader(7)); 
          header.zposition = char(tempheader(8)); 
          header.filename = char(tempheader(9)); 
          header.delay = char(tempheader(10)); 
          header.xsize = char(tempheader(11));% 
          header.ysize = char(tempheader(12));% 
          header.offset = char(tempheader(13)); 
          header.retrace = char(tempheader(14)); 
          header.xcorner = char(tempheader(15)); 
          header.ycorner = char(tempheader(16)); 
          header.pixel_clock = char(tempheader(17)); 
          header.zstep = char(tempheader(18));% 
          if length(tempheader) >=29 
                % new for version H 
                header.x_scan_volts = char(tempheader(19)); 
                header.y_scan_volts = char(tempheader(20)); 
                header.rot_angle = char(tempheader(21)); 
                header.x_gain = char(tempheader(22)); 
                header. y_gain = char(tempheader(23)); 
                header.x_offset = char(tempheader(24)); 
                header.y_offset = char(tempheader(25)); 
                header.GPIB_10 = char(tempheader(26)); 
                header.GPIB_12 = char(tempheader(27)); 
                header.GPIB_16 = char(tempheader(28)); 
                header.GPIB_19 = char(tempheader(29)); 
          else 
                header.x_scan_volts = 'header error'; 
                header.y_scan_volts = 'header error'; 
                header.rot_angle = 'header error'; 
                header.x_gain = 'header error'; 
                header. y_gain = 'header error'; 
                header.y_offset = 'header error'; 
                header.GPIB_10 = 'header error'; 
                header.GPIB_12 = 'header error'; 
                header.GPIB_16 = 'header error'; 
                header.GPIB_19 = 'header error'; 
          end 
           
          if (length(tempheader) >30) & (length(tempheader) <36) % version l-s of labview code 
                header.stage_x_pos = char(tempheader(30)); 
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                header.stage_y_pos = char(tempheader(31)); 
                header.notes = char(header_string(comma_positions(32)+1:end)); 
          elseif length(tempheader) >= 36 
                header.stage_x_pos = char(tempheader(34)); 
                header.stage_y_pos = char(tempheader(35)); 
                header.notes = char(header_string(comma_positions(26)+1:end)); 
          end 
           
%         if length(comma_positions) >= 32 
% %                 header.notes = char(header_string(comma_positions(32)+1:header_size-4)); 
%                 header.notes = char(header_string(comma_positions(32)+1:headend)); 
%         end 
         
end; % if feof 
  
  
if ischar(filein) % close file 
        fclose(fid); 
end 
  
 
 
function data = f_get_lines(filein, first, last, channel); 
% Returns a matrix of intensities 
% Rows - space 
% Columns - time  
%IN: filein - fidnumber, or filename  
% if fidnumber - just return header, leave fid open, pointer to last $ 
% if filename - open and close file  
% first - first line number to read 
% last = last line number to read 
% channel - channel to read 
% 07-07: Automatically read how many pixels across from header 
% *** Channel temporarily is actally NX 
% FAST FORWARD?? 
% 07-09 changed from uint`6 to int16 
  
warning off MATLAB:nonIntegerTruncatedInConversionToChar  
  
% [fname, pname] = uigetfile('*.*'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
% first = 0;  
% last = 200; 
  
% To retrofit if channel is used as NX, change to channel number 1 
if channel >4 
        channel = 1; % Hard coded for now TEMP 
end; 
  
data  = []; 
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
% Find correct line 
status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
found = 0; 
  
header = f_get_linescan_header(fid); 
endheader = ftell(fid); 
  
xpix = str2num(header.xsize) - str2num(header.offset); 
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% Calculate lines to skip to get to first  
numlines = last - first +1; 
  
if (first>=0) & (first<=9) 
        headerlength = (first)*4; 
elseif (first>=10) & (first<=99) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + (first-10)*5; 
elseif (first>=100) & (first<=999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+(first-100)*6; 
elseif (first>=1000) & (first<=9999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +(first-1000)*7; 
elseif (first>=10000) & (first<=99999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +9000*7 +(first-10000)*8; 
elseif (first>=100000) & (first<=999999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +9000*7 + 90000*8 +(first-100000)*9; 
elseif (first>=1000000) & (first<=9999999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +9000*7 + 90000*8 +900000*9 +(first-1000000)*10; 
end 
  
status = fseek(fid, headerlength+first*xpix*4*2, 'cof'); 
% status = fseek(fid, headerlength, 'cof'); 
  
currentline = first;  
for n = 1:numlines 
        LineNumBytes = length(num2str(currentline))+3; 
         
        status = fseek(fid, LineNumBytes, 'cof'); 
        linemat = fread(fid, [4 xpix], 'int16'); 
        data(n,:) = linemat(channel, :); 
        currentline = currentline +1; 
end 
  
if ischar(filein) % close file if opened in this funciton 
        fclose (fid); 
end 
 
 
 
function data = f_get_lines_vH(filein, first, last, channel); 
% 07-29-03 modified to use vH of get header 
% Returns a matrix of intensities 
% Rows - space 
% Columns - time  
%IN: filein - fidnumber, or filename  
% if fidnumber - just return header, leave fid open, pointer to last $ 
% if filename - open and close file  
% first - first line number to read 
% last = last line number to read 
% channel - channel to read 
% 07-07: Automatically read how many pixels across from header 
% *** Channel temporarily is actally NX 
% FAST FORWARD?? 
% 07-09 changed from uint`6 to int16 
  
warning off MATLAB:nonIntegerTruncatedInConversionToChar  
  
% [fname, pname] = uigetfile('*.*'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
% first = 0;  
% last = 200; 
  
% To retrofit if channel is used as NX, change to channel number 1 
if channel >4 
        channel = 1; % Hard coded for now TEMP 
end; 
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data  = []; 
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
  
  
% Find correct line 
status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
found = 0; 
  
header = f_get_linescan_header_vH(fid); 
endheader = ftell(fid); 
  
xpix = str2num(header.xsize) - str2num(header.offset); 
  
% Calculate lines to skip to get to first  
numlines = last - first +1; 
  
if (first>=0) & (first<=9) 
        headerlength = (first)*4; 
elseif (first>=10) & (first<=99) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + (first-10)*5; 
elseif (first>=100) & (first<=999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+(first-100)*6; 
elseif (first>=1000) & (first<=9999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +(first-1000)*7; 
elseif (first>=10000) & (first<=99999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +9000*7 +(first-10000)*8; 
elseif (first>=100000) & (first<=999999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +9000*7 + 90000*8 +(first-100000)*9; 
elseif (first>=1000000) & (first<=9999999) 
        headerlength = 10*4 + 90* 5+ 900*6 +9000*7 + 90000*8 +900000*9 +(first-1000000)*10; 
end 
  
status = fseek(fid, headerlength+first*xpix*4*2, 'cof'); 
% status = fseek(fid, headerlength, 'cof'); 
  
% 
  
currentline = first;  
for n = 1:numlines 
        LineNumBytes = length(num2str(currentline))+3; 
                
        status = fseek(fid, LineNumBytes, 'cof'); 
        linemat = fread(fid, [4 xpix], 'int16'); 
        data(n,:) = linemat(channel, :); 
        currentline = currentline +1; 
end 
  
if ischar(filein) % close file if opened in this funciton 
        fclose (fid); 
end 
 
 
 
 
function header  =  f_get_linescan_header(filein) 
% get header for new microscope linescan 
%IN: filein - fidnumber, or filename  
% if fidnumber - just return header, leave fid open, pointer to last $ 
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% if filename - open and close file  
% OUT: header - structure based on Phil's standard, strings 
% unknowns are just set = 0 
   
% [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Choose a file'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
  
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
% find end of header 
        status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
    x = fread(fid, 1000, 'int8'); 
    words = char(x'); 
    headstart = strfind(words, '****'); 
    headend = strfind(words, '$$$$') ; 
        header_size = headend; 
         
        status = fseek(fid, headend+4-1, 'bof'); 
         
        header=struct('scan_mode','Scan Mode',... 
                'frame_number','Frame Number',... 
                'channel_number','Channel',... 
                'num_averages','Number of Averages',... 
                'gain','Gain',... 
                'gain_offset','Gain Offset',... 
                'datetime','Date and Time',... 
                'zposition','Z-position',... 
                'filename','Filename',... 
                'delay','Delay',... 
                'xsize','X Scan',... 
                'ysize','Y Scan',... 
                'offset','Offset',... 
                'retrace','Retrace',... 
                'xcorner','X Corner',... 
                'ycorner','Y Corner',... 
                'pixel_clock','Pixel Clock Rate',... 
                'zstep','Z-Step Size',... 
                'scan_volts','Scan Volts',... 
                'notes','User Notes'); 
         
        header_string = words; 
        comma_positions = find(header_string == ','); 
        for i =1:18, 
                tempheader{i} = header_string(comma_positions(i)+1:comma_positions(i+1)-1); 
        end 
         
        header.scan_mode = char(tempheader(1)); 
        header.frame_number = 0; 
        header.channel_number = 0; 
        header.num_averages = 0; 
        header.gain = 0; 
        header.gain_offset = 0; 
        header.datetime = char(tempheader(2)); 
        header.zposition = char(tempheader(3)); 
        header.filename = char(tempheader(4)); 
        header.delay = char(tempheader(5)); 
        header.xsize = char(tempheader(6));% 
        header.ysize = char(tempheader(7));% 
        header.offset = char(tempheader(8)); 
        header.retrace = char(tempheader(9)); 
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        header.xcorner = char(tempheader(10)); 
        header.ycorner = char(tempheader(11)); 
        header.pixel_clock = char(tempheader(12)); 
        header.zstep = 0;% 
        header.scan_volts = 0;% 
        header.notes = char(header_string(comma_positions(16)+1:header_size-4)); 
        
        if ischar(filein) % close file 
                fclose(fid); 
        end 
 
 
function header  =  f_get_linescan_header_vH(filein) 
% get header for new microscope linescan 
% 07-29-03 for use with Version H of microscope program 
% reads in tandem box, stage location 
%IN: filein - fidnumber, or filename  
% if fidnumber - just return header, leave fid open, pointer to last $ 
% if filename - open and close file  
% OUT: header - structure based on Phil's standard, strings 
% unknowns are just set = 0 
  
  
% [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Choose a file'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
  
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
% find end of header 
        status = fseek(fid, 0, 'bof'); 
    x = fread(fid, 1000, 'int8'); 
    words = char(x'); 
    headstart = strfind(words, '****'); 
    headend = strfind(words, '$$$$') ; 
        header_size = headend; 
         
        status = fseek(fid, headend+4-1, 'bof'); 
         
        header=struct('scan_mode','Scan Mode',... 
                'frame_number','Frame Number',... 
                'channel_number','Channel',... 
                'num_averages','Number of Averages',... 
                'gain','Gain',... 
                'gain_offset','Gain Offset',... 
                'datetime','Date and Time',... 
                'zposition','Z-position',... 
                'filename','Filename',... 
                'delay','Delay',... 
                'xsize','X Scan',... 
                'ysize','Y Scan',... 
                'offset','Offset',... 
                'retrace','Retrace',... 
                'xcorner','X Corner',... 
                'ycorner','Y Corner',... 
                'pixel_clock','Pixel Clock Rate',... 
                'zstep','Z-Step Size',... 
                'scan_volts','Scan Volts',... 
                'x_scan_volts', 'X scan PTP (volts)',... % version H 
                'y_scan_volts', 'Y scan PTP (volts)',...% version H 
                'rot_angle', 'Rotation angle (degrees)',...% version H 
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                'x_gain', 'X gain', ...% version H 
                'y_gain', 'Y gain', ...% version H 
                'x_offset', 'X offset', ...% version H 
                'y_offset', 'Y offset', ...% version H 
                'GPIB_10', 'GPIB address 10', ...% version H 
                'GPIB_12', 'GPIB address 12', ...% version H 
                'GPIB_16', 'GPIB address 16', ...% version H 
                'GPIB_19', 'GPIB address 19', ...% version H 
                'stage_x_pos', 'Stage X position', ...% version H 
                'stage_y_pos', 'Stage Y position', ...% version H 
                'notes','User Notes'); 
         
        header_string = words; 
        comma_positions = find(header_string == ','); 
        for i =1:length(comma_positions)-1, 
                tempheader{i} = header_string(comma_positions(i)+1:comma_positions(i+1)-1); 
        end 
         
        header.scan_mode = char(tempheader(1)); 
        header.frame_number = 0; 
        header.channel_number = 0; 
        header.num_averages = 0; 
        header.gain = 0; 
        header.gain_offset = 0; 
        header.datetime = char(tempheader(2)); 
        header.zposition = char(tempheader(3)); 
        header.filename = char(tempheader(4)); 
        header.delay = char(tempheader(5)); 
        header.xsize = char(tempheader(6));% 
        header.ysize = char(tempheader(7));% 
        header.offset = char(tempheader(8)); 
        header.retrace = char(tempheader(9)); 
        header.xcorner = char(tempheader(10)); 
        header.ycorner = char(tempheader(11)); 
        header.pixel_clock = char(tempheader(12)); 
        header.zstep = 0;% 
        header.scan_volts = 0;% 
        header.notes = char(header_string(comma_positions(27)+1:header_size-4)); 
        % new for version H 
        header.x_scan_volts = char(tempheader(14)); 
        header.y_scan_volts = char(tempheader(15)); 
        header.rot_angle = char(tempheader(16)); 
        header.x_gain = char(tempheader(17)); 
        header. y_gain = char(tempheader(18)); 
        header.x_offset = char(tempheader(19)); 
        header.y_offset = char(tempheader(20)); 
        header.GPIB_10 = char(tempheader(21)); 
        header.GPIB_12 = char(tempheader(22)); 
        header.GPIB_16 = char(tempheader(23)); 
        header.GPIB_19 = char(tempheader(24)); 
        header.stage_x_pos = char(tempheader(25)); 
        header.stage_y_pos = char(tempheader(26)); 
         
         
         
        if ischar(filein) % close file 
                fclose(fid); 
        end 
 
 
function [time, series3, series4] = f_get_nonimage_channels(filein, first, last) 
% from a ls file, returns the value of channels 3 and 4  
% averages each line together 
% returns a time series 
  
% first = 1; 
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% last = 10000; 
% [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Select a linescan file'); 
% filein = [pname, fname]; 
  
maxlines = last; 
getlines = 200; 
  
% Get file to open 
% [fname,pname] = uigetfile('*.*'); 
% Openfile = [pname, fname]; 
% nmovies = 1 
  
%  
% for i = 1:nmovies loop through movies 
%         Openfile = [pname files(i+2).name]; 
%         disp(['Loading ' Openfile]); 
%         fiddisp = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
  
if ischar(filein) % open the file if not already open 
        Openfile = filein; 
        fid = fopen(Openfile, 'r', 'ieee-be'); 
else 
        fid = filein; 
end 
  
  
  
header = f_get_linescan_header_vH(fid); 
Tfactor = str2num(header.pixel_clock)/(str2num(header.xsize) +str2num(header.retrace))/1000; % ypix/ms 
  
time =( (1:maxlines)-1)/Tfactor/1000; 
  
first = 1; 
last = first + getlines-1; 
series3=[]; 
series4=[]; 
while first < maxlines; 
        if last >maxlines 
                last = maxlines; 
        end 
         
        channel3 = f_get_lines(fid, first, last, 3); 
        channel4 = f_get_lines(fid, first, last, 4); 
         
        series3temp = mean(channel3, 2); 
        series4temp = mean(channel4, 2); 
        size(series3temp); 
        size(series4temp); 
         
        series3 = vertcat(series3, series3temp); 
        series4 = vertcat(series4, series4temp); 
         
        first = first +getlines; 
        last = first +getlines-1; 
         
        series3temp = []; 
        series4temp = []; 
end 
   
if ischar(filein) % close file if opened in this funciton 
        fclose (fid); 
end 
  
function changedpix = f_ID_changedpix(data) 
% f_ID_changedpix: IDs pixels in similar images that change 
% In: a stack (3d matrix) in which each layer is an image 
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% Out: an image with pixels which did not stay constant throughout all 
% images = 1, others = 0 
  
boxsize = 2; 
  
[ny, nx, nframe] = size(data); 
  
data = f_binarizePic(data, 2); 
  
summed = sum(data, 3); 
size (summed);  
  
changedpix = (summed~=0) & (summed~=nframe); 
  
% how to deal with noise and edges? 
% SMOOTH DATA 
filter = (ones(boxsize, boxsize))/boxsize/boxsize; 
smoothed = zeros(size(changedpix)); 
changedpix = imfilter(changedpix, filter, 'replicate', 'same'); 
  
 
function [x,y] = f_intline(x1, x2, y1, y2) 
%INTLINE Integer-coordinate line drawing algorithm. 
%   [X, Y] = INTLINE(X1, X2, Y1, Y2) computes an 
%   approximation to the line segment joining (X1, Y1) and 
%   (X2, Y2) with integer coordinates.  X1, X2, Y1, and Y2 
%   should be integers.  INTLINE is reversible; that is, 
%   INTLINE(X1, X2, Y1, Y2) produces the same results as 
%   FLIPUD(INTLINE(X2, X1, Y2, Y1)). 
  
%   Copyright 1993-2002 The MathWorks, Inc.   
%   $Revision: 5.11 $  $Date: 2002/03/15 15:57:47 $ 
%   01-15-04: Taken from roipoly 
  
dx = abs(x2 - x1); 
dy = abs(y2 - y1); 
  
% Check for degenerate case. 
if ((dx == 0) & (dy == 0)) 
  x = x1; 
  y = y1; 
  return; 
end 
  
flip = 0; 
if (dx >= dy) 
  if (x1 > x2) 
    % Always "draw" from left to right. 
    t = x1; x1 = x2; x2 = t; 
    t = y1; y1 = y2; y2 = t; 
    flip = 1; 
  end 
  m = (y2 - y1)/(x2 - x1); 
  x = (x1:x2).'; 
  y = round(y1 + m*(x - x1)); 
else 
  if (y1 > y2) 
    % Always "draw" from bottom to top. 
    t = x1; x1 = x2; x2 = t; 
    t = y1; y1 = y2; y2 = t; 
    flip = 1; 
  end 
  m = (x2 - x1)/(y2 - y1); 
  y = (y1:y2).'; 
  x = round(x1 + m*(y - y1)); 
end 
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if (flip) 
  x = flipud(x); 
  y = flipud(y); 
end 
 
 
function projection = f_max_projection(data, zs, umperpix); 
% Input: data - matrix of images 
% zs - zposition in microns of each picture in the data matrix 
% umperpix - microns per pixel in the plane of each picture 
% ask user for direction of projection 
% vertical spacing in between layers  
% horizontal spacing between between pixels 
% which frames to use 
% modified 10/24/03: do average projections also 
  
[NY, NX, NZ] = size(data); 
  
% GET DIRECTION 
    obj_menu = figure; 
    set(obj_menu, 'Position', [300 300 150 400]); 
    opthandle(1)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'X','Position', [20 300 100 30]); 
    opthandle(2)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Y','Position', [20 250 100 30]); 
    opthandle(3) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Z','Position', [20 200 100 30]); 
     
    ispushed = []; 
     
    %loop until one of the buttons is pushed 
    while isempty(ispushed), 
            for i = 1:3 
                    temp = get(opthandle(i)); 
                    mycondition(i) = temp.Value; 
            end 
            ispushed = find(mycondition == 1); 
            pause(.1); 
    end; 
     
    h =close (obj_menu); 
  
% GET MAX OR AVERAGE 
    obj_menu2 = figure; 
    set(obj_menu2, 'Position', [300 300 150 400]); 
    opthandle(1)= uicontrol(obj_menu2,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Max','Position', [20 300 100 30]); 
    opthandle(2)= uicontrol(obj_menu2,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Average','Position', [20 250 100 30]); 
    ispushedMAX = []; 
    mycondition = []; 
         
    %loop until one of the buttons is pushed 
    while isempty(ispushedMAX), 
            for i = 1:2 
                    temp = get(opthandle(i)); 
                    mycondition(i) = temp.Value; 
            end 
            ispushedMAX = find(mycondition == 1); 
            pause(.1); 
    end; 
     
    h =close (obj_menu); 
  
  
switch ispushed; 
        case 1; % project in X direction 
                if ispushedMAX == 1 
                        tempproj = squeeze(max(data, [], 2))'; 
                else 
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                        tempproj = squeeze(mean(data, 2))'; 
                end 
                zsmat = [1:NZ]'*ones(1,NY); 
                ysmat = ones(NZ,1) * [1:NY]; 
                 
                z_um = abs(zs(end)-zs(1)); 
                z_pix = z_um /umperpix; 
                zstep = (NZ-1)/z_pix; 
                newz = [1:zstep:NZ]; 
                 
                 
                zsnew = newz'*ones(1,NY); 
                ysnew = ones(length(newz),1)*[1:NY]; 
                 
                projection = interp2(ysmat, zsmat, tempproj, ysnew, zsnew); 
                 
        case 2; % project in Y direction 
                if ispushedMAX == 1 
                         
                        tempproj = squeeze(max(data, [], 1))'; 
                else 
                        tempproj = squeeze(mean(data,1))'; 
                end 
                zsmat = [1:NZ]'*ones(1,NX); 
                xsmat = ones(NZ,1) * [1:NX]; 
                 
                z_um = abs(zs(end)-zs(1)); 
                z_pix = z_um /umperpix; 
                zstep = (NZ-1)/z_pix; 
                newz = [1:zstep:NZ]; 
                 
                 
                zsnew = newz'*ones(1,NX); 
                xsnew = ones(length(newz),1)*[1:NX]; 
                 
                projection = interp2(xsmat, zsmat, tempproj, xsnew, zsnew); 
                 
        case 3; % project in Z direction 
                if ispushedMAX == 1 
                        projection = max(data,[],3); 
                else 
                        projection = mean(data,3); 
                end; 
end; % switch 
  
 
function [] =f_niceplot 
  
axis image; colormap gray; 
set(gca, 'XTickLabel', []) 
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', []) 
 
 
% function dist = f_pathlength (xs, ys); 
  
xs = [pathmat(2,3).x] 
ys = [pathmat(2,3).x] 
  
x1 = xs; 
x1(end) = []; 
x2 = xs 
x2(1) = []; 
  
xdiff = diff(xs); 
ydiff = diff(ys); 
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dist = sum(sqrt( xdiff.^2 +ydiff.^2)) 
 
 
function f_replotmap(toshow, frame, nodelist, adjmat, pathmat) 
% plots an image file and nodes and connections 
% toshow - handle to a figure 
% frame - image 
% nodelist - list of nodes instructure from map_vasc 
% adjmat - adjacency matrix 
% pathmat - matrix of path points 
% Last Mod: 08-16-05 
  
% get current x and y limits 
xlim = get(gca, 'XLim'); 
ylim = get(gca, 'YLim'); 
  
hold off;  
figure(toshow); 
imagesc(frame);  
colormap gray 
axis image 
  
if length(frame) ~= 0; 
    set(gca,'Units', 'pixels') 
    set(gca, 'XLim', xlim, 'YLim', ylim) 
else 
    set (gca, 'CLimMode', 'auto') 
end 
  
if length(nodelist) ~= 0 
    for j = 1:length(nodelist) % draw nodes 
        hold on; 
        % select node color 
        if nodelist(j).type == 0 
            nodecolor = 'g'; 
        elseif nodelist(j).type == 1 
            nodecolor = 'y'; 
        elseif nodelist(j).type == 2 
            nodecolor = 'b'; 
        else 
            nodecolor = 'r'; 
        end 
         
        plot(nodelist(j).x, nodelist(j).y, [nodecolor, 'o']) 
        text(nodelist(j).x, nodelist(j).y,[' ', num2str(nodelist(j).label)], 'Color', nodecolor, 'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
        hold off;       
    end % j 
     
end 
  
% draw connections  
[rows_connect, cols_connect] = find(adjmat); 
for i = 1: length(rows_connect/2) 
    hold on; 
    plot([nodelist(cols_connect(i)).x, nodelist(rows_connect(i)).x],[nodelist(cols_connect(i)).y, nodelist(rows_connect(i)).y], '-b') 
end % for i plot connections 
  
  
% draw paths 
if length(pathmat) ~= 0 
    hold on 
    plot([pathmat.x], [pathmat.y], 'b.') 
end 
  
hold off 
if length(frame) ~= 0; 
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    set(gca,'Units', 'pixels') 
    set(gca, 'XLim', xlim, 'YLim', ylim) 
else 
    axis auto 
    axis ij 
end 
 
 
function [STAtime, STAseries] = f_stim_trig_ave(time, stim, datatime, dataseries,Tstep, Tbin, Tcycle) 
% based on findstimtimes.m 
% Input: a cleaned velocity file - time2, dataseries 
% from Ecog: time, series3, series4 
  
  
% time is in seconds 
% Tstep = 0.1;  % time between bins (s) 
% Tbin = 0.3; % bin time  (s) 
% Tcycle = 10; % length of stimulus cycle (s) 
%  
% stim = series3; 
% ecog = series4; 
  
% FIND STIM TIMES 
trigger= stim>max(stim)/2; 
  
% clean up so get just first  
cleantime = Tcycle -2; % seconds 
tstep = time(2)-time(1); 
  
stimtime = []; 
istim = []; 
  
moretrig = 1; 
while moretrig 
        [C,imax] = max(trigger); 
        iend = imax + round(cleantime/tstep); 
        if iend >= length(stim) 
                iend = length(stim); 
                moretrig = 0; 
        end 
        trigger (imax:iend ) = 0; 
         
        stimtime = vertcat(stimtime,time(imax)); 
        istim = vertcat(istim, imax); 
end 
  
  
  
% Cut long series into chunks 
for nchunk = 1:length(istim) 
        start = stimtime(nchunk) -5; 
        stop = stimtime(nchunk) + Tcycle; 
         
        Inchunk = (datatime > start) & (datatime < stop); 
        testdata = dataseries(Inchunk); 
        testtime = datatime(Inchunk)-stimtime(nchunk); 
         
        % Stim-triggered average 
        Time1 = -5:Tstep:Tcycle-Tstep; 
        j = 1; 
        k = 1; 
        l = 1; 
        for t =  Time1; 
                Inbin = ((testtime>=t)&(testtime<t+Tbin));     
                Points1(1,j) = sum(Inbin); 
                if sum(Inbin) ~=0; 
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                        Avedata(1,j) = mean(testdata(Inbin)); 
                        Time(1,j) = t; 
                        j = j +1; 
                end 
                 
        end; 
         
         
end;  
 
  
STAtime = Time; 
STAseries = Avedata; 
 
 
function nzero = f_zero_cross(data) 
n  = length(data); 
nzero = []; 
for i = 2:n 
      if data(i) * data(i-1) < 0 ; % have zero cross 
            nzero = [nzero, 1]; 
      elseif data(i) * data(i-1) == 0;% may have zerocross 
            if data(i) ==0 & data(i-1) ==0 
                  nzero = [nzero,0]; 
            elseif data(i) ~= 0 
                  nzero = [nzero,1]; 
            elseif data(i-1) ~=0 
                  nzero = [nzero,1]; 
            end 
      elseif data(i) * data(i-1) > 0; % no zero cross 
            nzero = [nzero, 0]; 
      end 
end% loop 
  
 
function TandemFactor = getobjective; 
% FOR LINESCANS ONLY 
% getobjective 
% lets user selet object for linescan 
% SEE 08-05-03 for parameters for linescan 
% added the Olympus 40x (4-29-04) 
  
obj_menu = figure; 
set(obj_menu, 'Position', [300 300 150 400]) 
opthandle(1)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Olympus 20x','Position', [20 300 100 30]); 
opthandle(2)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Olympus 100x','Position', [20 200 100 30]); 
opthandle(3) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Zeiss 40x','Position', [20 150 100 30]); 
opthandle(4) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Zeiss 63x','Position', [20 100 100 30]); 
opthandle(5) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Other','Position', [20 50 100 30]); 
opthandle(6) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Olympus 40x','Position', [20 250 100 30]); 
  
ispushed = []; 
  
%loop until one of the buttons is pushed 
while isempty(ispushed), 
    for i = 1:6 
       temp = get(opthandle(i)); 
       mycondition(i) = temp.Value; 
    end 
    ispushed = find(mycondition == 1); 
        pause(.1); 
end; 
  
switch ispushed; 
    case 1; 
        TandemFactor = 0.0082; % measured 08-06  
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    case 2; 
        TandemFactor = 0.0082/5; % measured 08-06  
         
    case 3; 
        TandemFactor = 0.0082*.27/.58; % measured 08-06  
         
    case 4; 
        TandemFactor = 0.0082*.17/.58; % measured 08-06  
         
    case 5; 
        disp('Strange objective: Error') 
         
    case 6; 
        TandemFactor = .0082*.27/.58*1.09; % measured 04-29-04  
         
end; 
  
h =close (obj_menu); 
 
 
function TandemFactor = getobjective_dat(varargin); 
% NOT FOR LINESCANS 
% getobjective 
% lets user selet object for linescan 
% SEE 08-05-03 for parameters for linescan 
% added the Olympus 40x (4-29-04) 
% 03-07-05: Add varargin to handle if not 256pixelsx256 
% assuming that adding pixels just is a multiplicative factor for scaling 
% size 
  
if length(varargin) == 0 % no user parameters: read all frames, channel 1 
      adjust_for_num_pixels = 1; 
elseif length(varargin) == 1 % read all frames, user selected channel 
      num_pixels= cell2mat(varargin(1)); 
      adjust_for_num_pixels = 236/num_pixels; 
end 
  
obj_menu = figure; 
set(obj_menu, 'Position', [300 300 150 400]) 
opthandle(1)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Olympus 20x','Position', [20 300 100 30]); 
opthandle(2)= uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Olympus 100x','Position', [20 200 100 30]); 
opthandle(3) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Zeiss 40x','Position', [20 150 100 30]); 
opthandle(4) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Zeiss 63x','Position', [20 100 100 30]); 
opthandle(5) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Other','Position', [20 50 100 30]); 
opthandle(6) = uicontrol(obj_menu,'Style', 'toggle', 'String', 'Olympus 40x','Position', [20 250 100 30]); 
  
ispushed = []; 
  
%loop until one of the buttons is pushed 
while isempty(ispushed), 
    for i = 1:6 
       temp = get(opthandle(i)); 
       mycondition(i) = temp.Value; 
    end 
    ispushed = find(mycondition == 1); 
        pause(.1); 
end; 
  
switch ispushed; 
    case 1; 
        TandemFactor = 0.58/205*adjust_for_num_pixels; % measured 08-07-03  
         
    case 2; 
        TandemFactor = 0.12/205*adjust_for_num_pixels; % measured 08-07-03  
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    case 3; 
        TandemFactor = 0.27/205*adjust_for_num_pixels; % measured 08-07-03  
         
    case 4; 
        TandemFactor = 0.17/205*adjust_for_num_pixels; % measured 08-07-03 
         
    case 5; 
        disp('Strange objective: Error') 
         
    case 6; 
        TandemFactor = 0.27/205*1.09*adjust_for_num_pixels; % measured 04-29-04  
         
end; 
  
h =close (obj_menu); 
 
 
function [seperability, Rotdata] = RotateFindSVD(XRAMP, YRAMP, X, Y,small,Theta,method) 
%RotateFindSVD - rotates the center square matrix of small, returns seperability 
                warpx = X*cos(Theta) +Y*sin(Theta) ; 
                warpy = (-X*sin(Theta)+ Y*cos(Theta)) ; 
                Rotdata = interp2(XRAMP, YRAMP, small, warpx, warpy, method); 
                Rotdata(isnan(Rotdata)) = mean(mean(Rotdata));   % replace NaN with mean 
  
                S = svd(Rotdata); 
                seperability = S(1)^2/sum(S.^2); 
  
% Savename2 = 'C:\Nozomi\Rotdata.raw';     
% fid = fopen(Savename2, 'w'); 
% opened = fwrite(fid, Rotdata, 'uint8'); 
% fclose(fid); 
  
  
 
 
 
 




